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. PREFACE.

The late Mr. O. Alcenius had designs on a publication treating of the Anglo-Saxon coins found in
Finland, and to this end he compiled a list of the same. One part of this list containing most of the
coins of Aethelred, along with a short introduction, was printed already, but owing to some cause or other
the issue of the essay was discontinued some time before the death of the author. Although the original
list has not now been found fit for use, 'the investigations of Mr. Alcenius have anyhow been of good

service for the composition of this paper. The list now appears in a revised and also completed form.
Further on in this essay short descriptions of the coin types have been inserted before the list of the coins
of each king, and there has been an attempt made to a chronological arrangement of the types. Mr. Alcenius
also tried to fix the relative and absolute chronology of the coins of Aethelred, but I regret to say that I could
not take the same point of view as he as to the sequence of the types. Mr. Alcenius had no opportunity
of taking up find reports or any summings up of the general results of his investigations. But we have to
remember that in the periodical of Finska Fornminnesf6reningen (The Finnish Archaeological Society),
vol. XXI, he published comments on four of our most important finds, and likewise that the identification
of the coins belonging to some of our earliest finds, above all Reso and Kuolajarvi, that were till then all
mixed together, is also a result of his exertions. Still it is now no longer possible in detail to revise this
identification. The German coins mentioned in this paper are also mostly examined by Mr. Alcenius.

I am then as willing as in duty bound to acknowledge the importance of the preparatory works
of Mr. Alcenius with regard to this paper. But I also wish to accord my thanks to Mr. G. Galster of the

Royal Cabinet of Medals of Copenhagen for giving me information about Danish finds and for revising
the MS. The Consul Mr. Eugen Wolff by pecuniary assistance made it possible to publish our essay,
a generosity for which both the Finnish Archaeological Society and the writer himself are indebted to him.
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INTRODUCTION.

Denarii and Solidi from Rome and Byzant, that in great numbers came pouring in to the South of
Scandinavia, where they now have been found chiefly on resp. Gothland and Oland, hardly reached
Finland at all. Beyond some bronze coins and Denarii a few Solidi are the only tokens of the fact
that also the early Southern coins were known in our country. Only when during the Viking Age the
trade on the East began and the travels to Russia, coins were imported on a larger scale: a small number
of Byzantine silver coins and rather numerous Arabic dirhems testify this. Compared with the rich Swedish
hoards of Arabic coins, the dirhems found on the mainland of Finland, though numbering towards some
hundreds, still are exceedingly few. But on the other hand more than a thousand Arabic coins, found on
Aland, prove the busy traffic of this province eastwards. We are not bound to suppose that these coins
reached Aland via Sweden, or to put it more exactly via Gothland, the rich finding centre, for there are
some archaeological facts suggesting that the residents themselves took a part in the expeditions eastwards. (1)

The import of Arabic coins to Scandinavia and Finland broadly speaking took place during the
9th. and 10th. centuries. Towards the end of the 10th. century the flow gradually ceased and after this
point of time it is the Western coins that characterize our hoards, the bulk of these finds consisting of

coins from the Teutonic Continent and from England.
However, odd Anglo-Saxon coins reached Scandinavia already earlier.(2) In Norway the earliest

finds are: one styca from Northumberland which belongs to the middle of the 8th. century and one
somewhat later penny of Offa of Mercia(3); with these coins side six specimens from Northumbria, Mercia,
and Canterbury, all struck in the first part of the 9th. century. In Denmark and Sweden the earliest coins
are of Alfred the Great, i. e. from the period 871--901.(4) Some of these early coins have been used as
personal ornaments, and two are set in weights. In any case they do not seem to have been of any

importance as means of payment.

At the beginning of the 10th. century the finds are still rare. They now most frequently occur in

Denmark, while not a single one is reported from Norway. During the time of Eadgar and Edward the

Martyr the finds increase in numbers; Gothland already now has got that preponderance over other parts

of Scandinavia that later on characterizes the same island. However it is not likely that coins were imported

on any larger scale during the 6th.--8th. decades of the 10th. century: several specimens dating from this

period belong to hoards, that certainly have been deposited later on, and they probably did not come to the

North until with the broad stream of silver during Aethelred. But from Aethelred's time forth the tributes

again and again exacted by the Danes are plainly reflected in the Scandinavian finds. Gothland in a

(1) A. Hackman, in Det svenska Finland II, p. 40. (2) Cf. for the following Hauberg, pp. 20 ff.; Brogger, in Norsk
historisk tidsskrift, 5 R., Bd. 1, pp. 334 ff. (3) Schetelig, in BNJ V 1909, pp. 50-54. (4) Hauberg, in Aarboger 1914, p. 64;
Schnittger, in Fornv. 1917, p. 191 f.
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splendid way supports its reputation as a commercial centre of the North: out of more than 30,000 Anglo-

Saxon coins one half has been found here, while on the other hand all the finds reported from the

mainland of Sweden do not contain more than a twelfth part of this number. Among the coins belonging

to the Anglo-Saxon kings specimens of Aethelred are most common in Scandinavia; next come the coins

of Cnut, while the sons of this king are represented by a relatively small number only. During Edward

the Confessor the finds, contrary to the earlier state of things, occur more frequently in England than in

Scandinavia. And after this time the stream of silver by and by runs dry. Harold Godwinson and William I.

and II. are not represented at all in the Danish finds, and even on Gothland their coins are rare: not one

hundred specimens have been found in the whole of Scandinavia.

These coins also were exported to more distant countries than Scandinavia and brought across the

Baltic Sea. The Anglo-Saxon kings are represented by coins found in the north of Germany and Poland

as well as by specimens contained in hoards from the Baltic Provinces, from Courland in the south to

Ingermannia in the east.(1) The finds last mentioned follow the same rules as those of Scandinavia. The

coins of Aethelred and Cnut are most numerous, the numbers then lessen, and the last specimens are of

William I. and II. There seems to be no coins at all of the kings before Aethelred.(2 ) The hoards as a

rule contain comparatively few Anglo-Saxon pieces; and of course the Baltic Provinces do not rival Gothland

in abundance: a hoard like that of Oranienbaum in Ingermannia, containing between seven- and eight-

hundred Anglo-Saxon specimens, making a really rare exception. Hence we are not obliged to make

allowance for that eventuality that Finland possibly got most of its hoards of coins from the Baltic Provinces.

On the contrary it is more likely that they are the results of our relations with Gothland and the mainland

of Sweden. Still the question cannot be solved without a detailed knowledge of the Esthonian finds.

(1) See e. g. BEH 1846, pp. LXXIII f.; Kdhne, in Memoires III, p. 371; Kruse, Necrolivonica, Beilage D; Dannen-

berg I, p. 57, II, p. 533, III, pp. 766, 769, IV, pp. 882, 884; Katalog der Ausstellung zum X. archdologischen Kongress in Riga 1896,
pp. XXIII, XLIV, LV, LXIX, LXXVIII; Hauberg, pp. 179 ff; further numerous articles in the bibliography of Baltische Studien
zur Archdologie and Geschichte 1914, e. g. nos. 234, 395, 472, 511, 1123f., 1182f., 1257, 1286, 1350 &c.

(2) According to Kruse 1. cit., p. 13, three earlier coins of Osberht of Northumberland and of Ecgbeorth and Eadred of
England have been found in Esthonia; they are barbarous copies of coins of Aethelred; cf. Kahne 1. c. p. 377 f.



THE FINDS.

FINLAND PROPERLY SO CALLED.(')

VIRMO. About 1870 a hoard of at least fifty-two coins - for the most part Anglo-Saxon - was

found on a tilled field close to the Rectory of Virmo.(2) There are however no particulars of this find.

Out of the coins five specimens only have come to the Cabinet of Medals, and two to the National Museum,

one of which is a German Dortmund Denarius of Otto III., the remaining six being Anglo-Saxon: one of

the Long Cross type of Aethelred,(3 ) two of the Small Cross type,(4 ) one of the Quatrefoil type of Cnut,(5)

and two of the Pointed Helmet type.(6 )

Judging from these few coins the hoard probably was hidden in the third decade of the 11th.

century or about 1030. It is however impossible to fix an exact date, as only a trifling part of the

coins are now preserved.

NOUSIS. The parish of Nousis, the principal centre perhaps of young Christianity in Finland,

apparently already in old times played an important r6le. One proof of this we have in the silver finds

of the parish. The earliest information of such finds is of the seventh decade of the 18th. century and runs

as follows: ,,in 1762 and so time after time in the parish of Nousis in Finland several rather considerable

hoards of coins have been found, out of which four Aethelred coins only are sent in: the greatest part having

already fallen in the ungentle hands of the jewellers.,"(7) One of these ,,considerable hoards,, probably

contained those twelve old coins, found in Nousis, that in 1769 are reported some years earlier to

have come into the possession of Prof. Bilmark.( 8) There is the following account given of their

discovery: "Narrabat insuper idem Rusticus, quod liberi eius in ripa fluminis, quod parocciam modo dictam

interfluit & quidem in confinio aquae lapillos tetetiores voluptatis gratia colligentes, haec frusta metallica

hinc inde dispersa invenerint, domumque reportaverint. Quaerenti autem amico de loco, ubi reperti essent

hi nummi, respondit Rusticus, quod parum abesset a Sacello in honorem B. Henrici, primi Fennorum

Apostoli, extructo. Suspicabatur etiam massam quandam horum nummorum alicubi in ripa fuisse defossam,

cujus tegumentum terrestre successa temporis ita diminutum, ut frusta haec in apricum tandem prodierint,

sed quod major eorum pars, tempore praesertim verno, glacie soluta, vehementia aquarum in imum fluminis

alveum fuerit abrepta & inde dispersa.,, Among these twelve coins were four Anglo-Saxon specimens: two

of Aethelred - of the Crux and the Radiate Helmet type - and two of Cnut, of the Small Cross and the

(1) Finland is divided into the following provinces: Finland properly so called, Nyland, Satakunda, Tavastland, Savolax,
Carelia, East Bothnia, and Lapland.

(2) FFT VIII, pp. 100 ff.; Lagus II, no. 186; Mus. no. 2674 a. (3) Below, no. 65; pl. I, fig. 6. (4) Below, nos. 140, 344. These two
coins do not belong to the original find; they are found later on at exactly the same place. (5) Below, no. 72. (6) Below, nos. 160, 272.
(7) Liljegren, no. 186; BEH 1846, p. LXXI; Lagus II, no. 25 A. These four coins were sent to the K. Antiqvitets Archivet in Stockholm
(8) Dissertatio Academica, de Nummis Quibusdam antiquis, in Finlandia hand ita pridem repertis, quam sub Praesidio Mag.
Johannis Bilmark defert Arvidus Paulin, Aboae MDCCLXIX; Lagus II, no. 25 B.
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Pointed Helmet type. There is however no true reproduction of their inscriptions, whereas it is not possible
now to identify the coins with those in Hildebrand's catalogue. One specimen was supposed to belong to
the English king Henry I., but according to Alcenius(') this has proved to be a mistake: the coin is a Friesian

one struck under the reign of Henry III., 1039-56. Out of the remaining seven coins - which all were
more or less worn - some specimens at least most likely were Anglo-Saxon.(2)

To these finds must be added the great hoard which in 1895 was found on the territory of the
farm Nikkila in the village of Koljola.(3)

The river Nousis flows from N. E. to S.W. through the parish of the same name. Here like every-

where in Finland the cultivated country skirts the fruitful river-basin with its ramifications. There is in

one of these beds the small brook Murioja which some hundred metres below the parish church falls into

the main river Nousis, and about half a km. above this place lies the village of Koljola. In the

spring of 1895 in this village, on the territory of the farm Nikkil, a new kiln was being built. The vegetable

mould of the building-place was dug away and driven out in the fields, and in this soil by and by was
found a great number of coins. Some specimens were also found at the N. E. corner of the kiln, where the

hoard presumably originally was deposited, between the turf and the clay. It was not possible to get any
further particulars of this find. The Archeologist of the Finnish Government, the late J. R. Aspelin, who

immediately visited the place, contrived to acquire for the National Museum the whole find, whose weight

in total was 2,179 kg. Later on some more coins and the like were ploughed up; weight 7,25 gr.(4)

Excepting 1,476 undamaged and 221 broken coins the Nousis find contained a series of personal

silver ornaments and silver fragments. Out of the personal ornaments four penannular brooches stand in

the first place,(5) two of which however lack pins; there were though in this find two loose ones that

presumably belong to these brooches.(6) An armlet consisting of a flat thin band is broken in many pieces.(7)

Two coiled rings with ornamented broad middle plates,(8) three small plain rings,(9) pieces of two ornamented

rings,( 0) eight pieces of silver wire - one twisted -,(11) a badly damaged silver pearl,(12) and five lumps of
silver( 13) complete the list. There are of numismatic interest two or three joints of a necklet with an
appendant Byzantine coin of Basilius II. and Constantinus XI. Porphyrogenitus, 976-1025. Another coin,
likewise with a loop, of Johannes Zimisces, 969 -- 976, was probably also fixed to the chain, and judging
from the below mentioned chains from Hauho and Tavastehus it is the same in the case of yet three
Arabian coins. In one of them there are still traces left of a loop; the other two have a hole for a rivet.(14)

The Anglo-Saxon coins that are of the greatest interest to us are 305 in number. They begin with
Edward the Martyr, the latest being of the time of Harold Harefoot. The single Edward coin that as yet
has been found in Finland belongs to this find,(15) and Harold Harefoot is represented by a coin of the

Club Cross type.("6) The bulk, however, of this find, as usual, belongs to Aethelred and Cnut. There
are three specimens of the Diadem Hand type,(17) thirty-four of the Crux, seventy of the Long Cross,
eighteen of the Radiate Helmet, and fifty-eight ofthe Small Cross type (18) of Aethelred; moreover one coin

of the Small Cross type with a right-side bust(19) and another of the same type with five small crosses

(1) Alcenius, p. 14; cf. Dannenberg, no. 503. (2) According to Paulin-Bilmark one of the coins was Aragonese. However
it must by supposed that this statement is false, as Spanish coins are not found in Scandinavian hoards of this time. (3) Particulars
of this find given by Alcenius, pp. 13 f., 16 f. (4) Nos. of find in the National Museum 3132 8 3579. (5) Vorgeschichtliche Alter-
tiimer, pl. 47:1-4. (6) 1. c., pl. 47:5 belongs to the brooch 4; 18 perhaps to 1; 16 is a broken part of a like pin. (7) 1. c., pl. 47:6,8.
(8) 1. c., pl. 47:15,17. (9) pl. 47:7. (10) One of them pl. 47:14. (") 1. c., pl. 47:19-21. (12) pl. 47:13. (13) Four of them, 1. c., pl. 47:9-12

("4) Chain & coins 1. c., pl. 47:22. (15) Below, p. 21. (16) Below, Harold, no. 2. (17) Below, Aethelred, nos. 182, 323, 371.( s
18) For

these like the common types of Cnut see the lists below, passim. (19) Below, no. 20; pl. I, fig. 11.
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on the reverse.(1) Eleven coins of Aethelred occur with a barbarous obverse or reverse: one is a mule
composed of a Crux obverse and a Small Cross reverse,(2) two are Long Cross coins,(3) and one is a Long
Cross coin with bust to right.(4) There are still two mules composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Small
Cross reverse,(5) one of a Radiate Helmet obverse and a Small Cross reverse,(6) and finally four Small Cross coins.(7)

Cnut the Great is represented by a somewhat smaller number of coins: three of the Small Cross
type,(8) two mules composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil reverse,(9) forty-nine Quatrefoil coins,
and one of the like kind with bust to right,(°') thirty-six coins of the Pointed Helmet type, and twelve of
the Short Cross type, whereto must be added four Pointed Helmet coins with a barbarous obverse or
reverse.(11) With these Anglo-Saxon coins side thirty-one barbarous specimens of different types. There
are twelve Long Cross coins, one of which is struck square, one Long Cross coin with bust to right, four
coins of the Small Cross type, two of the Quatrefoil type, and eight of the Pointed Helmet type; further
one mule composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil reverse,(12) one of a Small Cross obverse
and a Pointed Helmet reverse, and one of a Pointed Helmet obverse and a Long Cross reverse; finally
one indefinable fragment.

Excepting a large number of German coins the Nousis find still contained several Irish and
Scandinavian specimens. A Dublin coin of the Radiate Helmet type bears the name of Aethelred,(13) while
Sihtric is represented by two Long Cross and one Small Cross coin,(14) the last specimen struck at London.
Sisig and Thymn are represented each by a Long Cross coin from resp. York and Dublin.(15) This hoard still
contained four Swedish coins, all of the Pointed Helmet type. One of them bears the name of Anund
while all the remaining specimens occur with a barbarous obverse. The Danish coins are more numerous:
thirteen pieces probably have to be assigned to Cnut the Great and four or five to Harthacnut. Side by
side with more than 1,320 German coins the number of these anyhow is infinitely small.

It is comparatively easy to fix the date of deposit of the Nousis find. The German coins here
afford the most convenient starting point, A terminus a quo is given by two coins of Count Albert III.
of Namur who entered upon his reign in 1037. As these coins in any case belong to the earliest type of
Count Albert,(16) the find ought not to have been buried very much later. This view is confirmed by an
examination of the rest of the coins. There are, as it is, numerous specimens of Cnut the Great, but of
Harold I. who died in 1039 there is one single piece, of the Club Cross type, belonging to the beginning
of his short reign. In 1036 Archbishop Pilgrim of Cologne was followed by Hermann; now there are no
specimens at all of the latter, whereas the find contained a great many coins of Bishop Pilgrim. Likewise
Conrad II., d. 1039, is represented by numerous coins, whereas his successor Henry III. is not. All these
facts tend to corroborate that the find was deposited in 1038-1040. Neither do the Scandinavian coins tell
against this supposition. Indeed, Anund died later, but all of the coins that can be assigned to him are
of the Pointed Helmet type of Cnut and consequently ought not to be very much later than the English
and the Danish coins of the same type. Harthacnut, d. 1042, is the last Danish king whose coins are
found in this hoard, and these must not necessarily be assigned to the end of his reign. This being the
case we may fix the time of deposit ofj the Nousis find to the last years of the fourth decade of the
11 th. century or about 1040.

(1) Below, no. 413. (2) Below, no. 423. (3) Below, nos. 425-26. (4) Below, no. 427. (5) Below, nos. 428, 429. () Below,
no. 430. (7) Below, nos. 433, 434 a, 435, 436. (8) Below, Cnut nos. 116, 116a, 117. (9) Below, nos. 22, 275. (10) Below, no. 218.
(11) Below, nos. 287-9, 291. (xa) By Roth, p. 124, no. 185 attributed to Ireland. (13) Below, Ireland no. 2. (14) Below, nos. 3, 6, 12-
(1s) Below, nos. 16, 17. (16) Dannenberg, no. 164.



RESO. Except Nousis Reso is the only parish of Finland, where more than one hoard of Anglo-
Saxon coins has ever been found. The first of these hoards was found already in 1752, when a decayed
birch-bark basket containing 150-200 silver coins was dug up on the farm Syri in the village of Ihala.
The basket had been lying 0,50 m. deep.(') This hoard met the fate of many other finds: it soon was
scattered(2) in all directions. A few coins fell into the hands of a jeweller. All that is known about these
pennies is that they resembled the coins of Olof Sk6tkonung in Thesaurus nummorum Suio - Gothorum
by Elias Brenner; one of them is said to have had the inscription: Ederei Rex Angl. Judging from this
information the coins probably were Anglo-Saxon, possibly of the Crux and the Long Cross types of
Aethelred which, as is well known, were the patterns of the coins of Olof Sk6tkonung.

The second hoard found in Reso(3) is more remarkable. It was in 1834 found on the premises of
the farm Tuomala in the village of Mahittula, and contained at least 618 silver coins - for the most part
Anglo-Saxon - and a silver armlet, with a total weight of some and 800 gr. All this was sent to the
Cabinet of Medals, but parts of the find probably were scattered to the winds too. B. E. Hildebrand,
came to know about seventeen Anglo-Saxon and twenty-eight German coins, "most of them of Emperor

Otto,", that presumably belong to this find; resp. thirteen and ten of these coins were presented to the
Royal Swedish Cabinet of Medals at Stockholm.(4) According to other information this find still contained
a silver ,,rapier's hilt" besides Cufic coins, which to a large extent were sold to jewellers.(5) Finally odd
coins found their way to private collections: there is a series of coins( 6) that belongs either to this find or
to that of Pemar. Among these there is one presumably Danish Agnus Dei coin(7) and one of the Pointed
Helmet type of Cnut with a right-side bust and a barbarous inscription on the reverse.(8)

There are however some difficulties to get over if we attempt to identify the armlet and the coins
that were sent to the Cabinet of Medals. The armlet has been mixed up with ornaments belonging to a
ind from Janakkala, Tavastland, and to the below mentioned find from Kuolajarvi. Howevei there is a
probability that this armlet is the same that is reproduced by Aspelin, fig. 1671, or in Vorgeschichtliche
Altertlimer p1. 48, fig. 13. The coins of the Reso and Kuolajarvi finds for their part have been mixed up too.
But on the basis of an old account of the Kuolajirvi coins by Prof. Hillstr6m,( 9) and of possibly other now
uncontrollable authorities, Mr. Alcenius has succeeded in broadly speaking separating the coins of one find
from those of the other. Still there are some specimens that defy every attempt at identification.

Out of the coins that certainly belong to this Reso find no less than 310 are Anglo-Saxon.
Aethelred is represented by 176 specimens: one of the Diadem Hand type,(10) two of the Cross patt6e Hand

type,(") thirty-two of the Crux type,(12) sixty-one of the Long Cross type, twenty-five of the Radiate Helmet

type, and forty-eight of the Small Cross type; moreover two varieties of the last type - one with bust to

right,(13 ) the other with no diadem( 4) - and a mule composed of a Radiate Helmet obverse and a Long

Cross reverse; (15) to these specimens must be added one coin of the Long Cross type(' 6) and three Small

Cross coins,(' 7) all with a barbarous reverse. The coins of Cnut the Great are 134 in number, out of which
three of the Small Cross type,(18) eighty-nine of the Quatrefoil type, twenty-six of the Pointed Helmet type,

and four of the Short Cross type;(xg) there are still a variety of the Quatrefoil type with no crown but a

(1) Lagus II, no. 19. (2) Most of these coins possibly came to the Cabinet of Medals of Queen Lovisa Ulrika; they can
no longer be identified. (3) Lagus II, no. 58. (4) BEH 1846, p. LXXII. (5) Geitlin, in Acta III, p. 317. (6) See below the Pemar find,
p. 11 f. (7) Alcenius, fig. 15. (8) Below, Cnut, no.291. (9) See below p. 19. (x0) Below, Aethelred no. 181. (11) Below, nos. 324, 325.
(xa) For common types of Aethelred and Cnut see below, passim. (13) Below, no. 369. (14) Below, no. 318. (15) Below, no. 367.
1e) Below, no. 424. (17) Below, [nos. 433a, 435a, 436a. (a18) Below, Cnut, nos. 34, 34 a, 34 b. (i9) Below, nos. 27, 62, 114, 115.
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diadem,(') and mules of following description: one composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil
reverse,( 2) one of a Quatrefoil obverse and a Radiate Helmet reverse,(") one of a Quatrefoil obverse and a
Small Cross reverse,(4) and finally four of a Small Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil reverse;( 5) one specimen
of the Long Cross type,(6) one of the Small Cross type,(7) one of the Quatrefoil type,(8) and one of the
Pointed Helmet type(9) occur with a barbarous obverse or reverse. With the Anglo-Saxon coins side no
less than twenty-eight barbarous specimens of the following types: twelve Long Cross coins(10) besides three
with bust to right, one mule composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Small Cross reverse, and two,
composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil reverse("); one specimen with an obverse bust to left,
dividing the inscription, occurs with a crown and sceptre behind bust and a Quatrefoil reverse; another of
the same obverse is struck with a Long Cross reverse; there are moreover two coins of the Quatrefoil type
and six of the Pointed Helmet type.

The Irish coins that certainly must be of this Reso find are only five in number, all of them struck for
Sihtric: two of the Long Cross type,(12) two of the Small Cross type,(") and one of the Quatrefoil type.(' 4) Sweden
is represented by two specimens of the Long Cross coins of Olof Sk6tkonung, Norway by probably three coins,
and Denmark, strangely enough, by one single coin of the Small Cross type, struck at Lund for Cnut the Great.

The sum of the above mentioned coins, that without doubt are of this Reso find, now is 349, but
as the whole number of coins sent to the Cabinet of Medals was 628, there is still a rest of 279 specimens left.
Out of these pieces 195 German coins have been examined. The remaining eighty-four are no
longer to be identified. Some of them possibly might be among the below mentioned Anglo-Saxon
specimens, catalogued as coming from unknown finds, but for the most part they certainly have been merged in
the large bulk of German coins, belonging to the Cabinet of Medals, which have been found at unknown places.

Out of the Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian coifbs the latest specimens are those of the Short Cross
type of Cnut, indicating a date of deposit of about 1035. With this point of time the German coins too

agree: Henry II. and earlier emperors are numerously represented. An Augsburg Denarius(15) of Bishop

Eberhard, 1029 --47, gives us a terminus a quo. It bears the name of Conrad II. and consequently was
struck between 1029 and 1039. There is still a Dortmund coin,(16) bearing the name of Conrad; with these

two specimens sides one Deventer penny struck by Bishop Bernold,(1 7) 1027-54.
Judging from the above mentioned facts it is most probable, that this Reso find was deposited

during the time of Conrad II. and consequently before 1040. One single coin like that of Bishop Bernold

does not delay the date of the hoard. Noticing however that this hoard contains only a few German coins that with-

out doubt are struck after 1027 and likewise that the latest Anglo-Saxon specimens belong to the Short Cross

type of Cnut, it is most likely that the hoard was buried some years earlier. Referring to the coins, we

give us a right to assume that this Reso find dates from the years about 1035. But now of course it is

possible that a more intimate aquaintance with the lost coins of this hoard, to some extent at least, would

alter our opinion. That certainly might be the case, all the more as we cannot know for certain that the
coins of the Reso and the Kuolajtrvi hoards by Alcenius have been in every particular correctly separated

from each other. Upon the whole we still can be positive about one thing: the Reso hoard is many tens
of years earlier than the find from Kuolaj~irvi.( 8)

(1) Below, no. 83. (2) Below, no. 21. (3) Below, no. 35. (1) Below, no. 14. (5) Below, nos. 85, 88, 118, 244. (6) Below,
no. 284. (7) Below, no. 285. (8) Below, no. 286. (9) Below, no. 290. (10) Four of them by Roth, pp. 73, 74, 89, nos. 16, 18 and 75
attributed to Ireland. (11) By Roth, p. 125, no. 187 attributed to Ireland. (12) Below, Ireland, nos. 13, 15. (13) Below, nos. 9, 11.
(14) Below, no. 10. (16) Dannenberg, no. 1029 v. (16) Dannenberg, no, 754. (17) Dannenberg, no. 572. (18) Cf. below, p. 19.
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ST. MARIE. Excavating for a high-road through the village of Virusmiki in the parish of St. Marie
an old cemetery was found which was in 1913--14 made an object for examination.(') The finds of the
Viking Age of this place among other things contain some coins: an Abbisee of the 9th. century, one coin
of Basilius II. and Constantine VIII., a barbarous copy of a like piece, one specimen of the Crux type,(2)
and one of the Long Cross type(3 ) of Aethelred, a barbarous coin struck in conformity to the Long Cross
type of Aethelred with bust to right, and finally one specimen of the Small Cross type of Edward the

Confessor.(4) These coins, all of which have been used as pendants, as to time agree with the remaining
contents of this find.

LUNDO. In the spring 1897 a valuable silver hoard(5) was found on a rocky hillside on the territory
of the farm Anttila, situated in the village of Sauvala in the parish of Lundo. There were still on the spot
remains of a broken crude earthen vessel, where the hoard had been kept, and presumably pieces of birch-
bark that where found at the place had been used as an outer covering around the vessel, still better
to preserve the silver things.

This find above all contained some parts of a necklet, worked in the same way as the below
mentioned chains from Hauho and Tavastehus; but while the rings of the breast piece of these chains are

joined together by double or threefold plaited links, the links of this one are single. The neck piece, like
that of the Hauho chain, is a rather long chord of plaited silver wire. Some of the rings still have loops
where coins have been hanging. A round medallion-like pendant with a cross ornament, that belongs to
the find, probably also has been hanging from this chain as there is to be found on its other edge a
riveted hole.(6) Two broken end-pieces of a necklet and two small lumps of sheet-silver are still worth

mentioning, though the bulk of the find consists of coins. Their number is no smaller than 901, among
which some thirty broken pieces. Still it is possible that the number has been somewhat greater, a smaller
part of the coins being lost before the National Museum got to know about the find. Four of the coins
are Cufic; they, like two Byzantine coins, probably are pendants of the chain. The Anglo-Saxon coins of

the find are fifty-six in number. Twenty-three belong to Aethelred: eleven coins are of the Long Cross type,(')
three of the Radiate Helmet type,(s) and seven of the Small Cross type;(9) one piece is of the Small Cross
type with a radiate helmet instead of a diadem, and moreover with five crosses on the reverse( 0°); one
specimen of the same type has a barbarous obverse (1) Twenty-five coins belong to Cnut: eight of the
Quatrefoil type,(12) one coin of the same type with three pellets at the cusps of the quatrefoil on the
reverse,(13 ) one mule consisting of a Quatrefoil obverse and a Small Cross reverse,(14) and another consisting
of a Small Cross obverse and a Quatrefoil reverse;( 15) there are further nine coins of the Pointed Helmet
type(' 6) and five of the Short Cross type.(' 7) Two belong to Harold Harefoot: one is of the Fleur-de-Lis
Cross type,( 8 ) and the other of the same, though the flowers in the cross angles of the reverse are changed
against trefoils consisting of three pellets.(19) Six belong to Edward the Confessor: three of the Small Cross
type,(20) one of the Quadrilateral type,(i) and two of the Pacx type.(22) With these side two Irish coins of
the Long Cross type, struck for Sihtric,(23) and eight barbarous coins, namely, three of the Long Cross type,

(1) FM 1915, pp. 31 f., 1916, pp. 65 f. (2) Mus. no. 6367:84; below, Aethelred, no. 351. (3) Mus. no. 6367:37; below,
Aethelred, no. 421. (4) Mus. no. 6645:5; below, Edward the Confessor, no, 1 a. (5) Mus. no. 3574:341-4, 3630; Lagus II., no. 584;
Alcenius, pp. 15 ff. (6) FFT XXIII:2, fig. 22. (7) Below, Aethelred, nos. 3, 40, 147, 208, 216, 221, 223, 235, 235a, 310, 321.
(8) Below, nos. 156, 268, 313. (9) Below, nos. 23, 53, 276, 282, 292, 303, 406. (o10) Below, no. 414. (11) Below, no. 437. (12) Below,
Cnut, nos. 3, 36, 49, 65, 97, 120a, 129, 266a. (1a) Below, no. 211. (14) Below, no. 241. (15) Below, no. 244a. (1e) Below, nos.24,
58, 76, 156, 164, 179, 245, 261, 262. (17) Below, nos. 28, 63, 81, 194, 195. (18) Below, Harold no. 3. (19) Below, no. 7. (20) Below,
Edward, nos. 4-6. (2) Below, no. 7. (22) Below, nos. 8, 9. (22) Below, Ireland, nos. 5, 14.
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two of the Pointed Helmet type, one mule consisting of a Small Cross obverse and a Long Cross reverse,
and another consisting of a Pointed Helmet obverse and a Long Cross reverse; there is still one mule
consisting of the reverse of the Small Cross type for an obverse and the reverse of the Long Cross type
for a reverse. Norway is represented by possibly two coins,(') Denmark by nineteen, i. e. two of Cnut, five
of Harthacnut, two of Magnus, and ten of Sven Estridsen.

The coins of Edward the Confessor and Sven Estridsen are the latest of the above mentioned
specimens. The coins of Sven Estridsen indicate that the find was deposited later than 1047. However the
latest coins of this find - from which we get the date of deposit - are to be found among the 806
German specimens (the remaining two being Hungarian). Archbishop Anno of Cologne, 1056-1075, and
Archbishop Siegfried of Mainz, 1060-1084, both are represented by one coin.(2) It is true, there are also
coins of Count Albert Ill. of Namur, whose reign dit not finish before 1105, but the most probable thing
is, that these coins of the Lundo hoard belong to the beginning of his long reign, to the fourth or fifth
decade of the 11th. century.(3 ) The most part of the German coins must be assigned to this or perhaps to a
still earlier time. Consequently we have a right to take the year 1060, when Siegfried became Archbishop
of Mainz, as a starting point for dating. Mr. Alcenius thinks, that the coin of the Lundo find forms a

sort of middling type between the earliest and the latest pennies of Siegfried; in consequence a supposition
as to a date of deposit of the Lundo find of about 1065-1070 might be accepted. It wholly corresponds
with the evidence of the other coins.

PEMAR. There is only a small part left of the Pemar find, which like a good many other hoards
was instantly dissolved and was very nearly lost altogether. This hoard, consisting of at least 200 coins,
silver wire, and wrought silver, in 1841 was found on the territory of the village of Sievola in the parish
of Pemar.(4) The most part of it was sold to a jeweller, and so came to pass from hand to hand. A small

portion of twenty-seven coins in all was later on by a private collector presented to the Cabinet of Medals.
According to Lagus three' of these twenty-seven coins were Cufic - one Siminee of 923, one Abbisee of 937,
and one obscure Marwanee -- , nine Anglo-Saxon, and fifteen German. There is however something wrong
in this information, for among the still remaining coins are only six Anglo-Saxon specimens besides one
barbarous piece. The other two -- according to Lagus, Anglo-Saxon coins - are resp. one Irish specimen
of the Long Cross type of Sihtric,(5) and one Swedish coin of Anund, a mule consisting of a Pointed
Helmet obverse and a Short Cross reverse. Out of the Anglo-Saxon coins one is of the Crux type(6) and

two of the Small Cross type( 7) of Aethelred, one of the Pointed Helmet type and one of the Short Cross

type of Cnut; (8) there is yel one mule of Aethelred with Small Cross obverse and Crux reverse( 9). All the

German coins, that no doubt belong to this Pemar find, date from the same time as the Anglo-Saxon

specimens, i. e. from the end of the 10th. and the first part of the 11th. century. Now only a little more

than a tenth part of the coins of this hoard are examined, for which reason - although these specimens give

us a date of deposit of about 1035--1040 - no exact specification of time has been ventured.
There is however still a small series of coins, partly acquired by our National Museum partly in

private collections, that possibly belongs to this Pemar find. However our information is not too reliable

these coins might as well be of the Reso find. There is among them an Agnus Dei coin with barbarous
inscriptions,(10) which is by Alcenius called Anglo-Saxon. Still this is quite a question. The chances are

(1) One of temrn, Alcenius, fig. 21, by Roth, p. 125, no. 186 attributed to Ireland. (2) Dannenberg, no. 390; Alcenius,
d. 19, fig. 7. 6) Dannenberg, nos. 164 8: 165. (4) Lagus II, no. 76. (5) Below, Ireland, no. 7. (6) Below, Aethelred, no. 194a,
(7) Below, nos. 139, 167. (8) Below, Cnut, nos 20, 233. (9) Below, Aethelred, no. 204. (10) Alcenius, fig. 15.
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that it is a Danish specimen.(1) Another coin is of the Pointed Helmet type of Cnut with bust to right.
and a barbarous inscription on the reverse.( 2) In the National Museum are ten German coins that possibly
belong to the Pemar find. The latest of these specimens is from Thiel and bears the name of Conrad II., 1024-39
Beyond these there are still some twenty in private collections, two of which, according to Lagus,(3) are
German pennies dating from Henry V., 1106-25. However this must be a mistake. The coins in question
are Salzburg pennies of Duke Henry V., 1004-1009, 1017-1026. This private collection contains a total
of fourteen German coins, all dating from the third or fourth decade of the 11th. century, and all, as
reported to us, belonging to the Pemar or the Reso find. Adding to these coins two Swedish specimens
- of Olof Sk6tkonung(4) and Anund -, one Danish of Sven Estridsen, and one Bohemian of Duke Odalricus
the list is completed. Supposing that the coin of Sven Estridsen really belongs to the Pemar, not to
Reso find, we get a terminus a quo: Sven Estridsen ascended the throne in 1047. But as this spe-
cimen is later than all the coins certainly belonging to the find, we do not venture to take that year
for a starting point.(5)

PARGAS. A private collection that in 1869 was sold to St. Petersburg, as reported to us, contained
fifteen Arabic and Anglo-Saxon coins that, besides others, before 1834 were found in the parish of Pargas.(6)
Possibly some of these coins are among those mentioned as coming from unknown finds, p. 20, for a
new buyer of this collection later on presented a large number of coins to the Cabinet of Medals. Of cou-
rse there is no information about the date of deposit of this find.

HALIKKO. According to Lagus four German mediaeval coins were found in 1869 when the foundation
of a dairy was lain on the territory of the estate Aminnegfird in the parish of Halikko.(7) However this
statement has to be corrected, as among the coins that are kept at the Cabinet of Medals are only three
German specimens found in Halikko: one Adelheid Denarius, one coin from Strassburg of Henry II., and
one indefinable specimen. The fourth coin is a damaged penny of the time of.Cnut the Great (Pointed
Helmet type).(8) It is hardly possible exactly to fix the time when this find was buried. The Strassburg
coin(9) is of the time of Emperor Henry 1014-24, the Pointed Helmet type of Cnut probably has to be
assigned to the third decade of the 11th. century. In any case some year about 1030 ought not to be
too early a date of deposit.

USKELA. In June 1686 a large number of coins - Arabic, Anglo-Saxon, some German, and a few
Byzantine - were found on a field of the farm Saaris in the village of Salo lying in the parish of Uskela.(lo)
Out of the Anglo-Saxon kings Aethelred, Cnut, and Edward the Confessor were represented. There were
German coins from Augsburg, Cologne, and Regensburg.

The find seems to have been of rather long standing - notice the Arabic and Byzantine coins! -
but on the other hand the coins of Edward indicate that the hoard did not come down before the middle
of the 11th. century. Of course it is possible too that the German coins, the date of which we know
nothing of,(") would give us reason to assume a still later date of deposit.

(1) Cf. Hauberg, Hardeknut no. 4. (2) Below, Cnut, no. 292. (3) Lagus II, p. 73 (4) Alcenius, fig. 22. (6) According to
Memoires III, 1849 p. 370, in the neighbourhood of Abo about six years earlier was found a hoard containing Anglo-Saxon
and German coins along with specimens belonging to Sven Tvaeskegg and Anund. This information however most likely refers
to the Pemar find. (6) Lagus II, no. 49. (7) Lagus II, no. 185. (8) Below, Cnut, no. 154a. (9) Dannenberg 920. (10) Dijkman,
Observationer til dhe forna Svenskars o. Gdthers penninge rdchningz beskaffenhet, 1686, 1 §§ 4-5, 3 § 1. Lagus II, no. 9.
(1x) One of them seems to have been of Bishop Pilgrim of Cologne, 1021-1036.
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NYLAND.

EKENAS. In 1920 the National Museum was presented with a coin of the Long Cross type of

Aethelred, that is reported to have been found in the neighbourhood of the town of Ekenas.(')

SATAKUNDA.

HVITTIS. In the years after 1894 rather extensive excavations were set about on a large cemetery

lying on the hill of Hiukkavainio, which is situated in the village ef Sampu in the parish of Hvittis. The

finds of this place proved that the cemetery had been used in the eighth century and onwards during the

whole Viking Age.(2) Among the numerous things discovered were some coins: one Carlovingian specimen,

two Arabic, and two Anglo- Saxon coins, one German piece, and a few indefinable specimens. The Anglo-

Saxon coins both had a hole, indicating that they had been used as pendants; one was of the Crux type

of Aethelred (") the other of the Quatrefoil type of Cnut.(4)

LEMBOIS. A vessel full of silver coins was in 1802 ploughed up on a field belonging to the farm

Jara in the village of Kuokkala in the parish of Lembois.(5 ) Unfortunately the whole find was soon dispersed.

A few coins only in course of time found their way to the Cabinet of Medals. In 1862 came in two

German bishop-coins which can no more be identified, and in 1879 four more coins.(6 ) Among these

specimens there is an Anglo-Saxon penny of Cnut with an obverse of the Small Cross type and a reverse

of the Quatrefoil type.(7 ) The remaining three coins are German: one of Theodorich II., 1005-46, from

Epinal, one of Count Albert III. from Dinant, 1037-1115, and one of Conrad II. from Cologne. Conse-

quently this find was not deposited before 1037, though on the other hand it is not possible to fix a more

exact date, knowing, as we do, only so little of the whole find.

TAVAST LAN D.

HATTULA. In the summer of 1906 a round silver pendant and ten silver coins were dug up on a

field belonging to the farm Luurila, which is situated on the S. W. shore of the long lake Renkoji~rvi in the

village of Pelkola in the parish of Hattula. Because of this find the National Museum set about excavations

which were led by Dr. A. Hackman and Mr. O. Alcenius, who by and by brought together a rather con-

siderable silver hoard.(8) All the different parts of this hoard probably were buried together in the same

place in a lether bag or the like, although they were now scattered over an area of at least 25 m2, for the

coins and ornaments in course of time were ploughed up with the soil. Among the personal ornaments

of the find there are most worth mentioning some broken pieces of a silver necklet worked in the same

way as the chains from Hauho and Tavastehus.(9) A few of the short links and rings of the breast'piece

are still left; likewise pieces of the long chord of plaited silver wire forming the neck piece; but there is

no possibility now to decide whether the rings of the breast piece were joined together by one link or more.

On one fragment of the neck piece there is still an Arabic silver coin hanging, while the loops in the

(1) Below, Aethelred, no. 439. (2) Lagus II, no. 511a. (3) Mus. no. 3574:183; below Aethelred no. 438. (4) Mus. no. 3149:93;
below Cnut no. 4. (5) Lagus II, no. 40a. (6) At the same time came in a Swedish coin of Erik XIII, as reported to us of the same
find; this however must be a mistake. (7) Below, Cnut, no. 88a. (s) Mus. nos. 4889, 4995, 5130. Cf. FM 1907, p. 96, 1909, pp. 15f.
(9) See below p. 15.
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rings indicate, that coins or pendants once have been hanging on them as well. Among the pendants are

a small bird cut in filigreed sheet-silver,(') a round disc with a cross-ornament reminding of the pendant

from Lundo,(2) more or less broken pieces of four similar pendants, a broken round plate - possibly also

a pendant -- with a queer kind of animal on it, and finally coins. The find still contained a number of

partly ornamented lumps of silver, which to some extent might possibly be broken round pendants, badly

damaged strap mountings, more than fifteen carnelian and glass pearls, and finally a broken piece of a

silver plate with a leaflike ornament, possibly cut out of a bigger article, a silver bowl or the like, and

later on used hanging.
However the bulk of this hoard consists of coins: 126 in number all told. Thirty-one specimens,

out of which two at least are barbarous falsifications, have not yet been definitively examined, all of them

however being Cufic. There is a loop in each piece or a hole for a rivet, a sure sign that they have

been used as pendants. With these Cufic specimens side three Byzantine coins: one of Constantinus X. and

Romanus II., 948--51, and two of Basilius II. and Constantinus XI., 976--1025. The Western group as

usual consists of mostly German and Anglo-Saxon specimens. To these coins still must be added two

Bohemian pieces - the later of Duke Bretislaw I., 1037--55 and an Irish one of the Long Cross type,

struck at Dublin for Sihtric.( 3) Out of the Anglo- Saxon kings only Aethelred and Cnut are represented by

resp. nine and seven coins. There are the following types of the Aethelred coins: two of the Crux type,(4)

two of the Long Cross type,(5) one of the Radiate Helmet type,(6) and four of the Small Cross type.(7)

The coins of Cnut are: one of the Quatrefoil type,(8) four of the Pointed Helmet type,(9) and one of the

Short Cross type;( 10) moreover one variety of the Short Cross type with a crozier instead of a fleur-de-lis

sceptre.(") To the Anglo-Saxon coins still belongs a broken piece of a barbarous copy of the Long Cross

type with bust to right; the obverse inscription possibly might be read + E VI V although the last of these

letters certainly is doubtful; the strokes of the reverse do not make any sense.

The German coins are seventy-two in number. Most of them belong to the reigns of Henry II. and

Conrad II., some are older still. The latest of them is a Cologne Denarius with the names of Conrad II.

and Archbishop Hermann II.,(12) that must have been struck in 1036 or later, because in the year 1036

Hermann was appointed archbishop. On the other hand this coin must have been struck before 1040 as

Conrad II. died in 1039. With this date all the rest of the coins agree. The latest Anglo-Saxon specimens

are of the Short Cross type of Cnut, and consequently of the fourth decade of the 11th. century. The

Bohemian coin of Duke BFetislaw, 1037- 55, fixes a still closer date and also gives a terminus a quo. On the

other hand it must be remembered that the coins of Henry Ill., who ascended the throne in 1039, are very

common in the later finds; the absence of his coins in the Hattula hoard indicates, that the find must

have been deposited about 1040.

TAVASTEHUS. In May 1895 a silver hoard of considerable value was found in laying down pipes on

the point of Linnaniemi, which in the country parish of Tavastehus projects into the lake Vanajavesi.(1 3)

Dr. A. O. Heikel, who on behalf of the National Museum visited the place, acquired the whole find for the

museum. The silver things were lying about 40 cm. deep in clay soil on a tilled field, no traces of any

kind of vessel or covering around them. The ornaments were rather few: a penannular brooch,( 4 ) some

(1) See e. g. FM 1909, p. 16, fig. 2. (2) FFT XXIII:2, fig. 22. (3) Below, Ireland, no. 4. (4) Below, Aethelred, nos. 193a, 419.
(5) Below, nos. 42, 68. (6) Below, no. 70. (7) Below, nos. 283, 317, 333, 392. (8) Below, Cnut, no. 102. (9) Below, nos. 26, 52, 91,181.
(10o) Below, no. 274. ("x) Below, no. 265. (x12) Dannenberg, no. 385. (13) Lagus II, no. 512; Alcenius, pp. 6 ff. (14) Vorg. Altert.,

pl. 47, no. 23.
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silver pearls,(') and a necklet, consisting of numerous pairs of plaited silver joints linked together by rings;(2)
several coins and some pendants(3) still hang at this chain to which presumably belonged yet another couple
of unfastened pendants, contained in the same find.

Out of these coins five are Oriental. One is a Pahlavi coin struck in the latter half of the 7th. cen-
tury, two are Abbisees (the later of 915-916), and two Saimnees (the date of the later coin illegible, stil
of 914-943), all original pendants of the necklet. Later on to these have been added among other things
four Western coins: a Danish one of Sven Estridsen,(4) 1047-76, and three Anglo-Saxon coins: one of Cnut
the Great of the Pointed Helmet type,( 5) one of Harold I. of the Fleur-de-Lis Cross type,(6) and one of
Edward the Confessor of the Small Cross type.(') However the find contained still more coins; excepting
the above mentioned 9 specimens 54 in all, above all a remarkably great number of Oriental specimens for
a hoard as late as this. Among these specimens was one PahlavT coin of 670-673, and no less than twenty-
eight Cufic coins. There were two Abbisees, the later of 933-34, sixteen Simanees, the latest of 976--997,
one Buweyhee of 953--954, one Okeylee, two false Smianees, and six indefinable specimens. In every

coin is a loop or a hole showing that they have been used hanging. This is not always the case with the
Western coins of this find (nine Anglo-Saxon specimens, one barbarous, and two English coins). Four of
the coins are of the Long.Cross type of Aethelred,( 8) two of the Small Cross type,(9) two of the Quatrefoil
type of Cnut,('o) one of the Pointed Helmet type,(") and two of William I 8 II.(12) The barbarous coin, by

Roth attributed to Ireland,( 3 ) is a copy of the Long Cross type of Aethelred. The list is completed by
fifteen German coins, which give us the date of this find, as there is to be found among them one Dort-
mund and one Goslar Denarius of Henry IV., 1056-1105, and also one Mainz Denarius of Bishop

Ruthard, 1088-1109. One of the William coins belongs to William Rufus and consequently is later than
of 1087,(14) whereas the Ruthard penny testifies that the find was deposited after 1088. Venturing to fix no
definite date we may anyhow side with Alcenius in assuming that the hoard was hidden in the earth later
than 1090, possibly about 1100. Nor does a later point of time seem to be likely, most of the Western
coins being of a considerably earlier date.

PALKANE. In 1787 a silver hoard weighing about 525 gr. was found in the parish of Pilkane (15).
Excepting a silver armlet( 16) this hoard, which was sent to Stockholm, contained 122 coins: i. e. seven Arabic,

sixty-five Anglo-Saxon, twenty-five Irish, and fourteen German specimens. The Anglo-Saxon coins were
struck during the reign of King Aethelred and King Cnut. Judging from this the hoard probably was

deposited during the fourth decade of the 11th. century. It is however not possible to fix an exact date

because of the imperfect information about the find that is at our disposal.
HAUHO. In 1855 a beautiful silver necklet was harrowed up on a field belonging to the farm

Lehdesmiki, which is situated on the shore of the lake Roine in the parish of Hauho.(17) This necklet

consists of fifteen threefold silver links joined together by rings. To the last ring at one end of the chain

is fastened a rather long silver string, forming the back piece of the necklet. At each ring originally hung
a Cufic coin. Most of them however at once fell off the loops, which fixed them to their rings and so some
were lost altogether. Eleven coins out of sixteen are yet preserved. Excepting these coins, to the chain

(') 1. c., no. 25. (2) 1. c., no. 26; FFT XXIII:2, figg. 2, 9, 13-15, 18, 19. (3) Vorg. Altert., pl. 47, no. 24; FFTXXIII:2,
fig. 21. (4) Hauberg, no. 6 var. (5) Below, Cnut, no. 60. (6) Below, Harold, no. 4. (7) Below, Edward the Confessor, no. 2. (8) Below,
Aethelred, nos. 96, 107a, 120, 240. (9) Below, nos. 163 a, 334. (1o) Below, Cnut, nos. 123, 197. ("x) Below, no. 183. (12) Below,
William I 8: II, nos. 1, 5. (13) Roth, p. 90, no. 80. (14) According, to Carlyon-Britton, BNJ 1905, p. 173, this type is struck in
1090-93. ('5) BEl 1846, p. LXXII; Lagus II, no. 31. (16) Bidrag t. kannedomen af Finlands natur och folk 38, p. 89, fig 91.
(17) FM 1894, pp. 81 ff; Lagus II, no. 121; Vorg. Al/ert., pl. 47, no. 27; FFT XXIII:2, fig. 1.
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still belong two hanging ornaments(') and five Western coins. Out of these coins, which later on have
been fixed to the chain, three are Anglo-Saxon - one of the Crux type of Aethelred, one of the Quatrefoil

type of Cnut, and one of his Short Cross type(") -- one is Swedish and one German. The Swedish square
clipped coin belongs to Anund. It is stamped by the moneyer Thormoth of Sigtuna, who used the Pointed

Helmet type. However none of these coins gives us any clue as to when the find was deposited. Such infor-
mation we get from the German coin, a Mimigardeford Denarius.(3) The date of this Miinster coin still

being a matter of dispute, it is perhaps for the present most correctly assigned to the latter part of the
11th. century. On the basis of the find at Tavastehus, which contained some specimens of this coin, Alcenius
has tried to fix its date to 1070--1090.(4) Anyhow it is not possible that the Hauho chain was buried as

early as 1050.(5) It probably came into the earth in the latter part of the 11th. century, at the same time

as the Tavastehus ornament. The Oriental coins - eight Siminees, one Bolgaric coin, and three false
Siminees, presumably struck in Bolgary - give us a hint as to when this chain was made: the latest coin,

from Samarkand, is struck by the Emir Mansur en Nfih in 972--973. And consequently it is most probable

that the chain has been made later than this year.
NASTOLA. According to Lagus( 6) in October 1865 fifty-six Anglo-Saxon coins were found buried

in a row close together on the site of an old house in the village of Immila in the parish of Nastola.
Still this information can not possibly hold good: the word Anglo-Saxon certainly should be Western as
the coins are to some extent German and Scandinavian. The Anglo-Saxon coins belong to Aethelred and

Cnut. There are two specimens of the Crux type of Aethelred,(7) six of the Long Cross type,(8) one of the

Radiate Helmet type,(9) seven of the Small Cross type;(' 0) moreover one mule composed of a Radiate Helmet
obverse and a Small Cross reverse, and one piece of the Small Cross type(") both with a barbarous reverse.

To these must be added four barbarous specimens of the Long Cross type.(' 2) Six of the coins of Cnut

are of the Quatrefoil type( 13) and four of the Pointed Helmet type,(' 4) whereto can be added one bar-
barous coin of the Pointed Helmet type with bust to right. An Aethelred coin of the Radiate Helmet type,( 5s)
probably struck at Dublin, also sides with the Anglo-Saxon collection. The Scandinavian coins are: one

rare mule composed of a Long Cross obverse and a Crux reverse of Olof Sk6tkonung with in nomine
Domini on the reverse, and an early coin of Cnut the Great struck at Lund.(16) All the remaining seventeen

coins are from Germany. The latest are two Augsburg pennies( 17) of Conrad II., struck during his reign as
king, 1024 -27. Considering that the hoard contains rather few and early Scandinavian coins and further

that the Pointed Helmet type is the latest of the English types of Cnut represented, it ought to be

perfectly just to suppose, that the find was deposited already in the third decade of the 11th. century,

or possibly about 1030.
SYSMA. A hoard of silver ornaments and coins was in October 1870 found on an islet in the

lake Vlimiinen in the parish of Sysmi. The hoard was ploughed up on burn-beaten land on the territory

of the croft Joutsa, belonging to the Curate of Virili in the village of Vilirimaa. Shortly afterwards the
find, weighing 210 gr., came in the possession of the Cabinet of Medals.(1s)

(1) FM 1894, p. 81, fig. 4; FFTXXIII:2, figs. 16, 17. (2) Below, Aethelred, no. 143; Cnut, nos. 137, 112. (3) Dannenberg, 767.
4) Alcenius pp. 8 ff. (5) Cfr. FM 1894, pp. 82, 97 f. (6) Lagus II, no. 163. There has for the present been no possibility of iden-

tifying more than fifty-three of these coins. (7) Below, Aethelred, nos. 309, 329. (8) Below, nos. 119, 207, 225, 238, 239, 366. (9) Be-
low, no. 330. (o10) Below, nos. 87, 108, 163, 294, 316, 383, 412. (11) Below, nos. 431, 434. (12) One of them by Roth, p. 90, no.
77 attributed to Ireland. See also I. c. p. 142, no. 238. (a13) Below, Cnut, nos. 31, 68, 69, 215, 226, 276. (14) Below, nos. 166, 172,
230, 270. (15) Below, Ireland, no. 1; see Roth, p. 123, no. 181. (16) Hauberg, Cnut no. 1 var. (17) Dannenberg, no. 1036 var,
(18) Lagus II, no. 192.
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The ornaments of this find are few: one half of a penannular brooch, an armlet of spirally twisted
wire, whose ends are entwined round each other, and a wide spiral armlet ending in a clasp at one end,
the other being broken.

The coins are ninety-eight in number. There are six Arabic specimens, according to Lagus one
Abbasee of 900, three Simianees of resp. 896, 907, and 917, and two indefinable coins. To all of these
loops have been riveted; they probably once belonged to a necklet or some other ornament. The fifteen
English coins all have to be assigned to the time of Aethelred. There is one coin of the Diadem Hand
type,(1) thirteen of the Crux type,(2) and one of the Long Cross type.(3 ) According to Lagus still one coin
of Cnut ought to belong to this find, but such is not the case. Probably this coin is mistaken for a German
coin from Stade: a copy of the Crux type of Aethelred bearing the name Henricus in retrograde writing.

Judging from the English coins this find was deposited rather early, before the great bulk of
the Radiate Helmet and the Small Cross typed coins came into Finland. The German coins agree
with this fact. Most of them belong to Otto III. and Adelheid, only a few being of more ancient date.
The latest German coin is an Augsburg Denarius which has to be assigned to the time of Bishop
Bruno (1006.--1029). To this find also belong the above mentioned Stade coin of the time of Count

Henry, 976-1016, two coins of Henry II., 1002-1024, and one Denarius of Bernhard Duke of Saxony,

973--1011. We notice at once that late German coins like the Long Cross coins of Aethelred are excep-
tionally few. Compared with other finds their number is extremely small. Scandinavian coins are
altogether wanting, but on the other hand there are comparatively numerous specimens of
Arabic coins. All this gives us good reason to suppose that the find has been laid in the earth at the

beginning of the 11th. century. There is a terminus a quo in the coin of Bishop Bruno: before 1006 the

find can not have been deposited. Now the Stade coin is almost coexistent with the Crux type of Aethelred,

and it is very likely that the coins of Henry II. have been struck at the beginning of his reign. Supposing

that they belong to his later years, in analogy with the state of things in other finds their number certainly

ought to be greater. This argumentation ends in a hypothesis that the hoard was hidden about 1010.

However an exact date of deposit can hardly be stated.

CARELIA.

KRONOBORG. One single hoard of Anglo-Saxon coins has been found in Carelia, in the parish

of Kronoborg by Ladoga.(4) In 1866 an old larder was being moved in the village of Kuuppala on the

shore of an inlet called Hameenlahti. And so under a corner-stone of this larder were found ,,hundreds of

silver coins". Most of these coins were dispersed and lost. A small part, fifteen coins in all, were bought

for the Lyceum of Borgi, a like number later on found their way to the Museum of Viborg,(5) while the

Cabinet of Medals at different occasions contrived to acquire forty-three coins, all told.

(1) Below, Aethelred no. 56. (2) Below, nos. 1, 7, 8, 29, 35, 37, 57, 123, 124, 142, 191, 320, 357. (3) Below, 11no. 328.

(4) Lagus II, no. 172. (5) Beyond fifteen mediaeval coins the Museum of Viborg also got a Roman Denarius struck by L. Rubrius
Dossenus during the first century B. C. (Babelon, Description historique et chronologique des monnaies de la Ripublique
Romaine II, p. 406), as reported of the Kuuppala find; this however must be a mistake. Cfr. Hauberg, in Aarbager 1894,
p. 326, and Regling in Z. f. N. 29, p. 23, f. Only 2 Roman denarii from the time B. C. are found in Denmark, and all the Roman
coins found in hoards belonging to the 10 th. and 11lth. century are imperial.
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Twenty-one of the seventy-three remaining coins are Anglo-Saxon: one is of the Crux type of
Aethelred,(1) eight of the Long Cross type,(2) and as many of the Small Cross type.(3) Cnut is represented
by two coins of the Pointed Helmet type(4) and one of the Short Cross type,(') Edward the Confessor by
one single coin( 6) of the Expanding Cross type. The find contained besides an Irish coin of the Small Cross
type struck for Sihtric,(7 ) one barbarous specimen of the Long Cross type, and two Danish coins, one of
Harthacnut and the other of Sven Estridsen. The coin of Edward is struck later than 1042, that of Sven
Estridsen gives us a terminus a quo in the year of 1047. The German coins of this find - thirty-nine in
number - also agree with this date, the latest of these coins being of the time of Henry III., 1039 -1056;
there are a few specimens with his name from Duisburg. Count Bruno III. of Friesland, 1038 - 57, Bishop
Eberhard of Augsburg, 1029--47, and Bishop Herman II. of Cologne, 1036--56, are also represented by
one coin each. Judging from this we get a date of about 1050. Now according to an old information the
find still contained a coin of King Andreas of Hungary, 1046- 60, which is not impossible at all if the
find really was deposited about 1050 or somewhat later. Among the remaining coins there is however no
coin of Andreas though instead one of Holy Stefan, whose reign finished in 1038.

The same old author states, that this find for the most part contained Amawees, Anglo-Saxon, and
Hungarian coins. However, this can hardly be the fact as among the remaining coins is one single
Hungarian specimen against numerous German coins, one single Amawee, a dirhem of 725, against seven
Abbisees, the latest of 933, and one indefinable Cufic coin.

EAST BOTHNIA.

WASA, OLD TOWN. In the Cabinet of Medals at Stockholm there is a penny of the Crux type
of Aethelred, struck at London by Eadwold,(8) which is reported to have been found in the Old town of Wasa.

KUUSAMO. In July 1896 a hoard of numerous silver coins was found when haymaking in a
meadow in the wilds of Pyhaijirvi in the parish of Kuusamo. The place of the find lies in the village of
Puutteenkyla on the .shore of Jaaponlahti, an inlet of the lake Kuusamo, about five km. off the church.
The coins were found in a clod of turf, no further particulars being known. About 330 coins in all along
with numerous broken pieces weighing all in body 288 gr. were sent to the National Museum.(9)

Among these coins are only three Anglo-Saxon specimens, all of the Pointed Helmet type of Cnut
the Great.(10) One halfpenny is a barbarous copy of the Long Cross type of Aethelred with bust to right.
Another badly damaged coin is a queer mule of different types: Obv. Crowned bust to left, cross pomm6e
sceptre behind bust, outer circle; inscription crosses bust. Rev. Long Cross, outer circle. Out of the
remaining coins two are Cufic and five Danish: two are of Cnut the Great and three of Sven Estridsen.(' 1)

All the rest derive their origin from Germany. The latest is a Magdeburg Denarius of Bishop Hartwig,
whose epicopate began in 1079. On these grounds it certainly is justified to suggest that the hoard was
deposited in about 1090.(12)

(1) Below, Aethelred, no. 192. (2) Below, nos. 11, 22, 206, 249a, 441-443. (3) Below, nos. 18, 80, 168, 173, 296, 361
387, 407. (4) Below, Cnut, nos. 158, 163. (5) Below, no. 188. (6) Below, Edward no. 11. (7) Below, Ireland, no. 8. (8) BEH 1881,
Aethelred, no. 2424. (9) Lagus II, no. 523; Alcenius, pp. 15, 20. (10) Below, Cnut, nos. 59, 180, 184. (") Two of the coins of
Sven Estridsen are reproduced by Alcenius, figg. 17, 18. (12) Alcenius, p. 20, takes 1080 for the date of deposit.
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LAPLAN D.

KUOLAJARVI. In the autumn of 1839 a birch-bark cover containing 174 silver coins, some
personal ornaments and the like was found under a corner of a massive shelf of rock on the hill Aatser-

vainen, which lies on the shore of the lake Tenni6ji.rvi in the parish of Kuolajirvi, not far from the borders
of Sodankyli.(') Amongst these things should first be mentioned a plaite'd silver necklet, two armlets,

a brooch made of rather bad silver alloying, and two pieces of twisted silver wire. There were still in this
hoard a balance with eleven weights; an iron lock; eight links, according to an old statement, possibly of

gilded bronze, joined together by now rusted iron rings; and three pieces of broken silver works.

As we have already mentioned when commenting on the great Reso find(2) the coins of this hoard
and that of Kuolajirvi have been mixed together, while the armlet from Reso, the ornaments from Kuolajarvi,
and the antiquities of a find from Janakkala can in part be separated from each other. Now the balance

with its weights does not raise any difficulties;(3) the lock, the links of the necklet, and the silver works

seem to be lost altogether. But on the other hand there is no possibility of identifying the armlets or the
brooch, while the necklet of Aspelin, fig. 1667(4) with some hesitation possibly might be assigned to this find.

In identifying the coins Mr. Alcenius has made use of an account of the same made by the late
Prof. Linsen and published by the late Prof. Hillstrm, which however on many points contains errors

So, according to Linsen a number of coins are of the Anglo-Saxon king Ecgberth, 800--838, although

they as a matter of fact belong to the Friesian Counts Egberth I. 8 II., 1057--1090. And the English coins
of Henry I.--III., spoken of by Linsen, all have proved to be Friesian or German specimens. Most of

them belong to Henry IV. and V.
The coins of Egberth not being of Anglo-Saxon origin, the number of these specimens consequently

is reduced to a mere trifle. Linsen mentions one coin of Aethelred, two of Cnut, and three of Harthacnut.

But now this last Anglo-Saxon king is represented by no coin at all in the Cabinet of Medals. Mr. Linsen

probably mistook Short Cross coins of Cnut for specimens of Harthacnut. According to Mr. Alcenius the

coins in question are of the following types: one of the Small Cross type of Aethelred,(5) one of the

Quatrefoil type,(6) two of the Pointed Helmet type,(7) and three of the Short Cross type of Cnut.(8) Beyond

these specimens he assignes to the same find still three English coins which are of the Paxs type of

William the Conqueror.(9)

The bulk of this hoard, however, consists of Continental coins. Out of these, four are Danish

specimens of Sven Estridsen, all the remaining being of German origin. Mr. Alcenius has had the con-

fidence to assign 154 German coins to this find from Kuolajarvi. Among these specimens there are also

the latest coins of the find: at least two pennies of Goslar and three of Mainz of Henry V., 1106 -- 1125;

a Cologne Denarius of Bishop Friedrich, 1099-1131, possibly might be of still later date. There is a

Magdeburg coin of Bishop Adelgod, 1107-1119, indicating that the find was deposited after 1107. At least

the Goslar coins with the name of Henry V. being struck during his reign as a king(10) the most probable

thing is, that the find was not buried later than in the second decade of the twelfth century, or possibly about 1120.

(1) G. G. Hillstr6m, Undersdkning om ett i Lappmarken gjordi fynd af gamla vigter oc mnynt in Acta I; BEH 1846,
p. LXXII; Appelgren, in FFT V, p. 37 ff.; Lagus II, no. 66; Alcenius, p. 4 f. (2) Above, p. 8. Many ornaments in different

papers have been assigned to the Kuolajarvi find which anyhow do not belong to it. (3) Aspelin, fig. 1663; Vorgeschichtliche
Altertiimer, pl. 48, figs. 10, 14. (4) Reproduced also in Vorgeschichtliche Altertiimer, pl. 48, fig. 1. (5) Below, Aethelred, no. 409.
(6) Below, Cnut, no. 251. (7) Below, nos. 79, 108. (8) Below, nos. 64, 189, 235. (9) Below, William I. nos. 2-4. (1o) Dannenberg, no. 682.
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Examining the Reso find we held that Alcenius in identifying the coins, though possibly wrong in

the details, certainly may be right in the main. It is the same in the case of the Kuolajirvi hoard,
but now again we have no possibilities of controlling his results. He might have had annotations to
refer to, that are unknown to us. However we are surprised that Alcenius contrived to identify no less
than 168 specimens out of 174 of the find, while on the other hand Linsen dit not identify more than 150.
This might be due to the fact that Mr. Alcenius disposed of a more plentiful supply of numismatical literature,
but it is not impossible either that he assigned to this hoard coins that do not belong to it. Now the
main result of all these examinations is not altered by this. Supposing that the find dates from the beginning
of the 12th. century, the specification of time agrees with the conclusions we arrive at in our investigations
by not relying too much on the account of Mr. Linsen. The Kuolajarvi find in any case is the latest hoard
containing Anglo-Saxon and German coins that up till now has been found in Finland; it is later too
than all the hoards found in Sweden.

UNKNOWN FINDS.

Beyond the Anglo-Saxon coins of the above mentioned finds the Cabinet of Medals still owns a
small series, about which there are no further particulars. Some of these coins might possibly belong to
the old finds - Reso, Pemar, &c. - but on the other hand it is not impossible at all that they are of
other unknown finds. Neither is it certain, although quite likely, that all of these specimens have
been found in Finland.

The coins in question are the following: Aethelred: one specimen of the Crux type(') and one
of the Long Cross type,(2) five of the Small Cross type,(3 ) and one mule composed of a Radiate Helmet
obverse and a Small Cross barbarous reverse;(4 ) Cnut: one specimen of the Quatrefoil type(5) and one of
the Pointed Helmet type;(6) Harold: one.specimen of the Clubbed Cross type,(7) and two of the Fleur-de-Lis
Cross type;(8) and finally Edward the Confessor: two specimens of the Small Cross type,(9) one Pacx variety(°0)
- the limbs terminating in no crescents - and one coin of the Expanding Cross type.(xx)

(1) Below, Aethelred, no. 335. (2) Below, no. 227. (3) Below, nos. 32, 33, 101b, 175, 391. (4) Below, no. 432. (5) Below,
Cnut, no. 128. (6) Below, no. 25. (7) Below, Harold, no. 1. (8) Below, nos. 5, 6. (9) Below, Edward the Confessor, nos. 1, 3.
(10) Below, no. 10. (11x) Below; no. 12.



THE COINS.

EDWARD II. THE MARTYR.
975 -979.

The coins of Edward - except one - are as is well known .all of the same type:

Obv.-Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription beetween two circles.

Rev.- Small cross pattee. Around, inscription between two circles.

This type which was introduced during the time of Eadgar,(1) Edward's father, and was very
common also during the time of Aethelred II. is called the Small Cross type. One single coin of this
type has been found in Finland:

Obv. + E7CDYVE7RD REX 7NG3LO
Rev. + ELFXTAN' H-O EFE'R

Weight 1,13 gr.(2) Find: Nousis. P1. I, fig. 1.

This coin is stamped at York and seems to be unknown up till now, the moneyer's name(3)
differing from the names on the coins of Edward that are earlier known from this place. On the other hand
coins have been found stamped by Elfstan at Bedford as well as at Canterbury(4) and during the time of
Aethelred he also stamped at York,(5) sometimes using the Small Cross type.(6)

The above mentioned exception from the rule, a unique coin found in England, belongs to a
private collection. The obverse of it differs from the ordinary type of Edward's reign only with respect
to the bust- of the king, which is here turned to the right; on the reverse there is to be seen a hand
the Hand of Providence, issuing from double bow-lines between A and W, alpha and omega.(') This hand
has been found on Anglo-Saxon coins of still earlier date: it was introduced for the first time by Edward
the Elder.(8) The type of Edward II., however, in many respects differs from this. Mr. H. Alexander Parsons has
suggested Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, to be the author(9) of the Hand type of Edward II., which type
actually has a somewhat religious character. Without doubt the type has to be assigned to the end of

the short reign of Edward, judging from its rarity, in connection with the fact that it is absolutely identical

with the Diadem Hand type used during the time of Aethelred.(o0)

(1) BMC II, pl. [XIl:7, 11, 13; BEH 1881, pl. 1, type C 2. (2) Weight exceptionally small: the coins of Edward

mentioned in BMC II, are all.between 1,23 and 1,60 gr.; according to BEH 1881, p. 17 the middle weight of ten coins found in
Sweden is 1,33 gr. ,(3) BMC II, p. 193; BEH 1881, p. 19; Thomsen III, p. 5. When in the following coins are stated to be
unknown as a rule only these catalogues have been consulted. (4) BMC II, pp. 192 f. (5) BEH 1881, pp. 56, 58. (6) BEH 1881,

p. 58, no. 701 ff. (7) BEH 1881, pl. 2, type B; BMC II, p. 192, type ii. (8) BMC II, pl. VIII: 10--12. (9) Num. Chron. 1910,

pp. 279, 385. Mr. Brooke's differing opinion I. c., p. 379. (10) P1. I, fig. 2; cfr. Num. Chron. 1910, pp. 270, 278f, 385.
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AETHELRED II.

979-1013, 1014-1016.

The coins of Aethelred - which largely outnumber those of any of the Anglo-Saxon kings found
in Finland - at different times have been subject to classification, but as up to the present time there is
no satisfactory result it has become a matter of necessity to attempt a rearrangement. The best starting-point
however is the classification of Hildebrand, although one of his types must be eliminated altogether.(') On
the other hand we can not as unquestioningly accept the system of Mr. Grueber. Many of his types will
certainly be looked upon as varieties or rare mules.(2) Excepting the F-type, Mr. Parsons broadly speaking
accepts the types of Hildebrand, but as to their relative sequence his view does not agree either with that
of Hildebrand, or with the opinion we have come to by studying the Finlandish material. Neither does
his absolute chronology seem to be born out by the real matter in hand. For our part we are inclined
to accept seven official types of coins during the time of Aethelred. There is moreover the rare Agnus Dei
type, though it must be remembered that its character of coin has been put in question.

The Hand coins of Aethelred appear in three slightly differing forms. According to Hildebrand
they ought to be classified into three distinctly separate kinds, which are put forward as types, while the
remaining smaller aberrations bear the name of varieties.(3) Now these three types are called varieties by
Mr. Grueber, who picks out a rare departure with a left-side bust of the king for his main type;(4) and still
it is the right-side figure appearing already on the coin of Edward, that forms a characteristic of the
Hand type. Mr. Parsons again takes the Diadem Hand type for his principal type, stating all the remaining
forms to be varieties. However it is perhaps most proper here to follow Hildebrand. Because while the
Hand type Ia corresponds to the coin of Edward II., the Hand type Ib for the first time introduces into
England the cross pomm6e sceptre as a sign of royal power. This innovation seems to be of such im-
portance, that it required the King's consent or in other words, both these types were official. The third
Hand type, Ic, changes the cross pomme sceptre into a cross patt6e, the reverse for the first time showing
a hand giving the Latin benediction. Even these alterations seem to be important enough to give us a
right to put I c on a level with the two earlier types. There is still one fact pointing in the same direction:
for according to Hildebrand coins of all three Hand types were stamped at London by six moneyers,( 5) at
Canterbury by three,(6) at Thetford by three,(7) and at Leicester,(8) Lymne,(9) Norwich,(o) Rochester,(") and
Winchester(12) by one in each town. This could hardly be unless an alteration had been officially enjoined
in conformity to a fixed pattern.

The following description of the coins gives nothing but the official types; the varieties
are to be found in the table p. 24, showing the correspondence between our types and those
of earlier authors.

(') BEH 1881, type F, p. 31; its Danish mark accentuated here as well as by Mr. Grueber in BMC II, p. 207, type XI.
Eliminated already by Mr. H. A. Parsons in Num. Chron. 1910, p. 252. The type, stamped at Lund, is to be assigned to the time
of Cnut or Harthacnut, see Hauberg, pp. 114 f., 193, no. 23 var. (2) BMC II, pp. 202 ff.; cfr. Parsons, 1. c., pp. 252f. Mr. Grueber's
types III. IV, V, VI are mules, II &8r VII rather varieties, while HIa, IIIa, &8 IVa must' be regarded as types. (3) BEH 1881,
p. 29. (4) BMC II, pp. 203 f. (5) Aelfgar, Aethelred, Eadelm, Eadmund, Osferth, Wulfstan. (6) Eadwold, Leofric, Leofstan.
(7) Eadgar, Osferth, Swyrthing; for Swyrthing see also BMCII. (8) Aelfstan. (9) Leofric. (10xo) Swyrthing. (11) Sidewine.
(12) Byrhsige.
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I. THE HAND TYPES.

a. The Diadem Hand type.

Obv. - Diademed bust to right, clothed in a mantle with circular or V-shaped folds. Around,

inscription between two circles.

Rev. - Divine hand issuing from two bow-lines, indicating clouds, or the cuff of a sleeve;

stretched fingers; at the sides of the hand A and W. Around, inscription between

two circles. Pl. I, fig. 3.

b. The Cross pommee Hand type.

Obv. - As before, only a cross pommee sceptre in front of bust.

Rev. - As before, only with lines curved outwards issuing from the clouds; pellet under A and W.

c. The Cross pattee Hand type.

Obv. - Bareheaded bust to right, smooth hair; in front, a sceptre, cross pattee. Around, inscription

between two circles.

Rev. - Divine hand giving the Latin benediction, with lines curved outwards issuing from the

clouds; generally small cross in the clouds. Around, inscription between two circles

II. THE CRUX TYPE. P1. I, fig. 4.

Obv. - Bareheaded bust to left, with smooth hair. In front, a cross pomm6e sceptre. Around

inscription between two circles.

Rev. - A short voided cross, frequently with pellet in centre; in the angles C R V +. Around

inscription between two circles. P1. 1, fig. 5.

III. THE LONG CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Bareheaded bust to left, with outstanding hair. Around, inscription divided by bust

no inner circle.

Rev. - Long voided cross, frequently with pellet in centre; each limb terminates in three

crescents. Around, inscription; no inner circle.

IV. THE RADIATE HELMET TYPE (1) P1. I, fig 6.

Obv. - Bust to left, in armour and radiate helmet, frequently an annulet on the shoulder.

Around, inscription divided by bust; no inner circle.

Rev. - Long voided cross, with pellet in centre, each limb terminating in three crescents; under

it a compartment with curved sides and three pellets at each corner. Around, inscription.

no inner circle. P1. 1, fig. 8.

V. THE SMALL CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription between two circles.

Rev. - Small cross patt6e. Around, inscription between two circles.
P1. I, fig. 9.

VI. THE AGNUS DEI TYPE.
Obv. - The Agnus Dei to right; below 7 G or EG N within a rectangular border of dots,

possibly indicating the Bible.(2) Around, inscription; no inner circle.

Rev. - The Holy Dove with wings outspread. Around, inscription; no inner circle.

(') The names of the types generally originate from the reverse of the coin, except in this case where the obverse is the
cause of the denomination that seems better than the ,,Quadrilateral type". The Agnus Dei type also holds its old-established name.
(2) Cfr. Hauberg, p. 191, Cnut no. 6 Uc.
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The Types Varieties and mules BEH BMC Parsons

I. THE HAND TYPES B1-B3 II--11f 1-le

a. The Diadem-Hand type B 1 IIa 1 P1. 1:3
At the sides of the B B1c lib -

hand instead of

Bust to left, possibly B 1 a II 1 a
mule V+ I a

Ib + Ia B 1 b IIc lb

b. The Cross pommee -Hand type B2 IId 1 c

Without A and W B2a IIe id

c. The Cross patt6e Hand type B3 IIf 1e Pl. 1:4

II. THE CRUX TYPE C, Ca IIIa 2 Pl. 1:5
Bust to right, pos- Cc III b 1 c + 2
sibly mule I b + II

Ic+ II Cd IIlc le+2

V+ II Cb III 5 + 2

III. THE LONG CROSS TYPE D IV a 4 P.42, no.204

Bust to right - - - P1. 1:6

IV+ III Eb VI 3 + 4 P1. 1:16

V + Ill Da IV 5+4 P1. I:7

IV. THE RADIATE HELMET TYPE E VIII 3

Rev. ' Long cross Ec VII 3a P1. 1:8
without crescents; in

angles -RV+
V. THE SMALL CROSS TYPE A I 5 Pl. 1:9-10

Bust dividing legend A e Id 5 b

Without diadem - - - P1. 1:14

Rev.-Five small Acd Ic - P1. 1:12
crosses

Obv.-Radiate helmet - - P. 1:13
and diadem. Rev.-
Five small crosses
Bust to right, some- Aa Ia 5 a P1. 1: 2, 11

times possibly
mule Ia + V

II+V Ab Ib 2 + 5 P1. 1:15

III+V Af Ile 4+5 P1. 1:17
IV +V Ea V 3 + 5 P1. 1:18

VI. THE AGNUS DEI,TYPE O X Agnus Dei
Medal

VI + V O a XI Agnus Dei
+5
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As I have already indicated, differing answers have been given to the question of the sequence of

these types. The most difficult problem is that of the Small Cross type, which is by Parsons placed at the end

of the series,(1) while with Hildebrand it stands first; Hildebrand however at the same time calls our attention

to the fact, that without doubt it has been in use during the whole reign of Aethelred, side by side with

the later types.(2) In the following analysis this type for the present will be left out of account.

There is one single coin of a new type - the Hand type - dating from the time of Edward,
most probably from the end of his reign. His successor, King Aethelred, who ascended the throne at the
age of only ten years, hardly from the very beginning himself fixed the stamp of his coins. And conse-

quently it might easily be, that the type approved of by his predecessor now was used for the first issue.
However a mere reference to . the typological connection with this Edward coin does not give us any
right to settle, that the Diadem Hand type specimens were the earliest of all the coins of Aethelred, the less

so, as his Small Cross type is wholly corresponding to the common type of Edward. On the contrary an

attempt at settling this question positively must be based on a profound study of all the coins and finds

that are accessible to the investigator.

There are however many facts that prove the issue of the Hand types of Aethelred to be among

the first of the series. One evidence might be afforded by a consideration of some of the moneyers'
names. Boia who during the time of Aethelred was striking coins of the Hand types - and only such -
at Canterbury, already during the time of Edward was at work in this town, whereas he is lost altogether

during the time of Cnut the Great.(3) It is the same with Osolf of Derby.(4) Coins of the Hand and the

Crux types were struck at London by the moneyerAethered during the time of Aethelred; likewise there are coins

struck by him at London already during King Edward, but no single specimen from the time of Cnut.(6)

Wine of Lymne too struck coins during Edward and Aethelred - of the Hand type - but no longer

during Cnut.(6) Brantinc who struck coins of the Hand types and Manning whose name is known on

coins of this and the Crux type, both of Norwich, again are met with already during Edward, whereas they

are not known during Cnut.(7) During Aethelred Beolan struck Hand coins at York, and Oda coins of the

Hand and the Cruxtypes; some specimens of theirs even date from Edward, not a single one from Cnut.(8)

Knowing now as a matter of fact, that all the above mentioned moneyers of the time of Edward

still during the time of Aethelred struck coins of the Hand types, we get an indication of the sequence of

these issues. Another clue worth notice is the fact that some of the moneyers struck coins both of the

-land and the Crux type; this being the case there oughit to be some chronological connection between

these types. And indeed we get to know by other observations, that the Crux type was the next in order

after the Hand type issues, the latter being of Aethelred's earliest coins.

(1) Num. Chron. 1910, pp. 263 ff., 381 f. (2) BEH 1846, p. 23. (3) BEH 1881, pp. 19, 42; BMC II, pp. 210, 244.
(4) BEH 1881, p. 48; BMC II, pp. 193, '247. (5) BEH 18S1, pp. 20, 102; BMC II, pp. 224 f., 243; Thomsen III, p. 12 below
Aethelred, no. 181. (6) BEH 1881, pp. 86; BMC II pp. 194, 247. (7) BEH 1881, pp. 20, 128 ff.; BMC II, pp. 231, 244, 246;

Thomsen III, p. 15; Schnittger, p. 96. Manning strikes during Edward, but I do not know in which town. (8) BEH 1881, pp. 57,
61; BMC II, pp. 191, 215, 244, 247; Thomsen III, p. 5. The living place of Oda during the time of Edward I do not know;
at York he has struck coins also of the Long Cross type, see Schnittger, p. 100.
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It is well known that the reverse inscription monetarius on the coins of Edward was frequently
abbreviated to M-O though on the other hand the inscription MONETA occurred besides some
other forms. Earlier, during the time of Eadgar, this form was still more common. During the time of
Cnut the Latin inscription is more and more forced into the back-ground. The form ON now preponderates.

Already Hildebrand,(') and later on Parsons(2) have oalled our attention to the fact, that this transition
has a very important bearing on the question of the chronology of the types. Noticing moreover that out
of about 630 coins of the Hand types that are enumerated in BEH, BMC, Thomsen, Schnittger, and the
present essay no less than 588 specimens occur with the abbreviation M-O and not a single one with the
form ON, while there are seven instances of the long form MONETA, even this constitutes a fair test of a
comparatively early date of the Hand types.(3) Further it should be observed that the Latin language still
plays an important r6le even in the town-names. There are no better instances than London: Lundonia,
Lundene, and Winchester: Wintonia, Winceastre. Now the Hand types, whenever we might infer from the
abbreviation whether the English or the Latin form is intended, always occur with the latter.(4) Vet another
corroborative evidence of the sequence of the Hand type is afforded by the abbreviation of the obverse
inscription ANI GLORVM. During the time of Edward II. the form ANG LOY is preponderating; during

the reign of Cnut it is rare. Out of about 620 coins of the Hand types of Aethelred about 465 occur with

this abbreviation, seventy-two with ANGLOX and the like; thirty-nine use ANGLO and the like inscriptions,
twenty-four AN G L, 8rc. Later on during Aethelred and Cnut there are quite new proportions.

As matters now stand the Crux type actually may be put on a level with the Hand types, although
what are for certain Latin forms of the town-names now are in proportion less numerous;(5) still the

English forms are now altogether missing as well. Out of the abbreviations of monetarius the form M-O
is still more common as with the Hand types: nearly every specimen of the large bulk of coins occurs

with this form,(6) whereas there is not a single instance of ON. Among the abbreviations of ANGLORVM
the form AN GLO is in a decided majority. Along with this form appears that of ANG LOX and

moreover rather sparingly AN D LO, AN GI L, and the like.
By examining the finds themselves we might get still another proof of the intimate connection

between the Hand and the Crux types, whereof already the coins bear evidence. Mr. Parsons' sometimes

too daring method of definitively testing the sequence of the types by the aid of the evidence of the finds(')

has been severely dealt with - and in part deservedly - in an article by Mr. G. Brooke.(s) Still there may
be some chances of elucidating the subject by means of this expedient. However our researches must be

limited to such finds that are plentiful enough to be something like characteristic, whereas we have to leave

out smaller finds where chance is more likely to have free play. Unfortunately the reports of finds and the

sources that I have had access to have been so poor as to afford an opportunity of commenting on

(1) BEH 1846, p. 23. (2) Num. Chron. 1910, p. 263. (3) Among other abbreviations are twentyone 1-1-0, -O, M-O,
and M-OTO that occur already during the time of Edward; one H-O may be compared with M-O; one M-, that like
-O is used because of confined place, occurs already during Eadgar; one MO- is a plain error in writing; there are moreover
one M-01, two ME, MUN and four M-ON, M-ON that possibly are intermediate forms between M-O and ON. Notice
the absence of M'O, M£O, and the like! (4) London: out of 182 coins eighty-two specimens certainly occur with Lundonia,
no single one with Lundene. Winchester: out of sixty-one coins thirty-one certainly occur with Wintonia, no single one with
Winceastre. (5) Out of the large bulk of London coins only thirteen occur with Lundonia, no single one with Lundene.
Out of towards hundred Winchester coins fourteen occur with Wintonia, no single one with Winceastre. (8) Eleven coins
occur with 1--0, M-O, -0, and the like abbreviations that also can be met with earlier. Two coins have resp. MONE
and MOATA, one M'O (a precursor of the common later form MO), two coins (BEH 1881, nos. 3252, 3261) M-O ON,
three coins (BEH 1881, nos. 4146, 4159, 4168) M^ O. (7) Num. Chron. 1910, pp. 267 ff. (8) 1. c., pp. 374 ff.
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Place

1. Kulhusene, Zealand, D.

2. Assartorp, Scania, S.

3. Eskilstuna, Sudermania, S.

4. Tillhagen, Dalsland, S.

5. Flinestad, Smalandia, S.

6. Halsarfve, Gothland, S.
7. Djursholm, Upland, S.
8. SturkO, Blekinge, S.

9. Reslif, Scania, S.

10. Risungs, Gothland, S.
11. Gerete, Gothland, S.

12. Kaldal, Amt Trondhjem,N.

13. Munkegaard, Bornholm, D.

14. Kvarna, Gothland, S.

15. Hellvi, Gothland, S.
16. Levide, Gothland, S.
17. Schoeningen, Pommern, G.

18. Hejde, Gothland, S.
19. Stenkyrka, Gothland, S.

20. Yholm, Amt Svendborg, D.

21.' Kllgirds, Gothland, S.

22. Leissow, Brandenburg, G.

23. Sand, Vaerdalen, N.

24.'Birglau, West Prussia, G.

25. Liibeck, G.

26. Inedal, Stockholm, S.

27. Lundo, Eg. Finland, F.

28. Stora Sojdeby, Gothland, S.

29. Nousis, Eg. Finland, F.

30. Reso, Eg. Finland, F.

31. Nesbo, Romsdal, N.

32. Horr, Jaederen, N.

Reference

Letter of Mr. G. Galster, of the
National Museum, Copenhagen

M.nadsblad 1886, p. 123

BEH 1846, p. XXXIX

Do., p. LXVII

Manadsblad 1874, pp. 43 f.,
and 1887, p. 18
Do. 1886, p. 122

Do., p. 183

Do., 1890, pp. 73 ff.

B H 1846, p. XLV

Do., p. LIV

Manadsblad 1887, p. 19

Memoires IV, pp. 361 ff.

Hauberg, p. 165, and letter of
Mr. G. Galster

BEH 1846, p. LIX

Minadsblad 1887, p. 19
Do. 1886, p. 180

Z. f. N. XI, pp. 253 ff.

Minadsblad 1886, p. 124

Do., p. 124

Hauberg, p. 165, and letter
of Mr. Galster

Minadsblad 1887, p. 19

Hacksilberfunde, pp. 21 ff.

Det kgl. norske Videnskabers
Selskabs Skrifter 1881, pp. 73 f.

Z. f. N. XXI, pp. 288 If.
Do. IV, pp. 50 ff.

Minadsblad 1892, pp. 175 f.
Above, pp. 10 f.

Fornv. 1915, pp. 90 ff.

Above, pp. 6 f.

Do., pp. 8 f.

Bergens Museums Aarsberet-
ning 1891, no. 7

Bergens Museums Aarbog
1896, no. 15
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comparatively few finds which, even they, in many cases have been wanting in further particulars. I have,
however, according to my knowledge, in the table p. 27 stated the number of the different types; or
else I have marked their presence in the finds with a + or the indication "a few", "many".

There is in the finds nos. 3 - 6 the most manifest evidence of the connection between the coins of
the Hand and the Crux types, that in these finds are the only representatives of the time of Aethelred.
The finds nos. 7-13 still contain coins of the Small Cross type. Now the shortest statement as to the facts
about the finds runs like this: whenever a find contains coins of the Hand types, along with other types of
Aethelred, specimens of the Crux type occur too. Concerning the reciprocal date of these two types the
finds 5 and 8 might give us a hint: the most probable thing is, that the finds were deposited during the
currency of the most numerous type - the Crux type. The finds 23-26 definitely prove the Crux type
to be the later form, as in these finds the Hand types are altogether wanting, whereas the Crux type and
other forms yet are represented. Neither does this inference come into collision with the epigraphic evidences
quoted above; on the contrary the more frequent occurrence of the Latin town-names on the coins of the
Hand types gives rise to suppositions of the like purport; still this argument is so weak that it can not, by
itself, be the basis of a positive, unobjectionable proposition.

Like the coins of the Hand and the Crux types the Long Cross and the Radiate Helmet coins form
an epigraphically close group of types. There is now no great importance to be attached to the fact, that
of the short abbreviations of AN G LORVM, - AN G L, AN GLO, &c. - preponderate with both of hese types.(')
This to a large extent may be due to the limited space for the inscription, as on coins of this type the bust
of the king descends to the edge of the coin. It is now most important to remember that in the town-
names the Latin language is forced into the background.' Out of about 340 London coins of the Long
Cross type only two specimens occur with the inscription LVNDO; there are still no unquestionably. English
forms. Among sixty-two Winchester coins there is one certain instance of each language. There is more often an
English inscription on the coins of the Radiate Helmet type: two coins out of thirty from Winchester bear
the inscription FINE; Wintonia is not represented at all. Among about two hundred coins from London
no less than fifty-three occur with different forms of Lundene, while not a single one of Lundonia. Perhaps
the contrast with the earlier types most manifestly appears in the manner of abbreviating the word

MONETARIVS. The preposition ON, it is true, still has not forced its way forward - it occurs on one
Long Cross coin only, and on no Radiate Helmet specimen - but nevertheless the old form M-O has
been put aside. Out of about 1300 Long Cross coins only ten specimens show this form, out of 675 Radiate
Helmet specimens only twenty-seven pieces. Among the Long Cross coins are 648 MIO, 459 M-O and

M-O, 94 MO, 52 M'O, 10 M1O ON and MO' ON and the like, &c. With the Radiate Helmet type

the numbers are: 230 MSO, 181 M".O, 105 MO, 57 M'O, 14 MON and M'ON &c.
Now the abbreviations of MONETARIVS show that the Long Cross-Radiate Helmet group,

considered en bloc, really is later than the Hand-Crux group, and on the other hand the more frequent
occurrence of the English town-name - LVNDENE - on coins of the Radiate Helmet type indicates,

that this type is the next in order to the Long Cross issue. In this case from the abbreviations of

MONETARIVS and ANGILORVM nothing can be deduced either way, whereas the finds now settle
the difficulty. Already the finds 18- 20, that beyond coins of the Long Cross type contain specimens of
the Hand, the Crux, and the Small Cross types, to some extent prove the precedence of the Long Cross.issue.

(1) On Long Cross coins sometimes appear AN E LO)( and the like.
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But now in this case three Gothlandic finds (Nos. 14--16) along with a Pomeranian one (No. 17) afford a
conclusive evidence, for in these finds occur - excepting the Long Cross type - only the undoubted
earlier Hand and Crux types. The Kvarna find from Gothland still contains an Eadgar coin.

The sequence of types that we have now managed to form - Hand, Crux, Long Cross, Radiate
Helmet issue - perfectly answers to the series B, C, D, E, wherein Hildebrand, thanks to his copious
materials, contrived to arrange the coins in question. The sequence of Hildebrand whose correctness, as is
well known, never was born out, has been attacked by Mr. Parsons, who for the types in question proposes
the series B, C, E, D.(1) His arguments however do not hold good: the finds and the more frequent
occurrence of the English name-form on the London coins of the Radiate Helmet type certainly give a
definite proof of the precedence of the Long Cross type -- D - to the Radiate Helmet type - E.

As we have already mentioned the real difficulties come in with the Small Cross type. The
indications of the inscriptions are now no longer as consonant as before. To be sure the English forms of
the town-names predominate in a degree that is earlier unknown. Out of 400 London coins no less
than 243 specimens bear undoubted English inscriptions, i. e. abbreviations of LVNDENE (only four of
Lundonia) and among the numerous coins from Winchester only two occur with the Latin name-form FINT,
all the rest with an English one. Likewise out of 1750 coins some tens only occur with the old abbreviation
of AN EGLORV M: ANDG LO)X. There are moreover late characteristics in the words joining together the
names of the moneyers and the mints. In more than 770 cases ON occurs, in some tens 0, and MON,
M'ON, and the like about 350 times. On the contrary there are towards 250 M-O and two MONETA.(2)
MIO, M.O, and the like, common with the Long Cross and the Radiate Helmet types, now are rarely
found: they occur in a number of resp. twenty-one and sixty-two; with M'O, M-O, together with M-0,
and MO the numbers are resp. twenty-three, 106, and 118. Now according to this, ON occupies
even relatively a prominent position among all the other forms and it is i. a. because of this fact
that Mr. Parsons(3) places the Small Cross type at the end of his chronological series. There was
one coin with the inscription MON ETA known to Mr. Parsons, but to this single specimen he does not
attach any importance as it comes from York, which city in regard to the abbreviations of MONETARIVS
is known to be extremely conservative: most of the Small Cross coins of this place bear the abbreviation M-O.
Since that time though, another MON ETA-coin has been found - our no. 369(4) -, a specimen from Wilton,
quite another part of England. However, neither this nor the fact that the Latin forms of the town-
names sometimes occur on the Small Cross coins, while not on those of the Radiate Helmet type, suggest
that all the coins of the former type were later than the latter issue.

Then the question presents itself whether the finds possibly might solve the problem. And now it
appears that the finds 7-13 of of the table p. 27 all, except coins of the Hand and the Crux types,
-- the earliest of the above mentioned Aethelred coins - contain specimens of the Small Cross type;
moreover in three of these finds, 9-11, are coins of preceding kings. Under such circumstances the Small
Cross coins of these finds can not possibly be of later date than the Long Cross and the Radiate Helmet
coins, as the absence of these issues by no means can be accidental. Then the Small Cross coins must be
earlier than these types. And what is more, they must be earlier still than the Hand and the Crux types.
The finds 14-17 e.g. prove this, as they contain coins of the Hand, the Crux, and the Long Cross types,

(1) Num. Chron. 1910, pp. 263 ff.; cfr. 1. c. 1910, p. 373. (2) BMC II, no. 71; below no. 369. (3) Num. Chron. 1910
pp. 263 ff. (4) Notice that this badly struck coin has bust to right and consequently might be a mule, composed of a Diadem Hand
obverse and a Small Cross reverse, and that Eadwine whose name is on it has struck coins of only the Diadem Hand type.
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whereas there are no Small Cross specimens at all, which in no case ought to be missing, were they
earlier than the Long Cross issue but later than the Crux coins. This argumentation also might be applied
to the finds nos. 21-23. Supposing now that the Small Cross coins of the finds 7-13 are earlier than
the Hand coins they epigraphically too ought to show characteristics of an early date. And this. is also
the case, as far as the inscriptions of the coins in question are known to me. The single Small Cross coin
of find 8 from Sturkb has ANE GLO)X and M-, consequently early forms; the coin of the Norwegian Kaldal
find has ANGLO'XY and M-O; the three coins from Munkegaard have M-O, two of them AN GLO), the
third ANE L, which also sometimes occurs on early coins. Lastly the Small Cross coin from the Yholm-find,
no. 20, has ANGLO) and M-O, and on the mule Crux + Small Cross of the same find there are
the same inscriptions.

Now to me the conclusion seems almost indisputable, that one part of the Small Cross coins makes
the earliest issue of Aethelred. On the other hand this issue certainly must have been very much limited.
There is a corroborative evidence of this hypothesis in the fact that the finds 1-6, 14-17, 21, and 22 all
lack specimens of this type, which sparingly occur in 8, 12, 13, and 20, while moreover there are a few
coins only with decidedly Latin forms of town-names and with ANGLO').( 1)

There are however already epigraphic proofs, that the bulk of the Small Cross coins has to be
assigned to a rather late period. The finds also corroborate this, as the numerically strong presence
of this type in the finds 25--32 can not be understood except on the presumption that most of the coins
belong to the late emissions; if they were of the earliest one also the next issues, of the Hand and the
Crux types, ought to occur in greater numbers.

We now arrive almost at the old disposition of Hildebrand, that has been still more explicitly.
expressed by Mr. Brooke(2): the Small Cross type is the earliest among the types of Aethelred, but it is still
used side by side with later types during the whole reign of Aethelred; or - using the terms of Brooke -:
it came into use again when time after time large tributes were exacted by the Danes. Still this opinion
does not altogether hold good, as it is true coins of the Small Cross type have been issued later on also,
but only towards the end of the long reign of Aethelred. As it is, the finds 3-17 indicate that no new
emission of the type in question took place before after the issue of the Long Cross type; the find 21,(3)
the frequent occurrence of English forms of town-names on coins of the Small Cross type, the prepon-
derance of ON on these coins, 8c., likewise indicate the Radiate Helmet type to be earlier than the late
Small Cross coins. And there is still one evidence of the same in the conformity of the Radiate Helmet
type to the Long Cross pennies in regard to the abbreviations of MONETARIVS: MSO [and Mn.O
preponderate on these coins, whereas they are of no account in the Small Cross isssue.

(1) The comparatively frequent abbreviation M-O on coins of the Small Cross type never could be accepted as an
evidence that the first issue was a large one, for as we have already noticed a good deal of the M-O coins come from York
that later than most of the cities used this form of abbreviation. - The late O. Alcenius who in a manuscript left behind suggests
the sequence of: Hand type, Crux type, Small Cross type, Long Cross type, and Radiate Helmet type, however does not deny that
one part of the Small Cross coins possibly might be earlier than the Hand type issue. He also throws out the suggestion that
these coins might be struck ad interim with the name of Aethelred before the first official type of his reign - the Diadem Hand

*type - could be settled. (2) BEH 1846, p. 23; Num. Chron. 1910, p. 371. (3) The finds 22-23 afford no satisfactory evidence of
their position as they contain coins with a Small Cross obverse or reverse. - Nos. 18-19 certainly might prove that the Small
Cross coins were earlier than the Radiate Helmet type, but as long as the separate coins of these finds are not known we by no
means can base any conclusions on them. The Small Cross coin of no. 20 belongs to the early issue, as indicated by its inscrip-
tion, see above.
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The Agnus Dei type, whose character of coin has been put in question, certainly appeared during
the reign of Aethelred as late as the late Small Cross issue, but on the ground that the specimens known
to us for the present are exceedingly few in number, there is no possibility of giving a more definite date.
Whenever the name of the mints and those of the moneyers are joined together by a connecting link, this
link is ON and among the abbreviations of ANGLORVM there is no single undoubtedly old form.(')

To sum up the results of the previous analysis we consequently get the following order of

succession of Aethelred's coins, whose relative chronology now seems to be clear:

The Small Cross type, limited issue. - The Hand types. - The Crux type.

The Long Cross type. - The Radiate Helmet type. - The Small Cross type.

The Agnus Dei type.(2)

On the other hand it is a rather difficult task, if not an unsolvable one, to propose the absolute

chronology of this series.(3) The dates of the issues certainly must be more or less approximate, especially

as we in this particular are very little supported by the finds. However we ought to have a right to assume

that the issue of the early Small Cross coins took place in 978, when Aethelred ascended to the throne.

And as this issue seems to have been limited the most probable thing is, that the earliest Hand type

coins were struck soon afterwards. On the other hand there are no reasons for supposing that coins of

the Hand type were still struck after 989. In this year it was that Sihtric became king in Dublin, from

which place we know of coins of all types bearing his name, except of specimens of the Hand types.

There is a corroborative evidence of this supposition in the comparatively small number of Hand type

coins in the Scandinavian finds. We are not bound to suppose, that they were the most common

currency at the time of any of the large tributes to the Danes. On the contrary it is possible that the

Crux type was issued already in 991 when the first great payment was made. According to Mr. Parsons

the rich hoard from the Isle of Man also tends to corroborate this deduction in regard to the time of issue.

But on the other hand the Crux type in all probability was current still in 994, when the second great

native payment was exacted. In this year namely Sven Tvaeskegg ravaged England, and now Hauberg has

called our attention to the fact, that according to the finds King Sven already after this campaign got coins

of his own struck in Denmark of the pattern of the Crux type of Aethelred; and of course it is most

probable, that Sven for his pattern took a type that was modern in England and no old one.(4) As to the

absolute date of the following types we do not want to be positive. The Long Cross type, which is very

common in Scandinavian finds, possibly might have been in currency at the time of more than one tribute,

perhaps in 1002 and 1007. The less common Radiate Helmet coins perhaps might give us a right to suppose

that they never formed the bulk of any silver payment, while on the other hand it is very likely that the Small

Cross type again became current in 1011, as shortly afterwards a large tribute, then imposed, was exacted in

England. The Agnus Dei type we, like Grueber and Parsons, are most inclined to assign to the time after

the return of the king from his flight to France, or to the years 1014--1015.

(' Num. Chron. 1910, p. 287. (2 The find of Chester, described by Mr. G. F. Hill in the Num. Chron. 1920, which arrived
when my paper was already sent to the press, confirms my dating as to the Small Cross type. The Chester find seems, however,
to indicate that the first issue of this type was not as limited as I have suggested. If this be the case, the scarcity of the Small
Cross coins of the first issue in the Scandinavian finds might find its explanation in the fact, that they were no more current in

England, when the first great tribute was exacted by the Danes. (3) Cfr. for the absolute chronology i. a. BMC II, pp. LXX ff;
Hauberg, pp. 42 f; Num. Chron. 1910, pp. 278 ff., 378 f. (4) However this conclusion, which chiefly rests upon the Swedish find
of Ntis, see BEH 1846, p. XXXII[, is not quite unquestionable.
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Coins of Aethelred

1. + 'EDELRED REX ANDLO'

2. - 'EDELRED REX 7NIL

3. -- ------- REX 7N LOX

4. :F 'EDELRED REX 7ND,

5. , ,, D NG L O

6. + 'EELR'ED REX ANGLO')

BAR DAN IG
The Crux type

I + 'ELFIGEI M-O: BARDA

The Long Cross type

I + HV.NI7T MO0 BARD.
Broken & pierced.

BADAN
The Long Cross type

I + ED B-------,B7D
Halfpenny; moneyer Edstan.

BEDANFORD
The Long Cross type

+ DORFINE M O BEDA
+ GVNNI MIO BEDA

B RYDIGA
The Crux type

I + EADNOD M-O BRYD

Weight(') Find

1,63 S

1,26 R

L

1,32 R

1,65 R

1,35 N

7. + 'EDELR'ED REX

8. , ,,I

9....

10.
11.

+ 'EDELR'ED
,,

12.
13.
13 a.

13 b.

14. ,,
14 a.
15. +

(1) The weight

REX
,,

ANDLO')

ANGL
ANDLOJ

7NGLO
KN G LO

AN ii 
O .

7,NGL0

,, TN 1 L I

,, 7NL

always in French grammes

CE NTFA RABYRIG
The Crux type

y' + LEOFXTAN M-O EV'ENT
Pierced.

+ LEOFXTAN ,, c'ENT
yX + LIFINE ,,

Pierced.

The Long Cross type

SE7CDPOLD MiO CENT
X ,, MO ,,O

Belongs to the Lyceum of Borgh

+ GODPINE MO CE'EN:
+ LEOFRIE M^O EENT

+ LEOFITAN MO ,,

+ LIFINE' M-O E'EN

1,50

1,40

1,42

1,42

1,57

1,48

1,58

1,58

1,61

1,68

1,65

1,23

S

S
R

N

Kr

N

N

N

N

N

R
N



16. + DELR'ED REX ANGLO
17. + 'EDELRED ., 7 N G LO
18. ,, ,, ANGLO

19. ,,, 7 N, LO

The Small

20. + 'EDELRED REX 7NGLO:

+

+

+

+

+

+

'EDELRED

'EDELRED

EDELR'ED

REX

REX

RE+

ANGLO'

7NGLO

'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO7X

'EDELR#ED REX 7NiLO')

EDELRED RE+ NrG'L

27. + "EDELREO RE+ 7NLO

28. + EDEEr'R'ED REX 7NGL'

29. + /'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO
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"he'Small Cross type

+ /ELFRED M-O C'ENTP:
+ DODFINE ON E7 NTiY7
+ LEOFNOD MION [ENT
+ PVLFIT7EN ON [-EN

Cross type, var. bust to right.

I + LEOFIT N ON CE7NT:
P1. I, fig. 11.

SECEASTRE
The Crux type

I + 'EDEITAN M-O EISE

The Long Cross type

I f CYNN7 M-O CIXE
Belongs to the Lyceum of BorgA.

rhe Small Cross type

I + LEOFRIE ON CIIEEIR
Dot before bust.

LENCEASTRE
The Crux type

I + IPETINE M-O COE

The Long Cross type

I + PVLFPINE MO COL

The Small Cross type

I + EDPINE MON COLE

DEORABY
The Crux type

I + B -- EM7 I DE-
Badly struck; moneyer Blaceman.

the Small Cross type

I + OG7R ON:DORBY
Obverse inscription indistinct; dot in a
cross-angle on the reverse.

DOFERAN
The Crux type

I + EENRIE M-O DOVERXP

d

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Weight Fin

1,oo R
1,38 N

1,11 Kr
0,95 R

1;32 N

1,66 N

1,44 Kr

1,09 L

1,38 N

1,70 N

1,35 R

1,58 N

1,44 R

1,40 S

5
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30. F I EDELR ED
30a.
31. F ,,

31a.

REX 7 ~IGLO

N,, 7N L

The Long Cross type

+ G'ODPINE M3 DOFE

+ LEOFHYXE M'O DOFR

9, ,, ,,

32. + 'E -- LR -- - - X N L

33. + 'EDELRED REX' 7NGLOR

34. + ofEDELR-ED REX ANGiLO"y

35. 9 ,, ,

36. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NIG:L:

37.
38.

+
+

'EDEERE REX AN^DLOX
IEDEFRED REX ANGL(

39. - - - - ---- D REX 7NLO

40. - 4EDEL'RED REX 7KNGLO
41. ---- -- ED REX 7NGL

42. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO

42a.
43. -f

44. -F
44a.
44b.

45. =}

EEL'R

'EDEL*R'ED

46.
47.

7N

7NDL

The Small Cross type

+ BR--- MER -N DOF:
Consisting of 5 fragments, defective; moneyer
Brihtmaer.

+ M7NNINIG' M'ON DOF:
P1. I, fig. 9.

DORCEASTR E
The Crux type

+ PVLFNOD M-O DOR
Pierced.

,, M-O" ,,
Smaller than 34.

DVNVIC

The Small Cross type

I + E7DIXI M-O DVN'II

EAXECEASTER
The Crux type

+ EDPINE M-O EAXEE
+ LVDA EAXE

The Long Cross type

+ BYR -- -- - E7XE
Halfpenny.

+ E7RL'7 MO E7XE
, - - - - - -

Halfpenny.
+ DV.NXTAN M30 EAXE

Edge slightly hurt.
,, MO EAXE

+ M'7N GOD ,, E7X E
Pierced.

+ PVLFIIE M 0 EX7XE

+ PYNSIGE M-.O ,,
Pierced.

,, M .'O E7XE

Pierced twice.

Weight

1,63

1,70

1,61

1,60

Find

N
R
N
N

1,30 ?

1,26

1,44

R

S

1,06 R

1,25 S

1,27 N

R

1,41 L
N

Ht

1,27 N

1,22 N

1,35 R
1,29 R

1,75 N

1,52 N

1,48 R

1,30 R
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48. + EDELR"ED
49. ,,

+ EDELRED
+ 'ED ELRE D

----- R'ED

REX 7NG
,, 7N L-

REX

'1

5'

ANG LO'
AINGLO
AND LO
ANG

ANG LO:
ANG --

56. + EDELRED REX ANGL:

57. + 'EDELRED REX ANGLOX

+ 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO
+ EDELRED RE - NGLO

9 )EDELRED REX 7ClNL'

!!

+ EDELRED ,,

+ 'EDELR-ED ,,

F 'EDELR ED ,,

+ E-D ELR'ED ,,

+ -EDELRED ,,
------- D REX

+ E DELR'ED

+ EDELRED

,,

,

OG

,

7NL'OI

KCNTLOI

REX 7CNGLO

,, 7NGLO

,, ANGL'
5, ,,

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

The Radiate Helmet type

+' /ELFRIE M-O EAXE
+ PVLFXT7N M10 E7CXE

The Small Cross type

+' /ELFNOD ON E7CXEEXER
+ BYRHXTAN ON EAXE

EA'XE EI
+ IXEGOD ,, EAXEEA'

Pierced.

+ IXGOD ON EAXEEXTRI
+ -- --- - - EA- -EIT

Halfpenny, in tw. fragments.

EOFERFIC
The Diadem-Hand type

I + XNAEOL M-O EFERIEC
P1. I, fig. 3.

The Crux type

I + PVLXIGE M-O EOF:

The Long Cross type

-F E7DRIE MiO EOFR
ERHEDO -- N EOII

Obverse unclear; barbaric coinage.

+ LEOFXTAN MI0 EOFR
Pierced.

+ OB7CN M O ,,
+ OIEETL' M-O E'-

Barbaric coinage.

+ ITEORGER MIO EOFR
+ IVMERL DT ,, ,, Pierced.

+ IVMERLIDA ,,
PI. I, fig. 6; see also FFT VIII, p. 102.

+ VLFEETL M'O EOFR
Dot in one angle of cross.

+ VLFE-ITL' MIe EOF'
----- -- -OFR-

Farthing.

The Radiate Helmet type

+ EYTEL MSO EOFR

+ HI:LDVLF M-O EOF:
Edge a little broken.

,, M-O EOF:
+ PVLIGE M-O EOFRI

Pierced.

Weight

1,16

1,17

1,73

1,32

1,34

1,17

Find

R
N

N
N

R
L

1,26 R

N

1,38 S

1,41 S

58.
59.

60.

60 a.
61.
62.

63.
64.

65.

66.

67.
68.

69.
69 a.
70.

71.
72.

1,69

1,83

1,71

1,73

1,39

2,20

1,52

1,66

1,67

1,78

1,28

R
N

N

R
N
R

N
R

W

N

N
Ht

1,39 N
1,37 R

Ht

1,39 R
1,22 N

5*
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+ EDEL'RED
+ EDELRED

+ EDELRED
+ EDELRED

I,

+ EDELRED

+ EDELRED+ EDELRED

REX ANDiLOR
,, ANGLOI

ANG LOR
7,, NGLORVM

ANDLOR:

,, ANGLORV

,, AN G LORV
,, 'A'N G LO

ANGLOI
ANGLO

, ANGLORV:

85. + EDELRED REX ANGLOY

The Small Cross type

+ ARNDOR M-O EOFRPI
+ BRETECOL M-O EOFRP"

Pierced.

+ EETEL M-ON EOFERPIC
+ DT7HFIN M-O EOFRPIC

,, M-O ,,
+ HILDOLF M-O EOFRPI
+ :OIGOT ,, EOFRPIE
+ OXGOT ,, EOFRPIE:

Belongs to the Lyceum of Borg.
+ OVD RIM M-O EOFR'

Pierced.

,, M-O EOFR'
+ VLFEETEL' M-O EOFRP
+ DOROLF M-O EOFRPI

GIPESFIC
The Crux type

I + LEOFIIGE M-O GlPES
Pierced.

The Long Cross type

86. + 'EDELRED REX 7NGL

87. + EDELRED REX 7NrL
88. + EDELLRED ,,

89. + EDELRED R+ 7NGE'
90. + EDELRED RE+ 7iMf F
91. + FDERLED ,, ANOIFI

92. -F 'EDELRED R'EX ANGL-

|I + GODRIE M 0 GIPEX

The Small Cross type

+ LEOFZIDiE MOM' DIPET
+ LEOFXIDE M..ON DIPI

Pierced.

+ LIFINE ON GIPEXPIE

+ ZIDOID NO GIPEZRIE:
Moneyer: Siwold.

GLEAFECEASTER
The Radiate Helmet type

I + L'EOFIIDE MI GL'EX7

The Small Cross type

I + GODPINE ON GLET7

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.
84.

Weight

1,65

1,36

1,62

1,64

1,65

1,40

1,37

1,59

1,50

1,23

1,42

1,40

Find

R
N

N
N
N
N

R
Kr

N

N
N
N

1,65 N

1,46 R

1,40

1,25

1,33

1,38

1,33

Nst

R

N

R
N

1,47 N

93, -I- 'E3ELR'ED REX ANGt 1,59 N
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94. + ,EDELRED REX ANGLOR(

95. ,, ,, ANGL0()

3RANTE B RYCG E

The Crux type

+ 'ELFRIE M-O. RANT
Dot at each letter of the word ERV+

+ EDRIE M-O GRANT
Dots at R and + in ERV+

The

+ ED ELR'ED
+ 'EDELRED

-F 'EDELR'ED

REX 7ND

,, 7N

,, 7'NDL

Long Cross type

+ EDFINE MO DR7N
+ EDPINE MO DG7EN

Pierced.

+ EGODRIE MI~O1 GRNT

99. +

100. }F

101.

101a.

101b.

102.

103.

103 a.

104.

105.

106.

106 a.

107.

107a.

EDELRED REX 7'N'"
EDELRED ,, 7NGL'

+ EDELRED REX ANGLOR

,, A ---OR

,, ,, ANDO

+ 'EDELRED ,, AND

+ -EDELRED REX
,

+5 ,

,,,,

,,

7N ,L*

7NGLOX

WNGLE

108. + EDELRED REX ANGL'

109. ,, , ,

The Radiate Helmet type

+ LEOFIIGE M WO DR7CN
+ PVLFIIG M1 ,,

The Small Cross type

+ \ELFPI OM G RAMTM

-,, ,, RA T-
Broken; consisting of 4 fragments.

+ ELERM MOM DARMTET
M doubtful on the reverse.

+ P.VLFIIDE M-O GRAi

HAMTUNE

The Long Cross type

-F 'EDELN D M'i H7M

+ LEOFPINE M-O ,,

+ IPILEMAN M'O ,,

Pierced; copper rivet left.

The Small Cross type

+ LEOFPINE M-O HAMT
Pierced; small cross before face on the obverse.

+ LEOFPOLD M-O,,HAM
Small cross before face on the obverse.

96.
97.

98.

Weigt Find

1,37 N

1,35 R

1,40

1,30

1,57

T
N

N

1,28 R

1,36 R

1,56 N

1,48 N

1,30 N

1,17 N

1,08 R

1,54

1,69

1,68

1,66

1,53-

1,44 .

N

N

N

N

N

T

1,15 Nst

1,04 R
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110. + EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO

111. + ,EDELR"ED" REX 7NG:

112. + 'EDELR'ED
113.

114.

115. 4

116. +
E) ELRED

,,

REX
10

ANGL'X
ANOL--

AND X

REX
,, 7CNGLO

117. f EDELRED REX 7"'NtL

118. + 4'EELRED R'EX 7NG

119.

120.

121.

+ EDELRED RE 7-0O

F 'FEDELR'ED REX 7NGiL

+ 1, i!

HESTINGA

The Long Cross type

I + LYVA MNO H'E5TING

The Radiate Helmet type

I + EDSIDE ML.O H I'ETIND
Pierced.

H EORTFORD

The Crux-type

+ BO.IA M-O HEORT
+ DYRHTLE M-O HEOR

D of the moneyer's name perhaps might
be read B, cfr. BEH 1881, no. 1311

+ P.VLFRIC M-O HEO

HEREFORD
The Long Cross type

+ BYRHITAN MiO HERE
,, ,,

The Radiate Helmet type

I + LEOFD7 R MGO HERE

The Small Cross type

I + ELEPID ON HEREF:

HUN TANDUN E

The Long Cross type

+ /ELFRIE Mi O MVI
Obverse bust barbaric; letters rough.

-F /ELFRIE - ^O NVNT.
Pierced; broken copper loop left.

+ OG VT M- O NVNT

The Radiate Helmet type

I + OGV MIO HV1NT7C
Consisting of 3 fragments.

Weight Find

1,49 R

1,40 R

1,03 R
1,21 N

1,51 R

1,50 N

1,56 N

1,45 R

1,19 R

1,20

1,64

1,60

Nst

T

R

122. + -E3DELRED REX ANDi 1, 27 R
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+ 'EDELRED REX ANtLO)(
,, ,, ,,

ii 9 91

'EDELR'ED REX

ED EL'R D ,,
'EDELRED ,,

7NDLO
7NGLOX
7NG L'O
7NriLOX

130. + EDEL'RED REX 7'NGL'On

131.. + ED'L'RED - EX 7NNGLO

EDELR'ED + 7O
/EDELR'ED REX ANGL

,, ,, ANGL E

EDELR'ED REX K7NiL
,, ,, 7N G I 

'EDEL'RED RE:X 7NG
4 EELR'ED EX 7NGLO

'EDELRED REX ANG:
'EDELR'ED REX ,NG

123.

124.

125.

LIMAN

The Crux type

I + EDPERD M-O LIMNA
Pierced.

141. + /FDELR'ED REX ANGLO)

LE PES

The Crux type

+ LEOFNOD M-O LEP
,, ,, LE PE

+ LEOFPINE , L'EP

The Long Cross type

+ 'ELFG7 R MiO L'EPE
+ HEREBYRHT M O LEP

,, ,, LEPE
+ MEREPINE MO ,,

The Small Cross type

+ ELFPERD' ON: L'EPE'
+ L'EF7: ON L-PE

Broken; consisting of 3 fragments.

.EIGECEASTER

The Long Cross type

+ ELEPNE MO LEE
+ LEOFPINE MIO LEIG

The Radiate Helmet type

+ ELFNOD M®O LEIG

+ L'EOFNOD M'O ,,

The Small Cross type

+ /EL'FNOGD: ONL'EIE
+ ELEN03D ON LFEE-

Edge very little broken.

+ LEOFPINTE ON LEGE
+ LEOFNOD ,, LED

126.
127.

128.
129.

9
+

+

Weight

1,58

1,48

1,63

1,39

1,67

1,47

1,61

Find

S
S

R

R
N
R
R

1,o0 R

R

132.
133.
134.

+
+
-F

1,62

1,65

1,60

R
N
N

135. 'F
136. +

137. +
138. +

139. +

140. +

1,21 R

1,32 R

1,o30

0,94

1,39

0,91

R
R

P
W

1,63 R
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LI N EOLNE
The Crux type

+ EDELRED REX ANGLOY(

+ 'EDELR'ED REX K7N
,, ,, KN GL

+ 'EDELRDE RE+ 7NGO
+ EDELRED REX ANGLO

+ "EDELRED ,, 7N GLO

+ EDELRED ,, 7NGLOG

150. + 'EDELRED ,,

+
+

GARFIN M-O LI
VNBEGEN ,, LIN

Hanging at the Hauho chain.

The Long Cross type

+ 'ELFIIDE MSO LINE'
, MO L'INE

+ 'EDELNOD MsO LINE
+ AS.MAN MO LINE.

Barbaric coinage. Weight exceptionally heavy.

+ GOLRIM Ma LINE

+ XVMERLED MiO LINE
Small cross behind neck of bust.

+ PVLFRIE M-^O LINEO

Weihgt Find

1,53 S
Hh.

1,31

1,34

1,31

1,96

1,74 R

1,66 N

1,22 R

.1,56 R

The Radiate Helmet type

+ 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGL

+ EDELRED

:F 'EDELR'ED
+ ..

,

KNG L

+
+
+
+
+
+

'EDELNOD M.0O LINE:
EDELNOD M-O LI
BRVNTAT MO LIN
ODRIM M O0 LINE
SVMERLED MO LINCO
XIVEGOD M^.-O LINE

7he Small Cross type

157. + 'EDELRED REX ANGL

158. ANiL

159. - - DELRED R-- .----

160. +-E-----

161. + - --

162.

163.

163 a.

164.

165.

REX AN:

- EX AND

+ #EDELRED REX ,,
,, ANGL

+ ' E LRED

,, ,,

,, ANGLOD '
, AND

166. + EDELR'ED R'E+ 7ING
167. + ,,, 7, N rO

+ 'EXEMAN M-O LIN
Beside the small cross still another smaller one.

+ 'EDELM'ER MOO LINEO
At the small cross an E

--- ELM'ER M'-----
Halfpenny.

+E - - - - ---- O LINE
Fragment.

+ ,E - - - M-O LIN
Halfpenny.

+ BOlE M-ON LINEOL'
+ BRVNTAT OM LINE

+
+

Pierced.

,, ON LIEOLNE
,, M-O 0LIA

At the small cross a still smaller cross pomme.
EYTLERN MO LINTE
DRENG MON LINCO

142.
143.

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

148 a.

149.

R
N
N
L

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

1,20

1,39

1,36

1,31

1,29

1,48

N

R

R

N

R

L

1,14 R

1,03 N

N

N

R

1,35 N

1,61 Nst

1,64 T

1,58 N

1,11 N

1,41 R

1,26 P
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+ EDELR-ED

+ 'EDELR-ED

+ EDELRED
+ 'EDELRED

+ BEDELR ED

+ E )ELRED
+ EDELR'ED
+ 'EDELRED

+ 'EDELR'ED

+ EDELRED

+ 'EDELR'ED+ EDELR---
+ <BDE - - - -

REX ANDLGO

,, ANGLO
- -- ANGLO

REX ANG'
,, ANt:

,, 7~NGLO

168.

169.

170.

171.
172.
172 a.

173.

174.
175.
176.

177.
178.

179.
180.

+

+

+

+
+

DREND MAO LINE
Belongs to the Museum of Wiborg.

E7M'ER' MON L'INEOLE"
Pierced twice.

-EOERIE M-O LINE-
Broken; moneyer Leofric.

M'ANA M-O LINEOL
ODBERN M-O LINE

Pierced.

+ OSFERD ,, LINEO:
In front of bust, cross of four dots.

+ REIENOLD M-O LINE
+ RIN7LD ON LINE
+ XNELIN'G M-O LINE

Pierced.

+ XVMERLED M-O LIN'
+ PVLFBEORN M-O LIN

Pierced.

+ DORECETEL M-O LIA
+ ------- M.-O LINEO

Halfpenny; moneyer unknown.

181. +
182. +

183. +

184. +

185.
186.

187.

188.

189.
190.
191.
192.

193.
193 a.
194.

'EDELR'ED
'EDELRED

- DELR'ED

'EDELR'ED

+ 'EDELR'ED
,

+ 'EDELR'ED

+ 'EDELR'ED
+ 'EDELR'ED

,,

+ 'EDEL'R'ED

+ 'EDELR'ED

~,

REX
,,

LVNDONIA, LUNDENE
The Diadem Hand type

ANGLOy + 'EDERED M.-O LVNDONI
NNG LOX + GODFINE M-O LVNDN-

REX ANGLO'))

, ANG LOX

,, ANGLO)
,, ANGLOX

, ANGLO)

R -- --- LO)'

REX ANGLO'
ANGLoX(

,, ANGLOX

5j 55

The Crux type

+ -ELFGAR M0O LVN
Pierced twice; badly worn.

+ 'ELFGET M-O LVN
Dots in angles of cross by r and X.

+ 'ELFNOD M-O LVND
+ ELFXTAN ,, LVN

Dots in angles of cross by E and X.

+ 'EL'FPERD M-O LVN
Pierced.

- - - - LPERD M-O LVN -
Consisting of two fragments; edge broken.

+ BYRHTLAF M-O LVN
+ EEOLNGE M-G LVND
+ EADMVND M-O LVN

Pierced.

+ EADPOLD M-O LVN

+ EDXIIE ,, LVND
Pl. I, fig. 5.

ANG:
7XNG

AND

ANGLO
ANG'

ANGL

Weight Find

Kr

0,89 R

N

1,14 R

1,32 N

1,32 N

1,40 Kr

1,i8

1,01

1,13

1,37

1,07

1,35

N
R

R

R
R

R
N

1,61

1,48

R
N

1,02 N

1,41 N

1,61 R
1,39 N

1,53 N

R

1,55 N
1,61 N
1,36 S

1,40 Kr

1,25 R

1,36 Ht
1,41 N
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194a.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

202.

203.

+ EDELR'ED REX
,, ,,

I,

+ BEDEL'R'ED
+ 'EDELR'ED

!~

~,

204. + ,EELR'ED REX

205.

206.
207.

208.

209.
210.
210a.

211.

212.

213.

214.

214 a.

215.
216.
217.
218.

219.
220.
220 a.
221.
221 a.

+ 'EDELR'ED F

,l

- -E DELR'ED

F 'EDELR'ED

+ 'EDELR'ED

+ 'ED)EL'R'ED
+ 'EDELRED

D

- -- - -

AN GLO')
,,

I ,9

!!

!,

!

ANGLOX

ANLO'

+ EDXIGE M-O LVND

E in angle of cross parallel with limbs of cross,
with 194 at an angle.

+ EDPINE M-O LVN
On the rev., dot in each angle of cross.

+ GODPINE M-O LVN
+ GODPINE LVND
+ LEOFPINE ,, LVN
+ LEOFPINE ,, ,,
+ LEOFPINE ,, ,,

Dot in angles of cross by E and X; pierced.

+ L'E'OFPNE M-O LVN
+ XPETINE ,, LV N

Pierced.

Mule Small Cross type - Crux type

AN GLO' I + GOD M-O LVNDO

EX 7NGL

7 ANGLO

7,, N G LO
,9 N 7C LO

,, NGL
,, 7KN LOX

,, KNGL

N DL 0X

7~N DL

ECNGL'

7N1 L"

,,

'N

',L

7NL

Pierced.

The Long Cross type

+ 'ELFRYD M10 LVND
+ 'EDELPERD MI LVND
- r'EDELPERD ,, ,,
+ _'EDELPERD ,, ,,

Pierced.
+ BRIHTL7EF M.-O LVND
+ BRVNSTAN MI ,,

Rev. unclear, struck twice;
weight exceptionally heavy.

+ EADMVND MIO LVND
Pierced.

+ E7'DMVND ,, ,, Pierced.

E7DRIE ,, L ---
Third part wanting.

+ EADFINE ,, LVND

+ EDFINE ,,
+ E7DPO LD ,, LVN
-F E7'DFOLD LVND
+ ,,, ,,

+ EADFOLD

+ EDPOLD MO Halfpenny.

,, - - - - - --

Halfpenny.

Veight Find

1,67 P

1,51 R

1,47 N

1,27 R

1,61 R
1,62 N

1,42 R

1,35 N

1,55 N
1,33 R

1,72 P

1,39

1,55
1,49

1,64

1,62

1,64

1,95

R
Kr

Nst

L

N
N

R

1,so R

1,36 R

R

1,43

1,36

1,28

1,74

1,39

1,54

1,38

1,67

1,63

1,67

R
R
R

L
N

Kr
R
R

R
L

.N

W

Ri
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222.

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

232.

233.

234.

235.

235 a.

235b.

236.

237.

237a.

SEDELR'ED

, -RED

f EDELR-ED

+F

+

-f

+
+

238.

239. f

240. +

,

E E L'RED
,'EDELR'ED

5!

,,

'E- ELR'ED

241. + 'EDELRED

242. ,,

243. 9 ,EDELR'ED
244.
245. +
245 a.
246.
246a.,
247. ,,I
248.

249. +
249a. ,,

250. ,F

REX 7NGLO

, 7G n LO

,, NL, L

- NIGLO

,, 7N 1L',, 7N G LO

,, 7NGL,, KN I L-

7, N G LC

7CNLO3
,,KN G LO

7'NGLO
,, KNGLO) (

,, ,,

,, 7N LO

,, 7ND LO

,, KN GL 4

,, 7N ,,

,, KNGLM 

,, N G La

,, 7KN NG LO)Y

,, 7 NL'
,, NGL"

,, 7N, LO

,, 7 ,N, L

,, 7NGLO
to 15

7NL "

+

+

+
+
+

+

+

EDIIGE MSO LVN
,, MO LVND

Pierced.

EDELPERD MIO LVND
Pierced.

G'ODM7CN ,, ,
GiODRIE ,, ,,
G -- ----

Broken; consisting' of four fragments.

HEAPVLF MSO L'VN
HE7CPVLF MIO LVND
LEOFRIE ,, ,

,,,, ,,

+ LEOFRYD ,,

+ LE FIT7N ,,

17

71

77

77

77

Weight

1,33

1,32

1,68

1,55
1,52

Pierced.

Pierced.

Pierced.

Pierced.

Pierced; copper rivet and broken loop left.

+ L'EOFFINE MSO LVN
Dot in two opposite angles of cross.

+ LE'OFFIN ,, ,
Dot in one angle of cross.

+ LEOFFINE M1O LVND
+ LEOFPINE ,, LVN
+ LEGFFINE ,, LVND

+ LEOFPINE

7, 7 , 7,

+ LYFINE ,, Pierced.
Pierced.

Pierced; belongs to the Lyceum of Borgi.
+ OXVLF MIO LVND

Find

N
L

R

Nst
N

R
N
N

R
N

N

R
L

L
N
N

R
R

Nst

Nst
T

1,37

1,53

1,40

1,33

1,66

1,37

1,61

1,54

1,35
1,46

1,27

1,55
1,28

1,59

1,73

1,63 R

1,76 R

1,37 N

1,33 R

1,65 N

1,54 N
1,62 R
1,55 R
1,63 R

1,62 R

1,67 N

1,44 Kr

1,67 R

6*
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251. + 'E- ELR'ED REX 7NGLO

252.

253.

254.

255.

256.

257.

258.

259.

260.

261.

262.

263.
264.

265.
266.

267. +
268. +

269. q

270.

271.

271 a.

272.

+ 'EDELR'ED

+ ,

+
+
+

'EDEL'R'ED
-EDELR'ED

------ D

+ EDELR'ED R

'EDEL'R'ED
'EDELR ED

+
9 EDELRED

+ ' ELR'ED

273. =+

+ )EDELR'ED R'EX
REX

- -- - LRED

+ 'EDELRED

+ EDEL'R'ED

,, 7NGLOI

,, 7N LOX
,, 7N N L-,, X7NGIL

,, 7NGLO
,, AN G L'

~ ENGL

,, N GL

,, NGL'

,, 7'NGL'

,, NG LO

,, 7NGL

,, ,NCL

,, 7NDL

,, 7fNLO

7NGLO
7NGL

,, 7N G

,, 7XNG

,, 7ENGLO

,, NGLO

F G- - - M5® LVND
Badly worn.

+
+

SIBFINE
XIBFINE ,,

+ FETINE ,, ,,

+ FVLFPINE ,,
+ PVLFPINE MPO ,,

Pierced.

Halfpenny: moneyer unknown.

The Radiate Helmet type

+ 'ELFFPNE M-*-O LV..NDE 1,39

+ 9EDELM'ER M'0 LVNDE: 1,42
Pierced.

+ -EDELPERD M30 LVIND 1,21
On the reverse small ring in two adjacent angles of cross.

+ E7DFOLD MIO LVI 1,18

+ E7CDPOLD M'O LVN 1,16
On the reverse small ring in two opposite angles of cross.

+ DO'D7K M'^O L'VND 1,os8

+ GO:DT MAO LVNDEI 1,32
On the reverse small ring in one angle of cross.

+ LEOFFINE MnO LVND 1,43

+ LIOFPO: LD MG LVN
On the reverse dot in two opposite angles of cross.

+ OSVLF MIO LVNDN
Pierced.

+ XFETINE M'~O LVND
+ TO:E7 M.O LVNDENE

+ PVLFDVR M.O LVN
On the reverse small ring in two opposite angles of cross.

+ PVLFT7N MIe LVND

The Small Cross type

+ 'ELFNOD ON LVNDENE:
+ 'ELFPI MO LVNDEN

E7N GL retrograde.

+ 'ELFPINE MON LVN

,, M-O LVNDE:

--- RHTFERD' O- ----
Halfpenny; cfr. BEH 1881, no. 2231.

+ BRNITPOLD NO LN

+ ETDIGE MIO LVND:

+ ETDPERi'D MON LVN
Pierced; consisting of two fragments.

Weight Find

1,71 R

1,59

1,62

1,47

1,35
1,62

1,35

1,62

R
R
N
R
N

R
R

N

N
R

R

N
R

N
R

N
1,oi L

1,41 N

1,37

1,39

1,44

1,15

N
N
R
R

274.
275.

276.
277.

278.

279.
280.
281.

1,25 R

1,19

1,24

N
N

1,02 L

1,19 N

N

1,12
1,29

1,a0

N

R

N
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282. + EDELR'ED RDEX 7NGL

283. + 9EDELR'ED REX 7NGLOR

284. + EDELRED ,, 7NGL
285. + 'E D''E L'R''E D R''EX 7KN G LO
286. + 'EDELR'ED R'EX 7VNGLO'.
287. + 'EDELRED REX 7ND3

+ EDELRED

EDELRED
'EDELRED

,, 7NGL'O
,, 7NGLO
,, 7KNGL

,, 7N GLO'.

,, 7NGLO

EDELRED ,, 7 NGLO
'EDELR'ED ,, 7NGLO
'E DELRE D R'EX 7N LO
EDELRD R'EX 7NGL

'EDELR'ED REX 7NGL'O
,, REX 7ND'
,, ,, 7NGL

,, REX 7NGLO

,, ANGL

302. f9 'EDELR'ED REX 7EM

+ 'EDELR'ED R'EX A- - -

,, REX 7NG
,, ,, AN r

+ E7TDRERD MO LVND
Pierced.

+ E7DVVOLD ON ,,

+
+
+
+

Pierced.

E7DPOLD MON LVND
ELFGET M-eN LVNDEN
EDEL'PINE M-'O'N ,,
,OD7 MO LVNDG

Pierced.

+ GODMT7N M-ON LVNDE
+ GODPINE MOON LVNI:
+ GODPINE M'O'N L'VNDEl
+ L'EOFST7C MDON LVND
+ LEOFVINE ON LVND

Pierced.

+ LEOFPINE ON LVNDE
+ LEOFDINE ON LVNDEN
+ LEOFPINE ,, LVNDENE
+ LIOFT7 N ,, LVNDEN
+ L'YFINE MON LVNDENE
+ X'PETING Me LVNDEN
+ PINSIGE Me-ON LVNDE
+ P.VLFPINE M-ON LVN

Pierced.

+ PVLFSTAN M-O LVND

LYDAN FORD
The Long Cross type

I + G'OD7T M'0 LYD7K

The Small Cross type

+ BRVNA ON
+ GOD7 ,,
+ GODRIE ,,

LYD7CFOR
LYDAFORI
LYDAN FO I

306. + 'EDELRED REX ANGLOy

307. +
308. +

'EDELR'ED
'EDEL - -

REX ANGLOy(
- -- - - - LOY

309. + EDELRED REX ANGLO'y

MAELDVN E
The Crux type

I + 'ELFPINE M-O M'ELDV

NORD FIE
The Crux type

+ EADMVND M-O NODPI
+ EAD - - - --- - ORD

Halfpenny.
+ FOLEARD M-O NORD

+
+

+
+
+
+
+

288.
289.
290.
291.
292.

293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.
300.

301.

Weight Find

1,12 L

1,41 Ht

1,25 N

1,20 R

1,31 N

1,os N

1,36 R

1,ts N
1,20 N

1,oi R
1,59 L

1,64 R

1,47 Nst

1,34 R
1,26 Kr

1,24 N
1,17 N

1,20 N

1,35 R

1,14 R

303.

304.

305.

1,29

1,31

1,27

1,15

N

L
N
N

1,61 N

1,oo R

N

1,67 Nst
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+ 'EDELRED REX A
,, ,, 7NG 'LO

*f EDELNED DEX 7IGLO-+

313. + /EDELRED REX ANGL

The Long Cross type

+ AXDRI:D MO NOR
+ HPATEMAN MiO NOR
+ IPERTINE ,, NORD

Obv. somewhat Barbaric.

The Radiate Helmet type

I + HPATEM M O NOR

314. + EDELRED
315. - ------ D

316. + EDELRED

317.- - ---- -D

REX 7NNE

,, ANGL

The Small Cross type

+ E7 DPIMIE MO LOPD:
+ LEOFPI- - - - - - - PI:

Halfpenny.
+ OZPOLD MOM ONRD

Pierced.

- - - --- R MO HORD
Fragment.

318. + - - - -D REX ---

319. +
320. +

'EDELR'ED
/EDELR/ED

REX

,,1

The Small Cross type without diadem

I + --- - RIE 0 NORDPIC
Badly cut all round; pierced. Moneyer Leofric,
cfr. BEH, 1881, no 3150 f. Pl. I, fig. 14.

ANGLO'

,,5

321. -F /EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO

322. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGL'

323. +- /EELRED REX 7NLO'y(

324. + 'EDELRED REX ANrLO)

325. ,, ANGLO

OXNAFORD
The Crux type

+ 'ELFPINE M-O' OXNA
+ PVLFPINE M-O ON OXN

The Long Cross type

I + 'ELFPINE M10: OXN7'

The Radiate Helmet type

I + LEOFMAN M.O OXNA

ROFECEASTE R

The Diadem Hand type

I + IDEPINE MoO ROF:.

The Cross patte Hand type

+ OXFERD M-O HROF
Pl. I, fig. 4.

+ XIDEPINE M-O ROF

310.

311.

312.

Weight

0,9
1,37

1,73

Find

L

R
N

1,1( L

1,13 R
N

1,19 Nst

Ht

R

1,(5 R
1,02 S

1, 9 L

1,47 R

1,50 N

1,o R

1,(34 R
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326. + 'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO'y

327. + EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO

328. f 4'EDELR'ED REX 7NGLU)

329. + 'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO;

330. F "EDELR'ED REX 7NGL)

330 a.

331. 3 77
T ,,7

332. + EDELR-ED REX ANGL'

333. + ED ----- -- EX 7NG LO:

334. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGL'OR

335. -- -ELRED -- X AN - - - -

The Crux type

I + XIDPINE M-O ROFEE

The Long Cross type

I + 1OLDFINE M'O RGFE

RUMENEA
The Long Cross type

I + /EDELPINE M(0 RVMA

SCEFTESBYR IG
The Crux type

I + LVFA M-O EEFT

Weight Find

1,64 N

1,57 N

1,61 S

1,64 Nst
Pierced.

The Radiate Helmet type

-'ED:EL'RIE MI IEEFT
P1. I, fig. 8.

+ GI0D7E MO^ ̂ 'EEFT

The Small Cross type

I + X'EIPNE ON - -FTEXB

SIDESTEBYRIG
The Small Cross type

+ EIOLNGD ON ------ EB
Fragmnent.

+ EIOLNO0E ON IIDEXTEB:

1,18 R

Ht

1,5s T

STANFORD
The Crux type

I - - - - ELE - F M-O ---
Two fragments. Moneyer Godelef,
cfr. BEH 1881, no. 3491.

+ /EDELRED REX ANDLO
+ 'EDELRED ,, AID

,, REX 7NGLL
+ 'EDELR'ED REX 7'NGLO

The Long Cross type

I + 7ZEPDE M -O ST7X
+ XPERTGAR MO XTA

Consisting of tree fragments; edge very little broken.

+ XFERTGAR MiO iTAN
+ XPERTGA MSO XT

1,49

1,26

1,47

Nst

R
N

336.
337.

338.
339.

1,24 N

R

1,36 N

1,39 N

W NN
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340. +

341. f

'EDELRED REX 7NGL
E D E LRE D ,, 7N G Ei

342. + 'EDELRED REX A'NG

343. ,, AND'

344. + 'EDELREDR'ED REX 7NG
345. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGLO
346. + 'EDELRED ,, ANG

347. + 'EDELR'ED REX ANLO 

348. + ------ D REX ANDG

349.
350.
350a.
351.

+ 'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO')
~, ,, ,,

352.

353. + 'ED - - - ED ANGLOX

The Radiate Helmet type

+ /ESrPIG MO STE7N
+ GODLEOF M1O ,,

The Small Cross type

+ EADPINE M-O ITAN
Before face two dots.

+ GODELEOF ,, ITA
ON STANF

+ GODERE MD.O STANFO
+ XPERTG'AR M-O IT

Pierced.

ST T FO RD
The Crux type

I + ALFPOLD M-O ITE
Pierced.

The Small Cross type

I + ------ DON STEF
Halfpenny. Moneyer Alfwold,
cfr. BEH 1881, no. 3420.

SVD BYRIG
The Crux type

+ 'ELFRIE M-O SVDBY
+ BYRHTAF ,, XVD

+ BYRHTLAF M-O SVDB.
Pierced; edge a little broken.

+ BYRHTELM M-O SVDBY
Pierced.

+ GODRIE - - XVDBY
Edge broken.

354. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NG

The Long Cross type

I + GODRIE MSO XVD

SU DGE FEORC

355.

356.

357. +
358. +

+ -EDELR-ED REX ANGLOyX
,, ,, ANGLOR

'EELRED
/EDE - --

,, AND LoX
- - - - NGLOX

The Crux type

+ 'EDELPERD
+ BOGA

M-O
i!

IVDG
XVD

Pierced.

- - -. HTRIE ,, S- -
Halfpenny. Moneyer Byrhtric,
cfr. BEH 1881, nos. 3645 ff.

Weight

1,41
1,34

Find

N
N

1,11 N

0,02

1,43

1,to0

1,1to

N
W
R
N

1,67 N

N

1,45
1,28

1,33

1,39

N

R
R

M

N

R

1,30 N

1,13 R

1,17 S

N

1,30 N
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359. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NIL'

360. + ,EDELR'ED REX ANrLO)X

361.

362.

+ 'EEDELR'ED REX ANGLO
,, ,, AN LO

363. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGLOR

364. +
365. +

'EDELRED - -
'EDELR - -

REX ANGLOy)
-- X 39

The Long Cross type

I + E7DPINE MIO VVDD

TOTANES
The Crux type

I + MANNA M-O TOTAN

The Small Cross type

+ HVNEMAN ON TOTAN
,, ON TETAN

FEEEDPORT
The Long Cross type

I + HVNEPINE MIO PEEED
Cfr. BEH 1881, no. 3884.

FELIGAFORD
The Crux type

+ 'ELFPI M-O PELIG
+ AL -- -LD M-O PELI

Edge broken. Moneyer Alfwold.

366 + EDELR'ED REX 7NNGL

The Long Cross type

| f M7NN M 0'O PELIG
Pierced.

The Radiate Helmet type + the Long Cross type

367. + EDELRED REX 7NGL I + 7'LFPOLD M' PELIG
Dot in one angle of cross. PI. I, fig. 7.

1,6s Nst

1,59 R

368. + /EDELR-ED REX ANGLO')

FERHAM
The Crux type

I + ELFSIDE M-O FER

FI LTVN E
The Small Cross type with bust to right.

369. + 'EDELRED REX ANGLOR)II + EADFINE MONITA FILTVI
P1. I, fig. 2.

1,46 R

1,43 R

370. +F -EDELR'ED REX 7NGL

The Long Cross type

I + S'EPINE M-O FILT
Pierced.

'ON IA, FIN C EASTRE
The Diadem Hand type

I + 'EDEXTAN H-O FINTO

1,8so N

Weight Find

1,24 N

1,52 R

1,09 Kr

1,16 R

1,59 R

1,o5 R

R

371. + EDELRED REX nNGLO7 1,62 N
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+ 'EDELR'ED
,

REX
~,

ANGLOy')

,,9

,59

The Crux type

+ ELFSIDE M-O PINT
+ BYRHIEiE ,, PIN
+ BYRHTM'ER ,,,,

+ LEOFPOLD ,,,,
+ PYNITAN ,, ,,

,, ,, PINT

The

+ EDELRED

+ EDELR'ED

+ EDELR'ED

+ 'EDELR'ED

!

91

tl

!

!I

f

|

REX 7NGLO')Y

R'EX'7'N1 L
RE + 7NGLL

,, NGL:
,, N G LO

REX 7N-LOX

RE+ 7NGL
REX 7'NGLO
RE+ 7N G L'
REX 7NGL

ANG LO
RE+ 7 NL

R'E+ 7"NGL

RE+ NGLO
-=.., -,.--,.--

Long Cross type

+ 7LFPOLD MrnO PINT
+ BYRHXIE MO ,,

The Small Cross type

+ 'ELFXIGE ON FINEST

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

"'ELFXE ,, FINEXTR
'ELFXT7CN ON FINEITE

BEDEFINE ON FINEIR
In the Museum of Viborg.

BREHTNOD ON FVINE

BRVNTEN ,, FINTE
LEOFFINE ,, FINEE5R
LEOFFOLD ,, FINES

,, ON FINTES
ODIC ON FINEESTRE
ORDBRIHT ON FINEX
ORDBRIHT ON FINESR
SEOLE7 ,, PINER'

Obverse badly worn.

394. + 'EDELR'ED REX 7NGL"
395. ,, ,, NG LO

FOR IC EASTER
The Radiate Helmet type

:+ DV.R7NT Mi5e0 FIHER
+ 1GOD7 M FI HRT7

396. + 'EDELR-ED

397. + 'EDELR'ED

398. + 'EDELR'ED

REX ANGLO7

,, ANGLOX

,, ANG LOW

DEODFORD
The Crux type

+ EADDAR M-O

+ EA"DPI

+- GODPINE

DEOD
Pierced twice.

DEODF
Pierced.

DEOD

372.

373.

374.

374 a.

374 b.

375.

376.

377.

Weight

1,66

1,66

1,66

1,70

1,69

1,61

1,65

1, 63

Fild

R
R
R
N
N

R
N
N

Pierced.

Pierced.

1,70 N

1,69 R

378.

379.

380.

381.

382.

383.

384.

385.

386.

387.

388.

389.

390.

391.

392.

393.

1,16

1,12

1,19

1,46

1,36

1,74

1,29

1,o90

1,73

1,13

1,25

1,47

1,11

R
N

R
Nst

Kr

R
N

Kr
R
R
R

Ht

R

1,50 R

1,36 R

1,45 R

1,35 N

1,53 R

!f

T
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399. + 'EDELRED REX ANG

The Long Cross type

I + OSBRN M-O DEO

The Radiate Helmet type

+ 'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO
,, ,, AN LO
,, ,, 7XNDLO

+
+
+

DYREPINE MO DEOD
E7X:DRIE -O DYOD
M7'NN7 MIO DEODF

The Small Cross type

403. +
404. +

405.

406.

407.

408.

409.

410.

411.

+
+
+
+
+
+

'EDELRED REX ANGL*.
EDELRED ,, ANGLO:

'EDELR'ED ERX 7NGLO
'EDELR'ED REX ,,

EDELRED + 7CNGLOI
EDELR'ED REX 7CNGLO
EDELRED ,, AN:

/EDELRED ,, ANGLO)
7N,, ,, LO

412. + 'EDELRED ,, ANGL

Th,

413. + EDELRED REX ANGL'

The Small C

414. + EDFNLRED R+ 7NDEIO

I

415. + 'E---------ANGLO')y

416. ----- R"ED REX AND---

417. -------------- -NGLO)X

418. ---- LR'ED R- - ----

419. -------- --- ------

420. -------- REX 7NG L"

421. - - - - - R'ED REX 7NGD--

422. + EDE---- --- ------

+-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

E7DPI M-ON DEOD
EDPINE ,, DEODF

Behind head small cross.

,, MnN DEODF
EDLINE ON DEODFO:
LEOFRIE ,, DEOD
L'EOFRIE MQON DEO
LEOFEDN ON DIOD:
M7NN7 ,, DEOTFOR:
F'EL'GIST , DEOTFO:
P'ELGIXI M-O DEOD

e Small Cross type with five crosses

| + EDPINE MON DEODF
Pierced. Pl. I, fig. 12.

ross type with radiate helmet and five crosses

| + EDRIE MON DEODR"
Cfr. BEH 1881, no. 3719. Pl. I, fig. 13.

JNCERTAIN MINTS.
The Crux type

- - -RHSIE M - - - - - -
Fragment. Moneyer Byrhsige.

+ PVLFPINE ------
Halfpenny.

---- PiNE M -----
Fragment.

----- STAN-----
Farthing.

Cut all round; no inscription; pierced.
The Long Cross type

+ LEOFFIN - - ----
Halfpenny.

Two fragments; bronce loop.
Inscription very nearly defaced.

---- EPNE -----
Fragment. Moneyer possibly Elewne of Chester,
cfr. BEH 1881, no. 1515 ff.

400.
401.
402.

Weight Find

1,24 N

1,30

1,06

1,37

N
N

R

1,13 R

1,17 N

1,03 R

1,29 L

1,11 Kr
1,29 N

1,17 Kj

1,74 N

1,53 N

1,22 Nst

1,38 N

1,22 L

N

N

N

R

Ht

R

M

N
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Coins with Barbaric obverse or reverse.

423. + EDELRED REX ANGIO)

424. +
425. +

EDELRED RE+ 7E

/EDEFRED ,, GS

426. + EDELRED REX 7NGL0OX.

427. + EDELRE- - - -- LO

Mule Crux type - Small Cross type

X I + MOP + BOAOILIIOPII
P1. I, fig. 15. Cfr. Oscetels coins from York,

especially BEH 1881, no. 628 of the type A var. b.

The Long Cross type

1I+0 IHIO Ildl CH+
+ 'EEDFrC M O PIM+

Mint Winchester; pierced.

1CI 133 IEM 1I1

The Long Cross type with bust to right

| + EDEL--1 MG HM
Inscription retrograde; mint Southampton.

P1. I, fig. 16.

428.
429.

430. +
431. +

F 'EEELRED - - - A

+ EDELRED RE 70HI3

EDELRED RE+ AN
/EDELRED REX A-

432. + EDELRED

433.

433a.

,, 7ID

+ EDELRED REX ANGLOR

434.

434a.+ - - - --EX

435.

Mule Long Cross type + Small Cross type

N G LO Barbaric, illegible.

+ M)1G3AIOHXT + lN301I
PI. I, fig. 17.

Mule Radiate Helmet type + Small Cross type

GL I Identical with 429

- + IN NO - - - - OPIDLIcICIII
Pl. I, fig. 18.

+ G'OD'II'IL 11-0 LVID
Struck by Godwin at London. Reverse inscription
retrograde. Consisting of two fragments. Edge
a little broken.

The Small Cross type

+ OMED' AF ON + HOA'ND

+ TOEHT7FB:EIT + EBVFVDE
Pierced; 3 dots in one angle of cross, 4 dots in V
+'T------ -- T+EBVFDVE

Halfpenny.
+ EO'D- IN II'O LVID

Struck by Godwine at London; reverse
inscription retrograde.

+ O'D - -- ---- D
Badly worn.

01110I>> II.--- II-- II'
011101>>1 II-- I> II - -II

Consisting of two fragments. Edge broken.

+ 'EDELPNE MO LVN
Struck by Aethelwine in London cfr. BEH 1881, 2193.

REX ANGLOI

435a.

436. + EDELRED ,, ANG L:
436a.

437. + 'E'OMIJR1 D'EX" 1':*

Weight Find

1,76 N

1,71 R

1,54 N

1,73 N

1,41 N

1,26 N

1,61 N

1,40 N

1,59 Nst

1,48

1,42

1,73

N

R
Nst

N

1,53 N

1,61 R

1,33 N

R

1,3a L
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APPENDIX TO COINS OF AETHELRED
The Crux type

438. + 'EDELR'ED REX ANGLO)Y I + GOD M'O - - FELEES
From Ilchester, cfr. BEH 1881, no. 1024.
Pierced, rivet left.

439. + -DELR'ED R-- - NGLOX

440. + EDELR#ED REX ANGLO

441. + EDELRED ,, AND -M
442. + 'EDELR'ED ,, ANGLO)Y

443. ---------- X A

The Long Cross type

+ 'ELFXIGE - O PINT
Edge broken; pierced.

+ DREND M .O LINE
Belongs to the Museum of Vibbrg.

+ STIREER MI EOFR
Belongs to the Museum of Viborg.

+ FENGOX MO0 EOFR
Belongs to the Museum of Viborg.

+ DV -o--F- -- ----
Fragment; possibly from Ipswich.

Weight Find

1,32 Hv

E

Kr

Kr

Kr

N
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CNUT THE GREAT.
1016--1035.

B. E. Hildebrand in his excellent catalogue divided the Anglo-Saxon coins of Cnut in ten distinct
types and Mr. Grueber later on doubled their number, excluding though, rightly enough, one of these
types - D - as being Danish. However I for my part feel no doubt that the series of Hildebrand is
still to be preferred to that of Mr. Grueber, as many of the types of the latter certainly are mules or varieties.
The arrangement of Hildebrand does not though hold good altogether. With Hildebrand's type D, and

the variety Da, that 'are Danish and struck at Lund(') Mr. Hauberg, apparently on good reasons, has assigned

to Denmark several of his varieties as well.(2) Likewise he has indicated that the type C, which is a copy
of the Radiate Helmet coins of Aethelred, very likely is of Danish origin, possibly struck at Viborg.(3)

This being the case the Anglo-Saxon types of Cnut properly ought to be eight in number.(4)
And although all of these types are well known of old a description of the same has been added here

or the sake of a better survey. Our list p. 56 shows howthese types along with their varieties correspond to

those of Hildebrand and Mr. Grueber.

THE LONG CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Bareheaded bust to left, with outstanding hair. Around, inscription, divided by bust;

outer circle.

Rev. Long voided cross, each limb terminating in three crescents; pellet in centre. Around,
inscription; outer circle.

P1. II, fig. 7, a barbarous specimen of this type.

(1) Hauberg, no. 23 var., p. 114. Hildebrand himself accentuates the Danish character of the coin, see BEH 1881, p.'195 f.
(2) A. var b struck at Lund, see Hauberg, no. 9, p. 113. A var c, Lund, Hauberg, no. 7a, p. 112. E var h, Ribe, Hauberg, no. 56,
p. 116. G var. c, Lund, Hauberg, no. 11, p. 113. I var. a, Lund, Hauberg, no. 14 var., p. 114. I var. c, Lund, Hauberg, no. 15,
p. 114. (3) Hauberg, Cnut no. 48, p. 115. (4) Hildebrand, BEH 1881, p. 197, refers to the fact, that the name of the king is

spelt wrong - ENVTI D, ENVTI DD - on the two coins of the Pacx type, and he reckons that they were possibly struck
after the time of Cnut by the help of reverse stamps belonging to coins of Edward the Confessor. Now some circumstances really
might be found bearing out this supposition, but as there is no definite proof we, although with some reservation, for the present
assign the type to Cnut. - There are the following grounds of a comparatively late dating of those three Pacx coins that are known

to me: the Lincoln coin BEH 1881, Cnut, no. 1734 has the inscription + CNVTID REE [ + SVMERLVDA ON L.
And although the name of this moneyer occurs on Lincoln coins from the time of Aethelred down to Edward the Confessor
- except during the time of Harthacnut - it is spelt in the same way on only one more coin, i. e. the Pacx coin BEH 1881,
Edward the Confessor, no. 375; neither does S instead of S occur on coins evidently belonging to Cnut, with the name of
Sumerled. Still the obverse of this Cnut coin is identical with that of BEH, Cnut, no. 1735 and consequently there is a possibility
that early and late stamps in some way or other were mixed together. The Lincoln coin BM1C II, Cnut, no. 313 bears the reverse

inscription + VL.F ONLtINEOLNE, which strongly reminds of two Pacx coins of Edward, BEH 1881, no. 383 and

BMC II, no. 698, with their + VL.F ONLIN[OLINA; if now the stamps were actually mixed together the obverse was
certainly Struck with a stamp of the Quadrilateral type of Cnut and moreover of a variety of this with a cross pommde sceptre.

The third Pacx coin of Cnut, coming from Thetford, bears the reverse inscription + EDRIT ON DEOD; there is however
the same inscription as this on Pacx coins belonging to Edward the Confessor, and also on Quatrefoil coins of Cnut and con-
sequently we do not that way arrive at any conclusions.
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THE SMALL CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription between two circles.
Rev. - Small cross patt6e. Around, inscription between two circles.

P1. I, fig. 19.

THE QUATREFOIL TYPE.

Obv. - Crowned bust to left, within quatrefoil. Around, inscription; outer circle.

Rev. - On quatrefoil, with pellet at each cusp, long voided cross, each limb terminating in three
crescents; pellet in centre. Around, inscription; outer circle.

PI. I, fig. 21.

THE POINTED HELMET TYPE.

Obv. - Bust, wearing pointed helmet, to left; in front sceptre. Around, inscription between two
circles, divided by bust.

Rev. - Short voided cross, limbs united by base by two circles; in centre pellet; in each angle,
broken annulet enclosing pellet. Around, inscription between two circles.

P1. II, fig. 4.

THE SHORT CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left; in front, sceptre terminating in a fleur-de-lis. Around, inscription
divided by bust; outer circle.

Rev. - Short voided cross; in centre, circle enclosing pellet. Around, inscription between two
circles. P1. I, fig. 15.

THE QUADRILATERAL TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left; sceptre, terminating in a fleur-de-lis or cross pomm6e, in left hand.

Around, inscription divided by bust; outer circle.

Rev. - Over short voided cross, quadrilateral ornament with pellet at each angle and in

centre. Around, inscription between two circles.

THE PACX TYPE.

Obv. - Similar; sceptre terminating in a fleur-de-lis or a cross pomm6e.
Rev. - Long voided cross, each limb terminating in crescent; in centre, circle enclosing pellet;

in angles PAEX. Around, inscription; outer circle.

THE CLUB CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription divided by bust, outer circle.

Rev. - Cross composed of four ovals united at base by two circles.(') Around, inscription;
outer circle.

(1) A cross of this type is in Swedish called ,,klubbkors", in Danish ,,Kollekors", in German ,,Kolbenkreuz", i. e. some-
thing like Club Cross or Clubbed Cross.
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The Types BEH BMC

THE LONG CROSS TYPE B II P1. 11:7

mule Quatrefoil E k VII
Long Cross

Small Cross( 1)
Long Cross

THE SMALL CROSS TYPE A I Pl. I:19

mule Quatrefoil
Small Cross

THE QUATREFOIL TYPE E VIII P1. 1:21

bust to right Ea VIII a Pl. 1:23

in front, sceptre E c VIII b

quatrefoil and inscription divided E b VIII c
by bust

diademed bust E d 8 e VIII d Pl. 1:24

rev. - three pellets at cusps Ei X Pl. 1:22

rev. - long cross, annulet in each angle El XI

mule Long Cross Ef IV Pl. II:1
Quatrefoil

Small Cross

mule Small Cross Eg IV a Pl. II:2
Quatrefoil

mule Quatrefoil (2) P1. I:3
Aethelred Radiate Helmet

THE POINTED HELMET TYPE O XIV P1. 11:4

bust to right Ga XIV a P1. 11:8

mule Long Cross b XIII
Pointed Helmet

THE SHORT CROSS TYPE H XVI P1. 11:5

in front, finial H a XVI

in front, crozier H b XVI PI. II:6

in front, pennon H c XVI a

without diadem H d XVI b

THE QUADRILATERAL TYPE I XVII

In front of bust, cross pomme I b XIX
sceptre; three pellets at angles of

quadrilateral ornament
THE PACX TYPE F XII

THE CLUB CROSS TYPE K XX

in front, sceptre Ka XX a

(1) Bergens Museums Aarsberetning 1891

1no. 7, p. 16. (2) FM 1901, p. 41 ff.
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Both Hildebrand and Mr. Parsons have suggested, that the rare Long Cross and Small Cross
coins of Cnut, corresponding to those of Aethelred, possibly were no official types; (') the former throws
out the supposition, that they were current at the beginning of the reign of Cnut before his own types had
come into use; the latter again pronounces as his opinion, that coins of this type were issued for the grand
national payment that was made in 1018. There is in reality already a typological connection between the
Long Cross and the Small Cross coins of Aethelred and Cnut indicating, that the coins in question have
to be assigned to the beginning of the reign of Cnut; among other things these coins as to their size agree
with those of Aethelred, whereas the specimens of the Quatrefoil type are smaller, the diameter being
only 18 instead of 20 mm. There are also some moneyers' names indicating the same: Astrith of Norwich
and Aelfeh of Shrewsbury struck coins of the Long Cross type both of Aethelred and Cnut, Aelfric
of Bath is known on coins of the Long Cross, the Radiate Helmet, and the Small Cross types of
Aethelred and also on Long Cross coins of Cnut, Oswold of Norwich struck coins of the Small Cross
type of both these kings, &c.

Supposing now that the Long Cross and the Small Cross coins have to be assigned to the beginning
of the reign of Cnut, although they are no official types generally used all over the country, we then arrive
at the result that the Quatrefoil coins, which have been found in great numbers in Finland too, certainly
must represent the earliest type of Cnut. The date of this issue was fixed already by Hildebrand(2) by a
reference to finds and epigraphic facts. The finds in this case are particularly elucidating: there are some
ten considerable hoards containing beyond coins of Aethelred and still earlier kings also Quatrefoil
specimens of Cnut, whereas the bther common types are wanting.(3) In this fact there is now a conclusive
evidence, that the Quatrefoil type is the earliest one of all the types in question.

The Pointed Helmet type is the next in order. There are, as it is, i. a. epigraphic facts that definitely
prove the precedence of this type to Short Cross and other issues. There is the obverse inscription,
which on coins of the Pointed Helmet type - in comparison to specimens of the Short Cross, the Quadri-
lateral, and the Club Cross types - most closely corresponds to that on pieces of earlier coinage: the
word Anglorum here occurs in a more or less abbreviated form, while later on it is nearly always wanting.
However, the reverse inscription too is deserving of our attention. When commenting on the coins of
Aethelred we already noticed,(4 ) that York was extremely conservative in regard to the word that formed
the connecting link between the mint's and the moneyer's names. The Latin language here held its position
longer than in any other place. And this is the case still during the reign of Cnut, from which fact we
might get a clue as to the date of the Pointed Helmet issue. While the word Monetarius in one form or
other is still to be found on most specimens of this type, there is only an English inscription on coins of
the Short Cross and following types. The finds also tend to corroborate this position of the Pointed Helmet
type: Hauberg enumerates no less than five considerable hoards - Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian( 5) -
that contain specimens of this type but neither Short Cross coins nor specimens of the Quadrilateral type;
and it is the same in the case of a Norwegian find, published by the late Mr. Gustafson.( 6)

(1) BEH 1881, p. 194; Num. Chron. 1910, p. 271. (2) BEH 1881, p. 196. (3) Hauberg, p. 165 ff., nos. 52, 55-59, 67;
Mdnadsblad 1892, p. 175 f.; Bergens Museums Aarbog 1896, no. 15; Z. f. N. XXI, p. 301 f. (4) Above, p. 29. (6) Hauberg,
p. 166 f., nos. 60-62, 68, 73. The find no. 61, from Egersund, Norway, also contains one coin of the Short Cross type, indicating
that this type is the next in order to the Pointed Helmet type represented by numerous specimens. (6) Bergens Museums Aars-
beretning 1891, no. 7.
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The Short Cross coins typologically differ, and to a rather great extent, from coins of the
earlier types. There are now some new designs introduced, that for a long time play. an important r6le in
the English coinage.. The test of the above mentioned facts seems to prove beyond doubt that the Short
Cross coins are later than the Pointed Helmet issue, and already the Egersund find with its single Short
Cross specimen fixes their position next to this issue. There are moreover corroborative evidences of the
same in the Liibeck find,(1) that Hildebrand already referred to,(2 ) and likewise in a few Swedish finds.(3)

Consequently the Quadrilateral type must be the last of all the common types of Cnut, although
there are points of contact between the reverse of these coins (notice the rare Variety Hildebrand I b) and
the Radiate Helmet type of Aethelred. On the other hand the type in question. must be earlier than the

Club Cross issue: there is a Jutlandish find(4) pointing in this direction, and the scarcity of the Club

Cross coins also tends to corroborate that they came into use at the very end of the reign of Cnut; during
Harold I. the type remained unchanged.

We have in the foregoing investigations left the Pacx type wholly out of account. But even if it
actually has to be assigned to the time of Cnut, it can not possibly have been struck as early as
- according to Hildebrand's supposition - between the Quatrefoil and the Pointed Helmet types.
There is one single fact on which Hildebrand might base such a conclusion: the reverse cross of this
type really resembles the long cross of the Long Cross and the Quatrefoil types. This fact however turns
out to be of no consequence, as the same cross type occurs still much later, during the time of Edward
the Confessor. We have to attach much greater importance to the perfect conformity between the
obverse of these coins and that of the Quadrilateral type, proving a mutual connection between
both of these types. Supposing now that the Pacx coins really were issued during the time of Cnut,
this certainly must have happened in connection with the stamping of Quadrilateral coins.(')
There is one fact to be found supporting this our opinion: S is replaced by S on the single coin of this
type on which this letter occurs. As a matter of fact, the transition S - S was not accomplished before
on coins of the Short Cross type, while S is still preponderating on specimens of the Quatrefoil type and
on the Pointed Helmet coins S is of no great occurrence.

There is no possibility of fixing an exact date of issue of the coin-types of Cnut on the basis of

those sources that we have had access to. In any case, however, we might propose that the Quatrefoil

type was struck before and about 1020, the Pointed Helmet type towards the middle of the third decade

of the 11th. century, the Short Cross type about 1030 and the remaining types still later. It is nevertheless

impossible to fix, more than approximately, these dates of issue.

(1) Z. f. N. IV, p. 50 ff. (2) BEH 1881, p. 197. (3) Hauberg, p. 169, nos. 85, 91. (4) Hauberg, p. 167, no. 66. (5) The
supposition in BMC II, p. LXXXV of some kind of connection between the Pacx type and the agreement of Oxford 1017--1018
is not chronologically likely: even if this type belongs to the time of Cnut it must have been struck at a considerably later
point of time.
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Coins of Cnut.

1. + N -- --- -NGLOR:

2. + ENVT REX ANGLOI

3. + ENVT REX ANGL'ORV
4. + - - - T ,, 7NG LOR

5. + CNVT ,, NGL'ORV
5a. , ,,

6. + ENVT'. EX ANE

7. + ENVT REX ANGLORVI

8. + CNVT REX 7NGLORV

9. + CNVT REX ANGLORV

7

,,

,,7

AN G LORV
AN GLOR
AN, LeRAN GLO 
ANGLOR

AEGLESBYRIG
The Quatrefoil type

I + ELE---- -- 'EGEL
Halfpenny; moneyer possibly Elfwerd,
cfr. BEH 1881, no. 4.

BARDAN IG
The Quatrefoil type

I + ATA ON BEARDA

BADAN

The Quatrefoil type

M: + EDEXTA:N ON B7Xi
+ 7LF ---- ,, ,,

Broken, consisting of four fragments; pierced.
Moneyer Alfwald.

+ AL'FPALD 'ON BAD

The Pointed Helmet type

I + 'EDELRIE MO BADVM

BEDEFORD

The Quatrefoil type

M I + LEOFPINE BED

BRIVTVN E
The Quatrejoil type

I + 'ELFFINE ON BRIV

CE NTFARABYRIG
The Quatrefoil type

VI + 'ELFRYD ON GEiE[NT
Pl. I, fig. 21.

+ LEOFN D ON E NT
+ LIOFN D 01 E'EN

,, GON ANT
+ PINEDED ON C'ENTPI

Mule Quatrefoil type + Small Cross type

I + L'EOFRI[ ON [NTPA
Pl. I, fig. 20.

Weight Find

N

0,82 R

1,11 L
Hv

1,06 N

1,06 N

0,90 N

l,oi R

0,93 R

1,13 R

0,98

1,13

0,93

0,87

N

R
N

R

10.
11.
12.
13.

14. + CNVTT REX ANGLOR 1,37 R
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15. ENVT REX ANGL

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

+ CNVT REX 7NGLOX
,, ,, 7N LO) Y

+
+
+

ENVT RE'X 'A'
CNVT: REX 7N
ENVT REEX 7:

21. + ENVT REX ANGLOX

22.

23. + ENVT REX AN

23a. - - - - N

24. +'ENVT R'E'CX:

25. + CNVT REEX 7C:
26. , ,,

27. + ECNV'T REEX.
28. + ENVT REEC'X

29. + CNV'T REX ANGLOI
30. + ENVT ,, ANG LORV
31. ,, ,, 7CN G LORV.

The Pointed Helmet type

I + LEOFNOD MON CENT:

COLECEASTRE
The Quatrefoll type

+ /ELFPINE ' COL
+ EDPINE MO EOL

The Pointed Helmet type

+ EL'FPI NE'.

+ PVL'FPINE

ON

,,

EOL'."

COL

CROCG ELADE
Mule Long Cross type Quatrefoil type

+ HILDR'ED' MO ER
P1. II, fig. 1.

+ HIL'DR'ED

The Short Cross type

+ LIFINE ON ERIELA
Consisting of two fragments.

- - -RIELA
Edge broken.

DOFERAN

The Pointed Helmet type

+ CINSIGE ON DOFR:
Two dots in one angle of cross on the reverse.

+ EDSIDEE ON DOFER':
+ LVFDINE ,, DOFR"

Consisting of two fragments.

The Short Cross type

+ EDPINE ON DOFER

+ LEOFRIE ON DOFE

E AXANCESTR E
The Quatrejoil type

I + ISEGOD ON EAXEE
+ F.INE ON

+ PVFRIE ONI EXE
Rev. letters irregular.

Weight Find

1,06 R

0,83 N

1,28 R

1,04 R

1,16 N
1,05 P

1,12 R

1,86 N

0,82 N

N

0,81 L

0,90 ?
0,84 Ht

1,oi R
1,oo L

0,93

0,95
1,16

R
N

Nst
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32. INVT: EX 7NGL'

33. + ENVT RECX A

The Pointed Helmet type

+ E7'L'DEB'ERD ON E[X
P1. II, fig. 4.

+ ETSIDE ,, EEXEES

EOFERFIE

34. + ENVT REX ANGLORV

34a.
34b. ,, ,, ,,

A

35. + ENVT REX ANGLORV:

36. + E-VT REX A- GLOR

AN GLORVI
ANGLORV
ANGLORVM
7ANDLO, kO

,, , ANGLOR'

,, RE'X ANGLORI
,, REX ANGLOR

,, ,, AN LORV

,, ANG'.:LOR'

The Small Cross type

+ HEARDEENVT MO EOF

+ --- ,, ,,

+ - - - RDEENVT ,, ;,

1,09
Pl. I, fig. 19.

1,09

1,50
Rev. struck twice, badly worn.

Mule Quatrefoil type + Radiate Helmet type

[ + BR'EHTNOD MO E
P1. II, fig. 3.

The Quatrefoil type

+ ARNCEATL MO EO'
Pierced. Inscription legible though unclear as struck
twice, each side both with rev. and obv. stamp.

+ [ETEL 0 EO:FRP

+ COLGRIM MO EO:

Differs from 38 i. a. by inscription beginning
before instead of below bust; reverses identical.

+ EOLGRIM MO EO

+ F'E:XDVLF MO EOF
+ HILDOLF ,, EO

+ H'IPNI MO IOV
Letters N I of moneyer's name doubtful, possibly IN.
IOV most likely signify York, cfr. IOF, that some-
times replaces EO F, e. g. BEH 1881, no. 787.

+ IELEEO:L MTO EOF
+ STIRCOL M'O EO
+ IVNOLF MTO EO
+ IVNVLF ,, ,,

Pierced twice.

+ IPERTINE 0 EO:

1,54 R

1,04 L

0,98

1,02

0,94

1,34

0,99

1,03

0,99

1,22

0,96

1,02

0,93

0,92

0,97

0,99

1,03

1,28

Weight Find

1,09 R

0,99 N

R

R
R

+ :CNVT

+ ENVT

77

7!

77

77

77

!7

37.
37a.
37b.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.

50.

X
+

N

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
N
N

N
N
R
L

R
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+ ENVT REX AND
--- -I

FNVT REX 'A'IC
CNVT ,, AA

ENVT. REX AN
CNVT
,, ,, AND

,, AN

,, ,, 'A'NGL,, ,, ANGL

51.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.

62.
63.
64.

7w
RE E'.

The Pointed Helmet type

+ 'EDELPINE MTO EOFR
+ AXG --- - EOFR'

Fragment; moneyer Asgod.

+ 'A'SGOVT MTO EOFR
+ ERIN'A'N MTO EOFR
+ ERVEAN MTO EOERPI:
+ HILDOF MTO EOFR:
+ IRE MTO EOFRPIEE
+ IVNOLF MTO EOF

,, ,, EOF:
-- VLNOD M0O EOFR
Hanging at the Tavastehus chain; moneyer Wulfnoth.
+ PVLXTAN MTO EOF

Edge very little broken.

The Short Cross type

+ ERVE7TN ON
+ GODMAN ,,
+ R'EFEN ,,

EOF:
EOFE
EOFE'."

65. + ENVT REX
66. ,, ,,

67.

68. ,,

69.
70. ,, ,,

7KN G LORV
ANGLORV
ANDLOR

'A'N LOR'.'
AN LORV

71, + ENVT REX ANGLOR -

72. ANGLORVM

73, + ENVT R- - ANGLORVM

74. , REX 7NGLOX

75, ,,

GIFE LC EASTER
The Quatrefoil type

+ ELFIIDE ON DIFEL
+ 'ELFFINE ON GIFL
+ OS I ,, ,,i +s
+ OGII ON DIFEL
+ OSFIE ON DIFEL

,, ONG DIFE

GIPESFIC
The Quatrefoil type

+ ED- BRIHT ON GIPSP
Edge broken; moneyer Aethelbriht.

+ ODE7T MON GIPS

GRANTE B RYCG E
The, Quatrefoil type

+ EEHT MO GR - NT
Edge slightly hurt.

+ ENIHT ON GRAN

S + GODP.INE M GR7K

+
+
+
+

,, ,, ANG

+ ENVT REEX

Weight

0,99

0,81

0,95
1,03

0,85

1,04

0,93
0,96

1,07

1,20

1,09

Find

N
Ht

N
N
N
N
N
L

Ks
T

R

R
L

Kj

0,81

0,83

0,74

0,85
0,94

0,85

L

R
N

Nst
Nst
N

R

1,30 W

R

1,03 R

1,07 R
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76. ENVT REEX 7C*':

77. + ENVT REX 7NGLORV

78. + ENV- REX ANGLO:

79.
80.

+ ENVT REX A7N
,, ,, 7ND

81. + CNVT REEX

82. + ENVT REX ANGL'O:

The Pointed- Helmet type

i + 7D7K ON GRANT- BR
Pierced.

HAMTUNE
The Quatrefoil type

I + LEOFPINE 0 HAMT

HESTINGA
The Quatrefoil type

I + 'EL'-- -- - ON H'ES
Consisting of six fragments; edge broken.

The Pointed Helmet type

+ 4EGELSIGE ON H'ES
+ 'ELFPERD ,, H'E5TINI

The Short Cross type

I + ELFRD ON HIESTII:
Pierced.

H EREFORD
The Quatrefoil type

Jl + LEOFGAR' ON NHE:

The Quatrefoil type, diademed and helmeted bust without crown.

83. + ENT REX ANGLORV: l + PVLSIDE ON HERE:
Pl. I, fig., 24.

84. + CNVT REEX 7C

85. + ENVT REX ANGLORVM

86. + ENVT REX 7NGLOX

The Pointed Helmet type

I + ORDRIE ON HERE'."

HUNTANDUNE
lule Small Cross type + Quatrefoil type

I + RIDNPHE OM HVND

The Quatrefoil type

I + FT7RDEN MO HVN

LANCASTER
The Short Cross type

7 + GrOD7I ON L'7TNI

Weight Find

1,05 L

0,88 R

R

0,s85 Kj

0,86 N

0,83 L

1,1i R

1,11 R

0,s8 N

1,31 R

1,18 N

87'. ENVT REX 0,98 N
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88. + ENVT REX ANDLORV
88a. ,, ,, ,,

89. + CNVT REX 7NGiLORV

90. + ENVT REX 7NGLOR

91. + ENV: REER 7C

92. + CNVT REX 7NGLORVM

ANDLORV
ANG LORVI

ANGLORVM
A'NGLORV

,, ,, ANGLORV

,, ,, ANGLORVI
,, ,, ANGLORV.
,, EX ANGLORVM:
,, REX ANGLORVM

ANGLORVM:

,, ,, ANDLORVI

ANDLORVM
7'NGLORM

LEH.ERCEASTER

lie Small Cross type + Quatrefoil type

+ 7KD.LPI M70 LEH

The Quatrefoil type

I -+ 'ELFFI ON LEHER

LEIG ECEASTE R

The Quatrefoil type

I + 'ELNOD ON LEG

The Pointed Helmet type

I + LEOFNOD ON LEIC.

LINCOLN E
The Quatrejoil type

+ 'ELFIGDE ON -IN-
Pierced.

+ 'EDELM'ER MO LIAN
+ AXLAE LINCO
Pierced; small cross in one angle of cross on the rev.

+ BRVNTAT MO LIN
+ GODRIE ,, LINE.
Small cross in one angle of cross; edge slightly hurt.

+ IVXTAN MO LINE
Pierced.

+ LE:OFINE MIO LINE
+ LEOFPI E MO LINE
+ LEOFPINE ,, ,,
+ MATED:AN ,, LIN

Dot in one angle of cross on the reverse.
+ IVMERLED O LIN

Obv. Small cross behind head.
Rev. Dot in one angle of cross.

+ SVMERLED MO LINE:
Small cross behind head.

: OLIA
Obv. Small cross behind head.
Rev. Small cross in one angle of cross.

+ PVLBE:RN MO LIA
+ PVLNOD ON LI:NE-F

Edge broken.

1,57 R
1,34 Lp

1,04 R

1,03 N

1,03 Ht

93.
94.

95.
96.

97.

98.
99.

100.
101.

102.

103.

104.

105.
106.

0,92

1,28

0,93

0,87

0,80

N

N
N

R
R

1,04 L

1,45 N

1,06 R

0,94 R

1,o0 R

1,04 Ht

0,89 N

0,82 N

1,05 N

N
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107. +: ENVT --- 7N

108. + ENVT REX 7NG
109. ,, R'ECX 7N
110. - - -T'" EX A--

+
+

+
+

+

+

+

CNVT REEX
ENV'T REE:

,, REC'X.
EN -- 'REEX
ENV'T REE.

CNVT REX

ENV- ---

CNVT REX

AGLORM

--- ORM

AGLORM

The Pointed Helmet type Weight Find

+ ERI- - - - - L' ON LINE R
Edge broken; moneyer Grimcetel.

+ PVEFPINE ,, ,, 0,95 Kj

+ PVFPINE ,, LINEO 1,oi R
---- BERN MO LI-- N
Halfpenny; moneyer Wulfbern, cfr. BEH 1881,no. 1812.

The Short Cross type

+ GO'ODRIE ON L'INE:
+ L'EOFPINE ,, LIN

Hanging at the Hauho necklet.
+ LIFINE ON LINEOL

,, ,, LINEOL'.'
+ SP7RTINE ,, LIN

LVN DEN E
The Small Cross type

- BRIHTNOD M -O LVD
On the reverse dot in each angle of cross.

- ---- TNOD M-O ---
Halfpenny.

+ DOREL = LVND

Mule Small Cross type - Quatrefoil type

118. + ENVT REX ANGLORV I + BORED MO LVND
Unclear; stamped twice.

1,13 N

Hh

0,98 N

0,99 R

1,06 R

1,o2 N

N.

1,53 N

1,53 R

ENVT REX

IENVT ,,

CNVT REX

-- VT ,,

A - -ORV

ANGiL'

A---

ANGLO'.:
ANGLO
7'N LO
ANGLOR

ANGLO
ANG LOI
ANDLO -

The Quatrefoil type

+ - - FPIE M LVND
Edge broken; moneyer Aelfwi.

+ 'ELFPI*NE LVND 0,98
Dot in one angle of quatrefoil on the reverse.

+ ,, ,, 0,98

+ 'EL'F-- -- -- ND
Halfpenny.

+ 'ELSIE ON LVINDE: 0,89

+ BIRHTM'ER O: LVN 0,89

+ BRHTN ED M ,, 1,22
+ DVNXTAN LVND 0,97

+ E7CDFOL'D ON LVND" 0,98

+ ED:POLD 0 LVND 1,o0

+ EDPERD ON LVND 1,04

+ EL----E . ,
Several small fragments; moneyer Elewine,

cfr. BEH 1881, no. 2327.

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

116.

116a.

117.

119.

120.

120a.
120b.

121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.

+

+

+

+

R

N

L
N

N

R
T
R
R

R
R
?
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129. + CNVT REX ANGLORV
130. ,, ,, ANNLO I

131. ,, 7CNGLORVI
132. ,, ,, AN G LORV:
133. N,, ,, LOR
134. ,, ,, ANG LORV
135. ,, ,, ,,

136. ,, ,, ANGL'ORV

137. ,, ANGLERV

138.-E- -E- -N----V

139. ,, REX ANGLOR
140. ,, ,, ,,

141. ,, ,, ANGLORVM

142. ,, ,, ANGLO

143. ,, ,, AN LO:

144. ,, ANGLOR
145. , ,, AN LORV
146. ,, ,, ANGLO -

147. ,, AN LOR
148. ,, ,, ANG L:

149. R'EX AN G LORV

150. REX ANGLO

151. ,, ANG LORV

152.
152a.

153.
154.
154 a.

155.
156.
157.
158.

+ ENV:T R'E'EX 7:
--- T ,, -

+ ENV:T ,, 7:
+ ENVT R'EEX A'.

,, - -EX ,,

,, R'EEX:

,n REEX AN
,, ,, 7

+ FREDI Oh LVNDENE
+ GOD7: ON LVI

Edge slightly hurt.

+ GiOD7' ON L'VN'DENE
+ GODERE MO LVND
+ GODMT7N LVNDE
+ GODMAN ON LVNDEI

,LVN
+ iODRIE ON LVN
+ GOOPI ON LVND

Hanging at the Hauho necklet.
+ LE ------ MO L

Inscription unclear. Stamped twice.

+ LEOFPIKE ON LVNDE
+ LIOFFINE ON LVNE
+ OIL'F MSON LVnDENE
+ SIPERD ON LVNDE
+ SP-TINE LVND
+ IPETIC O ,,
+ SVETINC LVNDE
+ PEII'G ON LVNDi

Pierced; last letters of moneyer's name unclear,
possibly PE.

+ PVLFRED ON LVNDE
+ PVLFXT7EN LVND

Pierced.

+ PVLFPINE LVND

+ PVLFPINE 0 LVN+ PVLFPINE 0 LVN
Pierced.

Pierced.

+ FYNSI ON LVNDENEi

The Pointed Helmet type

+ 'ELFG7 R ON LVNDE
+ EL--- - - - -- NDE

Halfpenny; small part wanting.
+ 'ELFG7 R ON LVNDN
+ ELFPERD ,, LVN:
- - - - PERD ,,

Broken.

+ 'EL'FPER'D ,, LVN
+ EL'FPID ON LVNDE

,, ,,LVNND
,, ,, LVNDE:

Belongs to the Lyceum of Borgi.

Weight Find

0,95 L
R

1,oo

1,24

1,06

1,02

1,05

1,18

1,07 R

1,07

1,03

1,o5
1,oo

1,36
0,98

1,03

1,16

1,o0 R
1,03 R

1,13 N

1,02 R

1,o01 R

0,98 R
N

1,oo N
1,oi R

HI

0,78

0,92

1,03

1,00

R
R
N

R
R
N

Hh

N

R
N

R
N

R
R
N

N
L

R
Kr
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+ CNVT REX' 7'.
,, R'EX AN

,, REEX 7C
,, ,, AN

+ ENV:T REX

+ CNVT R'EX 7ND'

159.

160.

161.

162.

163.

164.

164a.
164b.

165.

165a.

166.

167.

168.

169.

170.

171.

172.

173.

174.

175.

175 a.

176.

177.

178.

179.

CNVT-

EMVT

,, 7ND

REEX AN
REX 7N
R'EEX 7
REX ,,

R'EEX 7:
R' ECX..
RECX A--

R'EX AN
RECX A

REEX 7'

R'EX 7'NG:

REX AND

R'EX 7'

ENV: R'EEX ,,

ENV.T. REX ANG
ENVT R'EX 7'N'

,, ,, 7NG
ENV:T R'E.EX.'.

- NVT R'EX - ND

186. + ENV- --- ---

187. + ENVT RC'X'
188. + CNV'T REX:

The Short

+ 'EL'FPINE ON LVND::
+ BRVNG7R ,, LVN:

Pierced.

F BRVNGTR: ,, LVND
+ BRVNINE ,, LVND.
+ E7CDPOL'D ,, LVND:

Belongs to the Lyceum of Borg?.
+ E7XD'POL'D ON LVND

Pierced.

+ EDG7ER ON LVNDE:

+ EDPER'D: O'N LVND:
+ EDPID ON LVNDENE
+ EDPNII ONI L'VND:
+ ETSIGE ON LVNDE:
+ GODERE ,, LVND:
+ GODRIE LVND'."
+ GODPINE,, LVNN

Pierced.

+ L'EO'FST7'N ON LVN
+ LEOFSTT7N ON LVND

Pierced.

+ LEOFST7N ON LVND:

Pierced.
+ L'IFINE ,, LVNDE
+ L'IFINCE: LVNDE'.
+ L'IFINE ,, LVNDEN.

Pierced.
+ L'IFME OW LVMD

Pierced twice.

+ STIDVLF ON LVIND
Consisting of three fragments.

+ PVLFRIC ON LVNDE
+ PY.NSIGE: ON LVDEN

Consisting of two fragments.
+ PYNST7CN ON LV.N:

,, ON LVN'.'
Consisting of three fragments.

LVND:
Obverse badly worn.

- - -- N LVN'.
Halfpenny.

Cross type

+ EGELPIME OH LVM
+ ALFFARD ,, ,,

+ CNVT:

+ CNVT

,

+ CNVT
+ ENVT

+

,,

,,

+

+

N

180. +

181. +

182. +

183.

184. +

185. +

Weight Find

0,96 R

1,00o W

0,99 R

1,03 N
1,04 Kr

1,03 L

1,oi R
1,o0 R
1,o0 N
1,o0 R
1,06, Nst

1,o0 N
0,79 N

1,04 N

0,95 R
0,96 N

1,o05 Nst

1,04 R

1,04 N

1,O1 R

1,oo R

0,99 R

0,97 R

0,87 N

0,89 L

0,66 Ks

1,83 Ht

1,08 R

1,06 T

0,86 Ks

1,oi N

N

0,s95 N
0,92 Kr
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+ ENVT RECX
90 ~!

,, REE:
ENV:T REEX*.
ENV'T REEX

+ BRIHTNOD

+
+
+
+
+

BRVNMAN
EADPOLD
LEOFST7EN
L'EOFPINE
SP7CN

+ PYNSIDE

ON LVN
P1. II, fig. 5.

LV
,, LV D'.

ONI LV
ON LVN

,, LVNDEN
Pierced.

LVN

196. + CNVT REX 7NGLORVM

197. + ENVT REX ANGLORVM

198.
199.
200.
201.

+ CNVT REX ANGLOR
AN GLO:

,, R EX N LO'
- ENVT REX AN -

202. + ENVT
203.

EX 7ENGL
REEX 7C

LYDAN FO RD
The Quatrefoil type

I + &EFINE O LHYDA

M 1LDVNE
The Quatrejoil type

I + 'EDELPINE M'EL

NORDD FIC
The Quatrefoil type

+ EADMVND O. ORD
+ EDMVNID 0 NORD
+ H7CTE M7N M: NOR
- MANNA ON NOR

Broken; consisting of two fragments.

The Pointed Helmet type

+ 'ELFRIC ON NORDPI:
+ OSL7 OON NORD:

204.

204 a.

+ ENVT REX ANGLORV

205. + ENVT REX 7 NGLORVM
.206. 7 N E GL'ORVM
207. -- - - - - - NGLORVM

OLDEVS
The Quatrefoil type

I + EOLD ON OLDVI

OXENAFORD
The Quatrefoil type

+ 'EDELRIE ON OXX7X
+ GODFINE ,, OXIN
- --- NE-- ,, OXE
Fragment; dots in crescents of cross on the reverse.

189. + CNV'T REC'

190.
191.
192.
193.
194.

+
+

195. + ENVT REEX

Weight

1,09

0,83

0,97

1,10

0,91

1,08

Find

Kj

N
N
N
N
L

1,05 L

0,91 R

1,03 T

0,79

1,15

1,oo00

N
R
R
R

1,07 R

0,86 N

1,56 N

1,13 R

1,13 R

1,06 R

R
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+ ENVT
,,

REX 7N G LORV
R'EX 7NNGLORV

,, REX 7KNGLO RV:

The Quatrefoil type,

211. + CNVT REX 7'NILORVM

212.

213.

214.

215.
216.

217.

+ CNVT REX 7NGLORVMO
,, ,, 7N GLORVM

+ CNVT REX 7NGLORVM
ENVT RE+ W7HGtLORV
+ CNVT REX ANiLOR:

,, R'EX 7N G IORV

218. + ENV.T REX ANGLOR:

219. + ENV.T: R'EX T'N

220. + ENV:T R'EECX:.

221. + ENVT REX ANGLOR-

222. ,, ,, AN GLORVM

Weight Find

+ LIFINE UN OXXE 0,84 R
+ .EFPINE OXSEN7C 1,14 N

On reverse eight smalt dots symmetrically placed
in angles of cross.

+ FV.LMER ON @X7 1,to R

RUM ENEA
var. On reverse, at cusps of quatrefoil, three pellets.

i + PVLFNOD ON RVMN 0,8so L
Four dots behind head. On the reverse resp. 2, 3, 4
8r 5 dots in angles of cross outside cusps. Pierced.

SCEFTESBYRIG
The Quatrefoil type

+ LRIE ON XEFTEXBR
+ E)ELRIE' ON - -TE

SC]RO BESB YR I G
The Quatrefoil type

+ -ELFELM ON IRO
+ ETII ,, IEROC
+ GRIN7E ON ESRO
+ SPOT ON CXROBE

The Quatrefoil type with bust to right

I + ET.SIGE ON IER:
Three dots before face. Pl. I, fig. 23.

SEREBYRIG
The Pointed Helmet type

+ GOL- -S: ON SER'EB
Moneyer Goldus. Riveted bronze loop left.

+ PINST7N ON SER*."

S'N OTI N GAHAM
The Quatrefoil type

+ OXPOLD MO INO
On the reverse small ring in one angle
of cross outside cusp.

+ OSPOLD MO INO
On the reverse small ring in one angle
of cross outside cusp.

1,02 R

0,82 R

1,03

1,13

1,oo

1,22

R
Nst
R
R

1,oi N

R

1,01 N

1,oo R

1,26 R

208.
209.

210.
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ENVT
E -VT

ENVT
,!

!,

oI

REX-
I!

!,

,,f

ANGLORVK NGLORV
7CN EiLORV

ANDLORVM
ANGLORV

ANG LORV

230. + ENVT REX ANG
231. ,, ,, AN L

The

+ ENV "REEX'."
+ CNVT REEX

,, REEX.
+ ENV'T REE:

236. - - NVT REX A---

237. + ENVT ANGLOR

,, ,, ANGLOR:

,, ,, ANDLOI

240. +.- -- REX A

Mule

241. + ENVT REX ANGLORVM:

STANFORD
The Quatrefoil type

+ ALFPI. MO STAN
+ CAPELIN MO X-A

Edge broken.

+ C7PELIN ,, T'A'
+ CODRIC ,, STA
+ GODPI AE MO: ,,

Edge broken.
+ MORVLF MO STAN
+ DVRSTAN MO ITAI

The Pointed .Helmet, type

+ MORVLF ON ST7NF
+ DV.R.STAN ON ITAN:

Short Cross type

+ LEOFEDEI ON STAN
+ LEOFPINE ,, STA
+ DVRSTAN ON STAN
+ DVRSTAN ON STX7

SVDGEFEORC
The Quatrefoil type

+ 'ELDIG ON
Halfpenny. Ascribed to Southwark while this town,
according to BEH 1881, is the only onewhere' ELS I D
ever worked; written "ELFSIG or 'ELFX1DE
the name occurs in many towns.
+ E7XEFER N IVDEDI

7C in the moneyer's name uncertain.

+ SFIRLINE O SVD
Circle instead of quatrefoil around bust.

+ -VLFST7VN XIV

The Pointed Helmet type

I + LEOFINE ON SVD
Consisting of two fragments. Obverse badly worn.

? TAMFEORD
Quatrefoil type - Small Cross type

I + LQEPMF N-O TAF
Reverse inscription 'retrograde, letters coarser than on
obverse. During Aethelred Leofwine strikes at Tam-
worth. Pierced twice.

+
+

+

223.

224.

225.

226.

227.

228.

229.

W

232.

233.

234.

235.

238.

239.

I6

'eight Find

0,93 R
R

0,99 R

0,84 Nst

R

0,90o R
0,84 R

0,99 Nst
1,oi R

1,07 N

1,04 P

1,04 N

0,99 Kj

N

0,98 R

0,65 N

1,26 R

0,85 N

2,os05 L
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242. + ENVT REX 7N iLORVM
243. ,, ,, ANGLOR-

244. + lENVT REX ANGLORV

244a.

245. + ENVT REEX 7N

246. + ENVT. REX 7N3

247. +
248. +

CNVT REX ANGLORV
EN - - -NGLOR

249. + CNVT R'EX' 7NGLORVM

250. + EN - - - EEX ~:*

251. + ENVT REX 7NGLORVM

252. ,, ,, NG LO RV

253. ,, ,, ,

,, ,1 9,

TANTUNE
The Quatrefoil type

+ 'ELFIIG TANTV
+ EDR'IE O ,,0

TORCESIGE
Mule Small Cross type - Quatrefoil type

I + DVREE-TEL O TOR
Pierced. Pl. II, fig. 2.

,, ,, 1 ,,

TOTAN £ES
The Pointed Helmet type

I + 'ELFPINE ON TOTT7

FER I N C IE
The Pointed Helmet type

I + LEOFPIG ON P,'ERIE:

FEE EDPORT
The Quatrejoil type

+ GOTEIL O FEED
+ iGOTEI- - - - - -

Halfpenny.

FELI NGAFORD
The Quatrefoil type

I + ECOLEM7N GON ELI

The Pointed Helmet type

I -- - INE ON PEEVE'
Consisting of three fragments. Part of coin wanting.
Moneyer possibly Aelfwinge of Wallingford.

FINCEASTRE
The Quatrefoil type

+ 'ELFSlE ON FINEIT
Pierced.

+ BVRH YOLD, YIN
In moneyer's name the letter R resembles a P.

+ E:7DPNE ON PINEX'
Inscription not clear.

Weight

0,90

0,91

Find

R
N

1,66 R

1,53 L

1,02

1,13 N

0,86 R

N

1,14 R

N

1,15 Kj

1,02 R

0,90 R
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254. + E --- --- - NLORV

255. + CNVT REX 7NGLORV
256. ,, ,, 7NGLORV
257. ,, ,, 7NGLORVM
258. + - - VT , 7NIGLORV

--- RVLF OM --
Halfpenny; moneyer Garulf, cfr. BEH 1881,

+ LIOFST7N ONFINC"X
+ LIOFFINE ON FINEXT
+ SEOL'CC ON FINCEX
+ FVLFNOD O-- INCEST

Edge broken.

Weight Find

N
no. 3741.

1,42

1,11

1,15

N
R
R
N

259. + ENVT REX '7C'
260. ,, ,, CN:

261. +" ENVT *R'EX 7N
262. + CNVT REX
263. ,, ,, ,,

264. + ENVT: EX ANGL:

The Short Cross

265. + ENVT "RREEX

266.
266 a.

+ ENVT REX 7NGLORVM

267. + ENVT REX 7NEiGLOX

268. + ENVT REX ANGLORVI

269. + ENVT REX 7'NGL:

270.

271.

272.

,!!

+ ENVT:

!,

ANDL:
AN:

The Pointed Helmet type

+ ,'EIL'RIE ON PI.NEES
+ -EL'FEH ON PINECES"
+ /EDEST7N ,, PINEE
+ GOD ,, PINCESTR'
+ 3''O'D'E ON PCEnP7C'

Pierced twice.
+ LEOFPINE ON PINEE:

type, var. with crosier instead of sceptre.

I + GODPINE ON"PINE:
Edge slightly hurt. Pl. II, fig. 6.

FINEELEVMB
The Quatrefoil type

+ BEDELM7EN ON PINE

PIN also might signify Winchester but as far as
is kown Aethelman did not strike but at Winchcombe,
cfr. BEH 1881, no. 3651.

DEODFORD
The Quatrefoil type

+ EDRIE MIO DEO
Although DEO properly ought to signify Derby this
coin nevertheless has to be assigned to Thetford, where
Edric strikes during Cnut.
+ IVMRLED MO DEOD

The Pointed Helmet type

+ /ELFPINE: ON DEODF:
Dot in two adjacent angles of cross on the reverse.

+ BRVNST7CN ON DEO:

+ LIFINEE: ,, DEODFO:
Reproduced in FFT VIII, p. 102.

+ PINE7N O- -EOD
Edge broken.

0,66

1101

0,93

1,02

0,92

N
N
L
L

N

1,18 N

1,10

1,14

Ht

R
L

1,02 N

1,02 R

1,15 N

0,98

1,07

1,09

Nst
R
W

273. + - NVT: REEX 7C~ R.
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274. + ENVT "RGCEX'.
The Short Cross type

I + PINEMAN ON DEO

UNCERTAIN MINTS
Mule Long Cross type + Quatrefoil type

275. --- VT R-- ------

276. + ENVT REX ANGLORV
276a.

277. - ENVT R-- ------

278. ----- RE'X AN- -

279. + ---- --- --- LORVM

280. + - NV - - - - 7NGLORV

281.------------

282. ----- --- -7NGLOR

The Quatrefoil type

I + EBLNLORE MO X

Possibly coming from Stamford.

-- ODPI - ------
Fragment.

- - I ON -
Fragment.

--- -N PINE--
Fragment. Winchester (or Winchcombe).
ON - - - -T

Fragment. Letter before T possibly X. Winchester?

Cut all round. No inscription.

+------ -E-
Two fragments. Last letter H or N; possibly from

LEHEREEASTER

283. - ENVT: -----
The Pointed Helmet type

I ---- POLD -- ---
Fragment.

COINS WITH BARBARIC OBVERSE OR REVERSE

The Long Cross type

284, + CNVT REX ANIGLO

285. + ENVT REX ANGiLORVM

286. + VE):AR-O-I-r.I'B+IIDM

+ IM ROM ONH-F"M3
Possibly Danish. Barbaric-bust resembling Hauberg,
pI. 11, no. 7, which is struck at Lund for Cnut.

everse inscription possibly retrograde. Mint Norwich?
P is intended to be R. Pl. II, fig. 7.

The Small Cross type

I + HEOINEIOR MIO BNE:
According to informations kindly given me by Mr. Hau-
berg, this penny possibly is struck at Viborg, Den-
mark, B NE being an abbreviation of PI BRN E.

The Quatrefoil type

| + HILDR'ED MO ER
Hildred strikes at Cricklade.
Consisting of two fragments.

Weight

1,06

Find

Ht

Farthing.
N

1,36( Nst

1,36 R

R

R

N

N

N

N

N

1,68 R

1,55 R

1,48 R

, ,, ,,
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The Pointed Helmet type

287. + I-: NI TNVCI

288. + [VIM E+ ANL'F
289. + EVNTN RIMTE
290. + OIHDLM REME

291. + N'7 --- -VH3i

292. + El. VOl - LNII- A

+ EILEOFDE: DO- LVM:
Obv. inscription possibly retrograde: IE V N T.

287-289 are London coins.

+ ELFPERD: ON LVD
+ GOTRIE OM LVMDIN
+ OSIREIID MGM LNRM

Moneyer Sired of l.ondon?

- -- -EEF-IRE- --
Halfpenny. Obv. inscription retrograde.

The Pointed Helmet type with bust to right.

I + 4FGEPINE GN LVN'
Consisting of two fragments. Struck at London.

Private collection. Pl. II, fig. 8.

Xeight Find

1,09 N

0,92 N

0,81 N

0,74 R

N

0,74 PorR

N
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HAROLD I. HAREFOOT

1035 -1040.

During the short reign of Harold broadly speaking no more than two coin types were current,
i. e. the Club Cross type and the Fleur-de-Lis Cross type. There have still been found some Short
Cross, Quadrilateral, and Pacx specimens, but these types were by then hardly official nor struck all over
the country. As far as I know, there are Short Cross and Quadrilateral coins from London only while
specimens of the Pacx type appear from Lincoln and London. As a matter of fact these coins possibly
might have been struck at the beginning of the reign of Harold, while Wessex under the rule of Godwine
still supported the claims of Harthacnut to the throne.(') Now according to Hildebrand, the single Quadri-
lateral coin possibly might be a falsification.( 2) The moneyer Iluhl who struck this coin is still met with
on a variety of the Quadrilateral type belonging to Cnut, which by Hauberg is assigned to Lund.(3)
In both of these cases he used the same reverse stamp. Supposing that the Harold coin with
its English obverse( 4) was struck by a Danish moneyer, there is nevertheless one mule composed of
a Fleur-de-Lis obverse and a Quadrilateral reverse, struck at London, and bearing the name of Harold( 5)
that we are bound to take notice of. Neither is it possible wholly to miss out the above mentioned Short
Cross and Pacx types. We have for the present got to suppose that these, like the Quadrilateral type
really were struck during the reign of Harold - most likely at the beginning of it - although they for
some reason or other never became officially current. As however no single specimen of these three types
has been found in Finland we as to their description refer to BEH, types C--E and BMC, types II-IV.

The hoards found in Finland only contain specimens of the two common types of Harold:

THE CLUB CROSS TYPE (6)

Obv. - Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription divided by bust; outer circle.
Rev. - Cross composed of four ovals, united at base by two circles enclosing pellet. Around,

inscription; outer circle. P1. II, fig. 9.
THE FLEUR-DE-LIS CROSS TYPE.(7)

Obv. - Diademed and armoured bust to left; in front shield, and fleur-de-lis sceptre. Around,
inscription divided by bust; outer circle.

Rev. - Long voided cross, limbs united at base by circle enclosing pellet; in each angle of
cross, fleur-de-lis between two pellets. Around, inscription; outer circle.

Pl. II, fig. 10.
Out of these two types the former, corresponding to the rare Club Cross coins of Cnut, is the

earlier one, whereas the beautiful Fleur-de-Lis Cross type, introduced by Harold, belongs to the end of
his reign. Typological facts and finds also corroborate these conclusions.(8)

(1) It is yet possible that London sided with Harthacnut, cfr. BNJ 1914, p. 39. (2) BEH 1881, p. 338. (3) BEH 1881,
Cnut, I var. a; Hauberg, p. 114, no. 14 var. (4) Hauberg points out that Iluhe, probably the same moneyer, strikes coins during
Magnus the Good, see p. 207, no. 1. (5) BEH, Harold, type D, var. a. (6) BEH, Harold, type A; BMC II, Harold, type I; variety:
bust to right. 27) BEH, type B; BMC II, type V var. c. Varieties: bust to right, in angles of cross trefoil of three pellets, BMC,
type V var. a; in angles of cross trefoil of three pellets, BEH, type B var. a, BMC, type V; in first angle of cross trefoil of three
pellets, in second and third fleur-de-lis between two pellets, and in fourth fleur-de-lis, BMC, type V, var. b; bust helmeted,
BEH, type B, var. c. BMC, lype 6; mule composed of Club Cross obv. and Fleur-de-Lis Cross rev., BEH, type B, var. b.
(8) The rich finds Hauberg, p. 168, no. 84 and Nousis, above p. 6, contain Club Cross coins of Harold but no Fleur-de-Lis
Cross specimens; see also Hauberg, no. 69.
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Coins of Harold I.

1. + HAR'OLD RE

2. + HARD'D REX."

3. + HARO:LDL REX

4. + HARO- D REX'"

5. + HAR'O:LD REEX 7

6 + HAR:ODL REX

The Club Cross type

EOFERFIE

i + VEEDE ON EOFERP.

STANFORD

I + LEFED'EI ON STANFOR:
Pl. II, fig. 9.

The Fleur-de-Lis Cross type

LINCO LN E

+ EOLGiRIM O: LIN
P1. II, fig. 10.

+ OS-MVND ON LINE
Hanging at the necklet from Tavastehus.

LVNDENE

I + DGODPINE ON LVND
Pierced.

STANFORD
I + FARGERM Oi STA

The Fleur-de-Lis Cross type, var.

HESTI NGA

I + LIFINE: :ON: H'ES'
Broken. P1. II, fig. 11.

Weight Find

1,o05 ?

1.13 N

1,oo06 L

T

1,14 ?

0,87 ?

7. +P HAROLD RE EXI[I O,01 L
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HARTHACNUT.
1040 -1042.

There are some ten of Harthacnut's coins found in Finland, all of which belonging to his Danish

types, whereas no single without doubt Anglo-Saxon specimen has been found in our country.(') Con-

sequently our finds do not form any suitable basis of an investigation of the English coins of Harthacnut.

We only want to call attention to the fact that the old sequence of Hildebrand has, as is well known,

now been very much reduced: more than one half of his types and varieties evidently must be assigned

to Denmark.(2 ) Only the following types are undoubtedly English: the Club Cross type and the same

type with bust to right, the Quadrilateral type, the mule composed, of a Club Cross obverse and a

Quadrilateral reverse, the Fleur-de-Lis Cross type, and finally the mule composed of a Club Cross

obverse and a Fleur-de-Lis Cross reverse.(3) These types do not introduce any new pattern into the

English coinage.

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.
1042-1066.

The coins of Edward the Confessor we may, broadly speaking, divide into two, typologically as
well as:. chronologically, different sets. The former coins in the main side with the coinage during the
preceding kings, while on the latter the unbearded bust of the king now is replaced by a bearded one,
oftentimes seen full face; there are also some new reverse designs introduced, that however are derived
from the earlier patterns.(4) In Finland coins have been found belonging to the earlier set of types only,
and we therefore in the following comment upon that set only.

Up to the present time there have been found in Finland coins of these five types:

THE SMALL CROSS TYPE.

Obv. -- Bust to left, with radiate crown. Around, inscription divided by bust; outer circle.
Rev. - Small cross patt6e. Around, inscription between two circles.( 5)

P1. II, fig. 12.
THE SHORT CROSS TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left. Around, inscription divided by bust; outer circle.
Rev. - Short voided cross; pellet in centre. Around, inscription; outer circle.(6)

(1) Of Hildebrand's type Ga two coins have been found in Finland, one belonging to the Lundo find: + HAR:DE ENV I
+ VF[EETL ON LVNDE, the other to the Kronoborg find: + HARA[NVT + 7XFERD ON LVDI;
their weight is resp. 1,28 and 0,82 gr. (2) BEH, Harthacnut type B var. a, vide Hauberg, p. 121, no. 20; C, 1. c., p. 120, no. 14;
D, 1. c, p. 119 f., no. 7; E, 1. c., p. 121, no. 18; F, i. c., p. 120, no. 11; 0, 1. c., p. 120, no. 9 var.; Gvar. a, 1. c., p. 120, no. 9;
it is possible though that some of the coins G var. a, are English, e.g: Ufcetl's coins above mentioned; G var. b, I. c., p. 120, no. 8;
H var. b, 1. c., p. 121, no. 16; I var. a, p. 121, no. 17. Mr. Parsons, The Anglo-Saxons coins of Harthacnut, in BNJ 1914, accepts
the opinion of Mr. Hauberg... An examination of the cast of the coin which alone constitutes the type I - the Pacx type - in
BEH shows that the coin belongs to Edward the Confessor, see Parsons 1. c., p. 23. (3) L. e., the types of Hildebrand A, A var. a,
B, H var. a, and H. (4) There is also a mule combining early and late characteristics, see BMC, types VI. (5) There is also the
mule BEH type A var. a, BMC type I, var. b: Obv. - Diademed bust to left, in front sceptre. Rev. - Small Cross. (6) There is
a variety of this type: BMC type II var. b, in front of bust sceptre.
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THE QUADRILATERAL TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to. left; in front sceptre pomm6e. Around, inscription divided by bust;

outer circle.

Rev. - Over short voided cross, quadrilateral ornament with three pellets at each angle and
one in centre. Around, inscription between two circles.(')

Pl. II, fig, 13.
THE PACX TYPE.

Obv. - Diademed bust to left; in front sceptre pommee. Around, inscription divided by bust;
outer circle.

Rev. - Long voided cross, each limb terminating in crescent; in centre, circle enclosing pellet.
and in angles P EX. Around, inscription; outer circle.(2)

P1. II, fig. 14.
THE EXPANDING CROSS TYPE.

Obv. -- Diademed bust to left; in front, sceptre pommee. Around, inscription divided by bust;

outer circle.

Rev. - Short voided cross, the limbs gradually expanding and united at base by two circles.
Around, inscription between two circles.(3)

PI. II, fig. 16.

Of these types the last mentioned one has got the typologically latest characteristics. The
reverse cross is a development of the short cross and the club cross(4) on the earlier coins, and

already in consequence of this fact 1re might suppose the type to be the latest of the early set.

The finds however definitely settle this question. There are five rich hoards and some smaller ones, all
containing coins of the Pacx type together with specimens belonging to the three foregoing types, but no

single piece, of the Expanding Cross type;( 5) on the other hand there are five other finds containing specimens

of the Expanding Cross type as well.( 6) Now this state of things sufficiently proves the sequence of the type

in question, and moreover we might establish, that no coin of the later set belongs to any of these finds.

The earliest type of this set occurs for the first time, together with coins of the early set,(') in a Zealandish

and also in a Swedish find.
Owing to the scarcity of the sources, that I have had acces to, I have not been able to determine

the sequence and the time of issue of the remaining early types, and therefore I have preferred to

follow that arrangement which after the time of Hildebrand has been most common.(8)

No coins of the last Anglo-Saxon king, Harold II., have ever been found in Finland. During his

short, hardly one year's reign, there were, as a matter of fact, coins struck resembling the last type of Edward

the Confessor, but it is still reserved for the future to prove, whether these coins ever reached Finland.

(1) Of this type there are some varieties: BEH, .type C var. a, with finial instead of sceptre pomme; type C var. b,
without sceptre; type C var. c, only one pellet at each angle of quadrilateral ornament; BMC type III var. a, bust to right;
and lastly BAMC type III var. b, which is a mule composed of a Small Cross obv. and a Quadrilateral rev. The rare type
C var. d, BMAC type III var. c is a type in itself, identical with the Quadrilateral type of Cnut. (2) This type has the varieties:
BEH type D var. a, BMC type IV var. a, without crescents at ends of limbs of cross, Pl. II, fig. 15, and BEH type D var. b, BMC
type IV var. b, with pellet at ends of limbs of cross. (3) There is a mule Obv. Pacx type, Rev. Expanding Cross type; the latter
mule has a variety: sceptre terminating in fleur-de-lis. (4) Also of the reverse cross of the Pointed Helmet type. (5) Hauberg,
p. 168 ff., nos. 83, 89, 93, 102, Lundo, above p. 10; Hauberg, nos. 86, 87. (6) Hauberg, p. 172 ff., nos. 111, 129 -131. A. W. Brogger,
in Aarbager 1910, pp. 251 f., 206 ff. (7) Hauberg, p. 172 ff., nos. 110, 125. (8) Cfr. the paper of Mr. P. Carlyon-Britton, in Num.
Chron. 1905, which I was not able to get hold of before the pages above were already sent to the press.
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Coins of Edward the Confessor.

The Small Cross type

EOFERFIC

1. + DPERD REX A

1 a. 3, ,,

2. + EDPERD REX A

3. + EDPERD REX

4. + EDPERD: RE'X 7I

5. + EDPERD REX 7

3. + DPERD RE- A

7. + EDPERD REX:

8. + EDPA'RD RE:

v

I + VLFEETEL ON EOF'
Small ring at the small cross as on most of
the York coins of Edward the Confessor.

+ VLFEETEL ON EOF
Ring at the small cross. Pierced.

LEHEREEASTER

| + S'EPINE ON LEHR
Hanging at the chain from Tavastehus.

LINEOLN E

I + LEOFPINE ON LINE:

LVNDEN E

I + EDRIE ON LVNDEITE
P1. II, fig. 12.

SVDGE FERE

I + PVLFPINE ONI SVD

FIN [EASTER

I + LEOFPINE ON PINEE

The Quadrilateral type

RUMENEA

I + PVLH'ER OM RVNE:
P1. II, fig. 13,

The Pacx type

BEDEFORD

I + VL'FEETL O BED
Dot at each letter in the word PAEX.

PI. II, fig. 14.

ROFEE EASTER

I + E RODPI:NE O'N RO

Weight Find

1,15 ?

0,98 M

T

1,18 ?

0,91 L

1,14 L

1,11 L

1,o L

0,99 L

1,oi L9. + EDPER'D 'REE X.



10. + EDPERD REX

11. + EDPA.".RD RE+

12 + EDPE'RD - - -

-- 80 -

The Pacx type, without crescents at ends of limbs of cross.

EOFERVI E Weight Find

+ EDELPIN EOFERPIC 1,04 ?
Ring in one angle of cross. Pl. II, fig. 15.

The Expanding Cross type (BEH; E.)

LVN DEN E

I + 'ELFRED ON LVNDENE
Belongs to the Museum of Viborg.

DEODFORD
I + ESTMVND ON D - -

Part of coin wanting. Pl. II, fig. 16.

Kr
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APPEN DICES.

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR
1066-1087.

WILLIAM RUFUS
1087-1100.

There are exceedingly few specimens of coins belonging to the Norman kings of England found
in Finland, and these coins do not afford any opportunity of commenting upon the different types.
It is quite sufficient here to refer to the investigations of Mr. Hawkins and Mr. Carlyon-Britton bearing
upon the coins of these two kings.(') Out of their types there are only three represented in our finds:

THE SWORD TYPE. Hawkins 243. Carlyon-Britton VI.

Obv. - Crowned bust facing; in right hand sword. Around, inscription divided by bust between
two circles.

Rev. - Cross pattee over quadrilateral ornament with trefoil at each angle point. Around,
inscription between two circles. P1. II, fig. 18.

THE PAXS TYPE. Hawkins 241. Carlyon-Britton VIII.
Obv. - Crowned bust facing; sceptre on right, held by right hand. Around, inscription divided

by bust between two circles.
Rev. -- Cross pattee, in angles PE7XS, each letter within a circle. Around, inscription between

two circles. Pl. II, fig. 17.
THE CROSS IN QUATREFOIL TYPE. Hawkins 246. Carlyon-Britton 2.

Obv. - Crowned bust facing; in right hand sword. Around, inscription divided by bust between
two circles.

Rev. - Cross patthe, in centre circle, within quatrefoil with pellet at each cusp. Around,
inscription between two circles. Pl. II, fig. 19.

It is, as is well known, rather difficult to separate the coinage of William the Conqueror from that
of William Rufus. Out of the above mentioned types the two first, along with some others, form a
separate set of coins, that up till the beginning of this century no one had managed to assign to either
of the kings. Now, however, Mr. Carlyon-Britton has shown, that both of the types were struck during
the reign of the Conqueror, in the ninth decade of the 11th. century, the type Hawkins 241 being the last
of the types of William I. On the other hand the third type, Hawkins 246, certainly belongs to William
Rufus, being the second of his types; it was probably struck in the years 1090-93.

(1) Archaeologia, Vol. XXVI; The Silver Coins of England, Third Edition, 1887. The numbers of the above mentioned
types refer to figures of the latter work. Carlyon-Britton, A numismatic history of the reigns of William 1. and I., first part, in
BNJ 1905. G. C. Brooke, The Norman Kings, in Catalogue of English coins in the British Museum, 1916.

10



Coins of William the Conqueror

1. + PILLEM REXI

2. + PILLELM REX

3. ,,

4. ,

Hawkins, type 243

EX EEASTER

I + SEMIER ONI EXECI
Pl. II, fig. 18.

Hawkins, type 241

EOFERWIE, LINCOLN, STANFORD

+ -ON- IN- - IFER
+ VLF ON LINCOLN
+ BRVNSTAN ON STN

Pl. II, fig. 17.

Coin of William Rufus

Hawkins, type 246

LVN DENE

I + EDRIE ON LVNDI
PI. II, fig. 19.

Weight Find

1,36 T

1,40

1,33

1,33

Kj
Kj
Kj

5. +- PILLELM R EX 1,38 T
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IRELAND.

In our finds Ireland is represented by seventeen coins, most of which occur with the name of
Sihtric on the obverse. By way of exception the names of Aethelred, Sisig, Thymn may also be met with.
These coins are of the common English types: Long Cross, Radiate Helmet, Small Cross, and Quatrefoil
coins, for which we refer to the descriptions above (pp. 23, 55). Irish coins of the Crux type of Aethelred,
that have been found in Sweden, are as yet wanting with us. As to the Hand types, coins of
these types do not occur in the Irish coinage, that was begun after the time when such were issued in
England; consequently the emission of the Irish Small Cross coins ought to be closely connected
with the later issue of this type during Aethelred.( 1) The date of the above mentioned Irish types might
be positively inferred from their connection with English coins: the Crux type, which was most likely struck
in England in the beginning of the last decade of the tenth century, is the earliest one, and the Quatrefoil
type of Cnut, dating from about 1020, the latest.

The Irish coins as is well known still afford some unsolved problems. As far as I know, it has
not as yet been definitely proved whether the names Sisig and Thymn refer to any historic individuals.
There are however facts indicating that the former name might be a distortion of Sihtric.(2) The
coins of this king, on which the Scandinavian EVNVNi or EVNVII sometimes replaces the obverse
inscription RE +, are generally struck at Dublin; but there are instances too of English mint inscriptions.
On the other hand some Aethelred coins are reported as struck at Dublin. In any case both of these sets
very likely are Irish, and Mr. Alcenius has presumably given the right explanation in suggesting,
that the Irish moneyers, in copying the English coins, sometimes changed only the obverse and
sometimes only the reverse, although as a rule they changed the coins altogether, replacing the name
of Aethelred with Sihtric, and those of the English moneyers and mints with that of their own and Dublin.(3)
However it may be that several coins, although neither the name of the king nor that of the mint are
Irish, still have been struck in Ireland. Now in this context there is no reason to enter upon an
examination of this problem. We only want, as a support of this opinion, to refer to three coins.
There is a Derby coin of the Long Cross type(4) with the inscription (according to Hildebrand):
+ 'EDELR"ED REX ANGLO I + GODYINE M'O DEOR and another with the inscription:(5)
+ ,EDELRED RE+ ANDMNO I + GIODYINE MIO DEOR. Now the latter inscription as a matter
of fact is badly distorted and the form RE + at once turns our thoughts upon Ireland. There is still one
Sihtric coin with the inscription:( 6) + SIHTRE RE+ DYFLNI I + GIODYINE M'O DEOR
pointing in the same direction. Remembering moreover the comparatively small variations of the inscriptions
on the English coins, we are no doubt compelled to assume that both of these last mentioned specimens
are Irish copies of the English Derby coin.( 7)

The following Irish coins are found in Finland: (8)

(1) See above, p. 30. (2) Cfr. BEH 1881, p. 482; Alcenius, p. 24. (3) Cfr. Schnittger, p. 214f. (4) BEH 1881, Aethel-
red, no. 349. (5) BEH 1881, no. 348. (6) BEH 1881, Sihtric, no. 1. (7) Our list also of the coins of Aethelred may contain some

specimens that possibly are Irish, see nos. 91, 132, 414. (8) Mr. Roth, The coins of the Danish kings of Ireland, in
BNJ 1909, also attributes a series of coins with barbaric inscriptions from the finds of Nousis, Reso, Lundo, Tavastehus, and
Nastola to Ireland. These coins are mentioned above pp. 7, 9, 11, 15f., but their Irish origin not being quite established, I have
them in the following list.
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Coins of Aethelred

1. + EDELRED RX 7NGLO

2. + EDELR/ED RE+ 'EL

DIFELIN
The Radiate Helmet type

+ DEMI OM DIMHS
Pierced three times.

+ FEREMIN MO DYFL.
P1. II, fig. 20.

Coins of Sihtric

3. + XIHTRE RE+ DYFLIN
4. + X----- ,, DYFLN

5. + XIHTRIC ,,

6. + ZIHTRIE RX YFLIHLZO
7. + XIHTRE RE+ DYFLIN

8. + XIHTRE RE+ DYFLNMI

9. ,, ,, DYFLM :

10. + XIHT REO+' ANGLORE

11. + SIHTRE RE+ DYFLIM'

12. + 5IHTRE ,, DIFLNM

13, + 5IHTRE RE+ DYFLNI

DIFELI N
The Long" Cross type

+ F'ENEMIN MO DYEM
+ F'E----N ,, DYFLI

Edge broken.
+ F'EREMIN

Pierced; pl. II, fig. 21.
+ F'EREMAN M'O DYFL
x F'EREMIN II'O DIHLI

Reverse inscription retrograde.

The Small Cross type

+ F'EREMIN MO DYFL1N
P1 II, fig. 22.

+ NDREMIN ,, YFLIN

The Quatrefoil type

| + FNREII MIO FIM
P1. II, fig. 23.

LVNDENE
The Small Cross type

+ DGD.O'7N 0 LVNDR
Pierced.

+ DGDO'7N ,, LVNDRIH:

STAN FORD
The Long Cross type

I + GODLEOY Mve ITAN
Pierced; consisting of two fragments.

Weight

1,51

1,13

Find

Nst

N

1,13 N

Ht

1,45 L

1,27 N

1,42 P

1,ti Kr

0,96 R

0,98 R

1,oo R

1,04 N

1,17 R
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14. + XIHTRE RE+ DYFLN

15. + X.IH.TRIC ----- - -- -

16. + XIl - G RE+ 7IGLXIO

17. - - - -- -'OE+ MNEDI

TOTAN ES
The Long Cross type

I + -ELFST7HI M.'-O TOTE7

FIN [EASTER
The Long Cross type

+ BYR----- -- O PIN
Halfpenny. Rex replaced by a Scandinavian title.

Moneyer Byrhtmer.

Coin of Sisig

EOFERWIC
The Long Cross type

I + XTEOREER M'O EOFR
Pierced; pl. II. fig. 24.

Coin of Thymn

DI F E LIN
The Long Cross type

I ---- NEMIN M O ----
Halfpenny; cfr. BEH 1881, Thymn, no. 12.

Pl. II, fig. 25.

Weight Find

1,25 L

R

1,61 N

N
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SUMMARY.

When commenting on the Finnish finds and on the Anglo-Saxon coins belonging to them we
have noticed, that there are no new independent types to be found among our coins. But on the other
hand there is indeed a new mule, belonging to the Reso find. A York coin, dating from the time of
Cnut,(1) of the moneyer Brehtnoth, in this find occurs with an obverse of the Quatrefoil type of Cnut, while
for the reverse a stamp of the Radiate Helmet type of Aethelred has been used; the diameter of this coin,
like that of the earlier types, is twenty mm., while otherwise as a rule the diameter of the Quatrefoil coins
is eighteen mm. The reverse evidently has been struck with an old stamp dating from the time of
Aethelred, as the same type and the same inscription are met with on the coin BEH 1881, no. 644.
Excepting this kind of mule, that hardly was of any importance in the coinage of Cnut, all our pennies
belong to types that are well known of old.

The table p. 87 offers a survey of the dispersion of the different types on the finds, while the
next table, p. 88, shows the extent to which the coins of different mints occur in Finland. Neither is
any new mint represented; on the contrary I have, like Hauberg,(2) thought it best to exclude the
mint whose name is signed PIB, PIBR, VIBER, 8rc. Now as a matter of fact a Small Cross
coin with the inscription + BR7EM ON VIBER belongs to the Nousis find;(3) on its obverse

there is the name of Aethelred and this, according to Mr. Alcenius, is a definite proof of the fact, that a

small series bearing the name of Braem actually were struck in England, most likely at Weybridge, and

not in Denmark. The same name and the same inscription however occur on Danish types from

Viborg, dating from the time of Cnut and Harthacnut, and the most probable thing is that the

Nousis coin was struck in Denmark though with an English obverse. As is well known many

parallels might be produced.(4)
Even if our Finnish finds do not indicate any new mint they nevertheless contain numerous coins

that according to Hildebrand have not been found in Sweden. The Nousis, Lundo, Tavastehus, and

Kuusamo finds contain a total of about ninety coins, that are not mentioned at all by Hildebrand.(5)
However a list of these coins together with the new ones of other finds certainly would be of a rather

illusory value, as other catalogues and collections contain a great many coins with varying inscriptions, that

are not to be found among those of the catalogue BEH; still a comparison between our coins and those

enumerated in all the various catalogues no doubt would be as hard a work as it would be void of greater

importance. On the other hand there are some moneyers worth mentioning, that are not to be found among

(1) Above, Cnut, no. 35 and pl. II, fig. 3; Alcenius, in FM 1901, pp. 41 ff. (2) Hauberg, Cnut nos. 46, 53, pp. 115, 196f.,
Harthacnut, nos. 40, 41, p. 205. (3) Alcenius, pp. 24 f. (4) Cfr. the Dublin coins with the names of Aethelred and Cnut; for
coins of Cnut with the name of Aethelred see Hauberg, Cnut, no. 23 var. p. 114 f; for Danish coins with the name of Edward the

Confessor during the fight between Magnus and Sven Estridsen, 1044-47, see Hauberg, p. 49 f, 212 f. (5) Alcenius, p. 21,
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hose given in BMC under the heading of the various kings. There is to begin with Elfstan of York, who struck
our single coin from the time of Edward the Martyr. On the coins of Aethelred there are the following new
names: Leofric of Chichester, Elewig of Hereford, Rinald of Lincoln,(') Aethelwerd of Southwark,(2) and Snacol
of York. To the old well known moneyers that were striking during Cnut can be added the following new
ones: Leofric of'Dover, Rithnwne of Huntingdon, Godai of Lancaster, Siwerd of London, and Faesthulf and
Huwni of York; there is still Loewmn, probably of Tamworth, where Leofwine was striking during the time
of Aethelred.(3) On the coins of Harold and Edward the Confessor we meet with two new names,
Colgrim of Lincoln(4) and Wulfwine of Southwark, respectively.

The table p. 87, as is mentioned above, offers a survey of the distribution of the different types on
the Finnish finds. The circumstances here prove to be tolerably analogous to those in Sweden.
The coins of Edward the Martyr and the Hand types of Aethelred occur sparingly,(5) but with the Crux
type the coins of Aethelred increase in number; they finally outnumber those of the remaining kings taken
all together.(6) Our finds still contain a great number of coins dating from the time of Cnut; there are
307 pennies of his, a striking contrast with the seven specimens of Harold, the thirteen of Edward the
Confessor and the five of William I. and II.

Just as our list of coins gives an imperfect conception of the coins found in Finland - there are
numerous coins lost altogether - also so our map, p. 90 conveys an idea correct but in the main of the
dispersion of the finds in the different parts of our country; we know for certain that many hoards
have been found, which re have not been informed of, and on the other hand there are finds, that we know
nothing of, except that they contained mediaeval coins. Thus in this map of ours only those finds are included,
that have been put down above, and about which we know for certain that they contained Anglo-Saxons coins.(7)

There is one thing which immediately strikes the eye: the close concentration of the finds to
the old civilized districts in the S. W. of Finland: Finland properly so called with the most western part
of Nyland, and south Tavastland with the adjacent parts of Satakunda. Outside these centres there are
only the Kronoborg, the Wasa, the Kuusamo, and the Kuolajirvi finds. As a matter of fact the hoards
of coins indicate, broadly speaking, that the wealth was most abundant, wherever the grave-finds are
most numerous and the country most densely populated. In the S. W. of Finland the coin-finds are
most closely connected with the settled country of the Viking Age: a glance at the map of the settlements
during the Viking Age in Atlas de Finlande, 1910, no. 51, and we feel assured of this. It certainly is a

characteristic trait that the single coin from Nyland has been found at the S. W. corner of the province,

from which neighbourhood some other finds of the Viking Age are reported also. Now the oldest hoards

all dating from the former part of the 11th. century, have been found here: the Virmo, Halikko, Reso,

Pemar, and Nousis finds of Finland properly so called; the Sysmi, Nastola, Pilkane, and Hattula finds of Tavastland.

The oldest find of all, that of Sysmi, comes oddly enough from a comparatively eastern place. The Carelian

find of Kronoborg is. as old as of the sixth decade of the 11th. century; the nothern finds of Kuusamo
and Kuolajirvi belong to the latest group. To the same group as the Kuusamo hoard belong only those

from Hauho and Tavastehus, while the Kuolajirvi find is the latest of all.

(1)' Possibly identical with Raeinold. (2) Known earlier from Sudbury, but on our coin is a clear SV G not SVDB.
(3) Some of the moneyers' names evidently are spelt wrong. (4) Probably the same as Conrim who struck at this place.
(6) These coins probably came into our country later on during Aethelred with the rich silver flow; all of them are of finds that
contain also later types. (6) To the 464 Aethelred coins of the table must be added 19 pennies with barbarous obv. or rev.; for
specification see above, p. 52; it is the same with Cnut; to his 307 coins must be added 9 pennies with barbarous obv. or rev-,
see above p.73. (7) As the find of Wasa has come to my knowledge when the stock is already made the finding-place is not in-
dicated on the map.
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E Ekenas

Hh Hauho

HI Halikko

Ht Hattula

Hv Hvittis

Kj Kuolajarvi

Kr Kronoborg

Ks Kuusamo
L Lundo

Lb Lembois

M St. Marie

N Nousis

Nst Nastola

P Pemar

P1 Pilkane

Ps Pargas

R - Reso

S Sysmni

T Tavastehus

U Uskela

W Wirmo
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It is worth mentioning, that only a single Anglo- Saxon penny has ever been found in the south of
East Bothnia, that during the epoch of migrations played a very important part. Howewer this fact wholly
corresponds with the scarcity of archaelogical finds of the Viking age in this part of the country.

The lack of finds on Aland is most surprising. As a matter of fact the whole island is covered with tumuli
dating from the Viking Age, presumably for the greatest part from the time prior to that of the West-European coin
hoards. Cufic coins have been found here in much greater numbers than on the mainland of Finland, and from the
parish of Geta we know of a find containing silver ornaments, most likely from the 10 th. century. The lack of West-
European coins on these islands must certainly be caused by the changed routes of commerce. And just as the
Alandish finds of Arabic coins presumably depend on the Viking expeditions of the residents and on their
commercial intercourse with the places on the river Neva and with the inner parts of Russia, so the import
of Anglo-Saxon coins probably is due to the commercial connections westwards and southwards; this
commerce however does not seem to have affected Aland. The most probable thing is that the new
commerce chiefly turned towards Gothland, the grand and rich commercial centre in the Baltic Sea.
There are, as it is, no indications in the distribution of the finds of Sweden showing that the Finnish trade
was carried from Svealand. The lists of B. E. Hildebrand and Hans Hildebrand(') also contain rather few Swedish
finds from these parts of the country: three of Angermanland, two of Gestrikland, one of Dalarne, six of Uppland,
and thirteen of S6dermanland. Still all of these finds are not of the same importance, and most of the
provinces do not convey the impression of being any large centres for commerce. However this question
must not be settled without commenting on the points of contact between the sets of antiquities on both
sides of the Gulf of Bothnia and the Baltic Sea. For the present no such investigations have been
made, but there seem to exist some antiquities indicating a fairly close connection between the north
of Sweden an western Finland.

In the introduction we have already called attention to the fact, that the hoards of Anglo-Saxon
coins found in the Baltic Provinces never are very considerable, the rich hoard of Oranienbaum in
Ingermannia being next to unique.(2) On these grounds we are not bound to suppose either, that
any greater amount of coins ever was imported to Finland via East Balticum although it must be remem-
bered, that there are many archeological points of contact between the Finnish and the Esthonian finds.
On the other hand it might be that suggested, that the Finnish finds possibly are owing to direct connections with
England, or in other words that also the inhabitants of Finland took part in the Viking expeditions westwards.
However we have now to call attention to the fact, that the finds by no means support this supposition: all our
finds contain beyond Anglo-Saxon coins also German and other specimens, and besides oftentimes personal
silver ornaments; they consequently bear an obvious impression of being hoards collected in trading. The
single gilded Irish strap-mountings, that have been found in the parish of St. Karins,(3) can no more prove
any direct connections between Finland and Great-Britain.

The explanation of the Kuusamo and IKuolajarvi finds is found in the fact, that these places are
situated by the side of the then high-way of commerce eastwards, to Bjarmaland. In a case like this we

(1) BEH 1846; Mdnadsblad 1886 8r 1887. There are still a good many new finds from these parts of Sweden, e. g. the
great hoard from Djuped, parish of Styrni.s, Angermanland. (2) Dr. A. M. Tallgren, just returning from a journey to Esthonia,
tells me that, although the published Esthonian finds of Anglo-Saxon coins seem to be rather insignificant, there as yet are a good
many coins found in Esthonia, e. g. more than 300 only on the island of Osel. (3) Tallgren, in FM 1915, p. 57, fig. 12; similar
mountings also in Norway, cfr. Rygh, Norske Oldsager, no. 623.
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are, as it is, inclined to trace the finds to the hoards of the N. of Sweden, e. g. to Angermanland.(1)
But however these Finnish finds are not the single evidence of the West-Eastern connections of the
northern parts of our country during the Viking Age and at the beginning of the Middle Ages. Oval
Scandinavian brooches have been found in the country parish of Kajana, in Kuusamo and Kuhmoniemi,

and there are besides some detached silver things proving' like the hoards, the relative wealth of the
tradesmen: e. g. a spirally twisted ring with a faceted knob of a Permian type found in the parish of

Utajarvi, a penannular brooch from Rovaniemi and another from Enare, all these places lying at the water-
ways of trading. As a late eastern proof of these connections we might consider a Bolgaric ear-ring,

that has been found by Sir Arthur Evans at the beginning of the eighth decade of the 19th. century on

the isle of Ukonsaari in the parish of Enare.
There is still the find of Kronoborg - widely separated from all the rest of the coin finding-

places - coming as it is from the shore of Ladoga. A hoard of personal silver ornaments found at Savitaipale

in the south of Savolax and a find of coins, of which no particulars are known, from the parish of Mintyharju

in the same province form some kind of a connecting link between the Kronoborg find and the South-
Tavastlandish set of finds. Studying the map of the settlements of Finland during the late Iron Age, we

might positively discover, that Kronoborg and the parishes south of this place actually are rich finding centres.

Some hoards of coins still have been found on the Carelian Istmus, but these finds, as far as we know, did

not contain any Anglo-Saxons coins. Personal silver ornaments have been found in several graves &c., all

round the mouth of the river Vuoksen. On the other side of Ladoga too, in Olonetz, finds have been

discovered, dating from the time of the Viking Age, and from the neighbourhood of Lodeinopolje comes

a hoard of coins weighing about 6 kg. This find contained about 500 coins of Aethelred.( 2) It is a rather

difficult task to decide, whether the coins of the Kronoborg-find have come to the shore of Ladoga along

the way of trading indicated by the finds of South-Tavastland and South-Savolax, or if their origin is to

be found in the Swedish colonies at the south shore of the lake. Possibly the last mentioned supposition

might hold good, as there are some archaeological facts, showing that the influence of the Swedish colonies

on the Finnish culture in Carelia was of a fairly great importance.

(1) The single coin from Wasa has also, no doubt, come across the Gulf of Bothnia. (2) Dannenberg II, pp. 532 ff.

ERRATA. P. 2 line 1 from below: Kr - Kronoborg. T Tavastehus omitted.
P. 83 line 1 from below, read: omitted them 8 c.
In the table p. 87 there ought to be mentioned only 3 coins of the Small Cross type of Cnut as belonging
to the find of Reso, the fourth having a barbarous reverse.
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